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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Historical Background

analyzed the process of energy transfer between adjacent

double resonance technique in electron spin resonance (ESR)
began to emerge as a powerful tool for studying relaxation
phenomena and obtaining better spectral resolution in the
early 196O"s.

The new technique subsequently called electron
electron double resonance (ELDOR), is a change in an ESR
signal intensity, as monitored by an observing microwave
frequency, when a second microwave frequency (pump) is
swept through the spectrum. This new technique has become
a means of directly measuring paramagnetic center inter
actions with the surrounding lattice.

that in certain instances
a relatively high-order process, such as multiple simul
taneous flip-flops which conserve the Zeeman energy, may be

1

Since Bloembergen, Shapiro, Pershan and Artman1

resonances in both nuclear and electron systems, a new

The dawn of the emerging ELDOR spectroscopy was a 
suggestion by Bloembergen et al.1



2

more probable than a simple flip-flop between two electron
spins and may give rise to an ELDOR spectrum. They noted
that these interactions account for observed cross satu
ration and cross maser effects.

It may be now appropriate to describe briefly how an

For the hydrogen atom with the nuclear spin £ and
electronic spin £, an ESR doublet with a hyperfine split-

is obtained when a magnetic field is swept at a

(Fig. 1-1), for example, is monitored by an observing micro
wave source at the constant magnetic field while a pumping

pectively, spins can be pumped from level BQ to level aa.
Part of the spins return to the lower level Ba via an
electron flip, giving up the energy to the lattice, while
other spins relax to level aB by a nuclear spin flip. This
relaxation to level aB causes an increase in the spin popu
lation at the level, resulting in reduction of the spin

ELDOR frequency equal to

differences in the relaxation times T., T., T, and T

ELDOR spectrum occurs in relation to an ESR spectrum using 
the hydrogen atom as an illustration.

N “*lu Xx* 
for the

and f o

transitions or reduction of the ESR line intensity at an 
(Fig. 1-1).

ting aH
constant klystron frequency. If the high-field ESR line

microwave frequency is varied with fp> fQ, where f 
are the pumping and observing microwave frequency, res-

aH
The magnitude of the reduction is dependent on the

• M
-------------------------- x, Xj.

If the spin-lattice relaxation time T^ 
pumped spins is shorter than other relaxation times such as
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as a function of of the magnetic field. A de

crease in intensity of the upper field ESR

line is observed when a second microwave fre

quency

lowed by a transfer of the pumped spins from

nuclear spin flip time TN. T

low and high magnetic field in ELDOR observa-

is the cross relaxation time.

signal intensities with the pump on and with the

pump off as a function of the difference in the

observing and pumping microwave frequencies.

Fig. 1-1. (a) Energy levels and ESR transitions at the 

microwave frequency for the hydrogen atom

kp (pump) causes a transition to occur 

from the lower level to the upper level, fol-

tion and Tx
(b) A plot of the difference between the two ESR

the aa level to the afi level during the 
» M

— ■ ■■ n* and are ^he 

electron spin-lattice relaxation times at the
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a a

a

(a)E

B PH 
B a

ESR (Pump off)

Pump on

(b)ELDOR

Af

Fig. 1-1

Tx

aH

aH

4

TN MS Mf

T1
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the spin populations in the upper energy levels will be de
populated via spin-lattice relaxation as soon as they are

for the pumped spins is competi-
or Tn, then the upper energy

ESR intensity will occur, resulting in an ELDOR signal.
In general, the magnitude of reduction depends on

the viscosity of the radical solution and also on the radi
cal concentration.

The ELDOR signal recorded with a frequency sweeping
at a constant magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1-lb is the
difference in height between the ESR signal with pump off
and the ESR signal with pump on. For the frequency-swept
ELDOR signal, "reduction factor" is defined as

Reduction factor = R =

This definition is to be differentiated from the common

field-swept ELDOR spectrum.

is preset to an appropriate hyperfine interval and the
magnetic field is swept over the ESR line under study. The
The ESR signal height will be dependent upon the pump power
employed and the reduction factor in the field-swept ELDOR

In the field-swept ELDOR spectroscopy, a frequency 
difference between the observing and pumping frequencies

and Tn, the cross relaxation and nuclear spin flip time, 
respectively, then no ELDOR signal will be observed because

ELDOR Signal Height_______
ESR Signal Height with Pump Off

populated. However, if T^ 
tive with or longer than T upper energy
level a [3 will be increasingly populated and reduction of the

Tx

literature definition of reduction factor which is for a
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spectroscopy is defined as

R

where ESH is the ESR signal height.
The frequency-swept technique exhibits the obvious

advantage of permitting a direct measurement of the magni
tude of an effect, rather than requiring a measurement of
a small change in an observed signal as in the field-swept
ELDOR spectroscopy.

For the ELDOR signal illustrated in Fig. 1-1, the
line shape indicates that the signal is really a reduced
ESR line and the reduction factor is assigned to be posi
tive. In the case of enhanced ESR line the reduction factor
is defined to be negative.

Several systems have been studied in which ELDOR

on nitrogen

In their cross relax
ation studies in diamond, Sorokin and coworkers were able

(the time for a spin in level 2 to lose

and T

is the spin-lattice relaxation timeresonance line and T^ 
which becomes increasingly long at low temperatures. They

nance method. Tg^ 

relaxation time T2 
brium to be established between all the spins in a given

 (ESH with Pump Off) - (ESH with Pump On) 
(ESH with Pump Off)

to measure Tg^

energy and populate level 1) directly with the double reso-

signals were observed. One of the first ELDOR experiments
2 was performed by Sorokin, Lasher and Gelles

centers in diamond to verify quantitatively the occurrence 
of a high-order spin flip process.

is intermediate between T2 and T^. The 
is roughly the time required for equili-
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employed two independent X-band microwave sources, function
ing as pump and probe, and a bimodal cavity of the two
orthogonal, degenerate cylindrical TM. modes. Most of the

Giordmaine et al. had earlier compared the values
obtained from saturation

oscillators, differing in frequency by 100 MHz, were swept
past the paramagnetic resonance and ’decay time' was ob
served. This observation indicated that if the oscillator
which just reaches the resonance is sufficiently powerful

probe of the extent to which equilibrium has been restored
by relaxation. This technique was used to obtain T from

remarkably1

tion measurements. In the saturation methods it was assumed
that

= 1/(27TA^),and

time' type of measurement yielded values of T
factor of 3) to those obtained by satura-

110 
measurements were done at liquid helium temperatures.

4

(AN - AN0) 
T1

to saturate it, then the second oscillator may be used as a

Ht(AN - ANo> =

crystal. ANQ 
the halfwidth of the line at half-maximum. The results

T2

1
decay rates and in most of the cases examined, the 'decay

of spin-lattice relaxation time T1 
measurements and those from decay times. In their experi
ments on GdgMg^CNO j) 24-HgO and Cu(NH^) 2(S0^) 2« 6H20 at
liquid helium temperatures, the frequencies of two klystron

close (within a

where AN is the population difference between the two 
energy levels (spin £) for the paramagnetic centers in a

is the equilibrium value and Ak£ is defined as
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energy through the lattice modes and that the relaxation
is dependent on crystal size.

for the high-frequency transitions (those in which the

somewhat similar to the Varian ELDOR cavity systemj

erate more than 100 mw of power and was coupled to the

ence of a selected transition at a frequency f while the

= f.
• , where a is the hyperfine inter

appeared to show that two nearby resonances are rapidly 
brought to the same effective temperature by exchange of

assumed that the paramagnetic ions are so highly dispersed 
that all of the cross relaxation processes between hyper
fine lines are slow compared with the spin-lattice rates

action constant in frequency units. By employing the 
cobalt-doped (La-Zn)«HgO crystals as samples, they made

cavity through variable attenuators capable of producing
48 dB of attenuation. They measured the population differ-

for the probe mode and the other for pump mode. The cavity 
was immersed in a helium bath which could be pumped to pro
duce temperatures of 1.15°K. The pump klystron could gen-

o'
pump mode was used to saturate a transition at the fre-

time T^
In another reported experiment Unruh and Culvahouse^

quency f^ = fQ + Af, To produce Overhauser effects, they 
used Af = ±a, ±2a, •

that the entire line may be saturated without hole burning. 
In their double resonance method the cavity had two irises, 

one

electron spin flips). They further assumed that the spin
spin processes are sufficiently fast and thus a single 
transition shows an effectively homogeneous behaviour so
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double microwave frequency measurement of the effects pro
duced by saturation of forbidden transitions and those
produced by saturation of allowed transitions for cobalt

quency of the transition. The results showed that the
saturating effects are apparently no longer present for con
centrations of 0.01 and 0.005%.

transition of the

redistributions affect the

in that there is no Overhauser effect for

demonstrated that the ELDOR technique can be

sonance line of F-centers in KOI crystal to gain informa
tion concerning the details of the absorption mechanisms
which can not be obtained in the usual single-frequency
ESR experiment.

The ESR spectrum of the F-centers has been pictured
as being composed of a large number of individual "spin
packets" which are distributed over a range in resonant
frequencies due to the hyperfine interaction of the

concentrations of 0.5, 0.05, 0.01 and 0.005%. Crystals 
with concentrations of 0.5% always showed a strong satura
tion of the allowed transitions adjacent to the transition 
for which the pump frequency was equal to the resonant fre-

They have found that the saturation of a single
59Co hyperfine structure disturbes the

59Coi and these

the direction H-Lz, 
Moran®

populations of all of the levels of the
®°Co populations by spin-spin

interactions. Their conclusions agreed with that of 
7 Abraham et al.'

successfully applied to the inhomogeneously broadened re-
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F-center electron with nearby potassium and chloride nuclei.
In this distribution the component multiplets, or spin
packets, remain unresolved so that the observed ESR line
shape is determined entirely by the inhomogeneous broaden
ing process. One can not, therefore, obtain direct infor
mation concerning the line shape or linewidth of the indi
vidual spin packets by conventional steady-state ESR experi
ments on this inhomogeneously broadened system. One techni-

Moran saturated the
inhomogeneously broadened resonance by an applied rf pump
field and the spectrum was simultaneously probed by a weak
detector field applied at a different frequency. In his
experimental apparatus, the detector arm of the apparatus

and employing a Varian V-58
klystron which was stabilized to a reference cavity.

The requirement of no cross coupling between the

found that in order to
preserve linearity of the detection system and to elimi
nate unwanted contributions from the spurious feedthrough,
it was necessary to have greater than 60 dB rejection be
tween the two guides. This requirement was met relatively

was a conventional 3-cm microwave spectrometer using bal
anced bolometer detection^

operated in the cylindrical TM^^0

pump and detector wave guides is one of the most important
Q experimental considerations. Moran

easily if the two modes were separated by more than a few 
otimes their response width. Moran

que to study these properties, however, is ELDOR spectros-
— 8copy. In his study of the F-centers,

used the sample cavity
. 2modes.
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Triplet states of non-equidistant levels are the
simplest systems for ELDOR study. In these systems both
the pumped and observed transitions have an energy level in

and paramagnetic impurity centers.

investigated the complex salt of tetra-
cyanquinodimethane (TCNQ) with a helical cavity. They dis
covered the ELDOR signal of 0-*l transition during simul
taneous pumping of the -1—0 transition. They also showed
that the processes of triplet exciton interactions between
each other and with local centers have a remarkable effect
on the relaxation processes in ion-radical salts.

In their field-swept

measured the change in absorption of the 9-GHz
microwave while the pump microwave of 22 GHz was introduced
into the cavity. They also used microwaves of 23 GHz and
51 GHz for the signals and pump, respectively, as the
magnetic field was swept. A cylindrical dual mode cavity
(TE

quency of 70 Hz to improve the accuracy of the measurement.

A difficult problem with the ESR method in the study 
of ionized impurity-pairs (donor-acceptor pairs) in n- and

in in-
11,14

Oil5
amplitude of the 9-GHz microwaves was modulated by a fre-

was employed for the 9-22 GHz microwaves and the

these systems has been done by Russian workers 
organic salts10,12

common. Some recent experimental and theoretical work on 
10-14

ELDOR investigation at liquid helium temperatures, Tanaka 
et al.1^

In their ELDOR work on the crystals of ion-radical salts 
Benderskii et al.10

p-type silicon was also subjected to a double resonance 
treatment by Japanese workers.1^*
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An important breakthrough of instrument design pro-

re-
a

portion not in common. In order to alter the frequency of

which were in an rf
electric field maximum for one mode and an electric field
node for the other (crossed) mode. The two modes they used

modes crossed
with each other.

The irises were in the "unshared” portions and thus
a fair degree of isolation between the modes was assured
automatically. A principal advantage of the partially de
generate cavity was that either resonant mode may be tuned

portion not in common. To obtain the displayed signal
arising entirely from a double resonance interaction, the
pump microwave field was chopped at 20 Hz with a diode
switch. Eventually the observing signal was amplified and
phase detected at 20 Hz.

Kispert, Sneed and Chien. They performed the first

in resonant frequency independent of the other by insert
ing a dielectric (Teflon) or a conducting rod into that

which were partially degenerate in spacei the crossed 
sonant modes had a portion of their volume in common and

Hyde et al. used a bimodal rectangular cavity 
(the earlier investigators used bimodal cylindrical cavi
ties) capable of supporting two resonant microwave modes

Further important progress was achieved by Hyde, 
18

one mode without affecting the frequency of the other mode, 
p £ o

dielectric screws were introduced

for the bimodal cavity were TE1Q2 and TE103

blems was reported relatively recently by Hyde, Chien and 
Freed,17
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reported frequency-swept ELDOR experiment. This was a sig
nificant step toward perfecting a more versatile ELDOR

the observing microwave frequency and the de magnetic field
were set to a predetermined position of the ESR spectrum
and the pumping microwave frequency was swept through
several intervals of the spectrum. They discovered intra
molecular relaxation processes for two different radical
species in irradiated malonic acid crystal near room tem
perature and another radical could be distinguished from

A frequency-swept ELDOR study of liquid and frozen

They
obtained precise values for the hyperfine coupling of the

tral nitrogens was equal to some proton coupling. Little
information was obtained about the proton couplings. A
detailed analysis of ELDOR line shapes was also given.

The first quantitative test of the theory for the

ported by Eastman, Bruno and Freed.
meter system was similar to that described earlier. with
the magnetic field being swept at the frequency difference

hydrazyl nitrogens, Na and N^, and determined that the 
difference in the coupling constants between the two cen-

Their ELDOR spectro-
17

the two. They observed 10% to 40% reductions of the observed
ESR intensities at 6°C and below 0°C,

ELDOR spectroscopy of free radicals in solution was re-
20

solutions of a,a-diphenyl-/?-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) in 
toluene was also reported by Hyde, Sneed and Rist.1^

instrument since both frequency-swept and field-swept ELDOR 
experiments could be carried out. In their experiments,
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between the two modes set at the approximate hyperfine
splittings of peroxylamine disulfonate dianion radical. In
the study they illustrated that the ELDOR technique can be
very useful in extracting important information on relaxa-

Vieth, Brunner
and Hauser used a new type of X-band microwave bridge which
consisted of a cavity and a helix arranged in an orthogonal
manner in order to obtain maximal decoupling. A brief note

and
were successfully

applied to a glassy systems of trapped electrons, demon
strating a cross saturation between a hyperfine line and
the trapped electron.

to the understanding of the apparent
relationship between ELDOR line intensity and spin exchange
correlation time. The authors showed that the qualitative
aspects of the temperature dependence of the ELDOR spectra
can be explained in terms of the correlation times of the
intramolecular dynamic processes.

28,29The same authors have also indicated' that the
chlorine quadrupole moment plays a dominant role over the
fluorine p-orbital anisotropy in relaxation conditions for
the observation of ELDOR signals in irradiated chlorinated

An important contribution has been added by Kispert, 
Chang and Bogan^’^

tion from a sample of unknown relaxation properties.
21 In another recent ELDOR experiment

on an ELDOR study with magnetic field-sweeping was also
22 reported by Russian workers.

The same technique of field-swept ELDOR method2^
. 24 25also the frequency-swept technique ’
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acetamide single crystals.

B.

In our ELDOR investigations of various irradiated
organic single crystals, it has become apparent that there
are several important relaxation mechanisms which give rise
to ELDOR spectra.

The relaxation mechanisms may be divided into two
broad categoriesi intramolecular relaxation and inter-
molecular relaxation.

Intramolecular relaxation effects are largely ob-

in solutions of viscous media

Several intramolecular relaxation mechanisms have
been investigated for irradiated organic crystals in this

A brief summary of these relaxation investiga
tions is given below and the experimental results will be
further discussed in Appendices A, B, C, and D.

(a) The END and Cross Relaxation Mechanisms — Appendix A
The ELDOR spectrum shown in Fig. 1-lb is that of a

two-spin system. In the two-spin system, there will be
four energy levels representing the two levels of the

Review of Published Investigations Carried Out in This 
26-29Laboratory y — Intramolecular Relaxations

laboratory and the results have been reported in the liter
ature.26-29

served at relatively high temperatures for irradiated or
ganic Crystals,26 n-F and also

19for low concentrations of radicals in a solution. 7
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observing ESR transition and the two levels corresponding
to the pumping ESR transition. The energy levels and pos
sible transitions for the system at a constant magnetic
field are illustrated in Fig. 1-2.

Levels a’ and b* in Fig. 1-2 are the upper levels
is

nuclear spins flip between the upper levels or between the
represents the electron spin flip transi-

states between lower and upper energy levels independent of
the nuclear spins.

lMSM4>a*
|a a)

|a £>

|0Z?>|R a> ba

.17,31Two competing relaxation mechanisms appear to

relaxation mechanism (W ).cross x

be largely responsible for reduction and enhancement of 
ESR linesi electron-nuclear dipolar mechanism (END) and

Fig. 1-2. General four-level spin system with possible 
spin-lattice relaxation transition probability.

W n

and the two lower levels are referred to as a and b. Wn 
the nuclear spin transition probability in which only the

Jx2

Wn
'Ki

lower levels. W0 
tion probability where only the electron spins change the

I 
I

W ' e i 
i 
I 
i 
▼

b'

I
I
I
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The END mechanism consists of an electron spin tran-

where M

On the other hand, the cross relaxation mechanism

in this laboratory of en
hancement in ESR line intensity is the first reported in
the literature.

A variation in the ELDOR intensity has been shown to

observed when 10
for the ELDOR reduction

factors whenever an intramolecular motion was present with

in irra
diated single crystals of dimethylmalonic acid, a-amino-
isobutyric acid and L-alanine, The similarity was due to
the internal motion of the methyl group common in all of

transfer saturation from the pumped to the observed ESR
26

sition (¥?e) followed by  
vice versa. This mechanism provides relaxation paths which

(Wx) connects states differing in nuclear and electron spin 
quantum numbers and leads to an observed enhancement of the 

pZESR signal. The observation

An enhancement in the ESR spectrum was 
■11<Tr<10’9 

27 intensity maximum occurred

The ELDOR intensity dominated by any of both mecha-
26 nisms showed a similar temperature dependence

sec. On the other hand, an

transition. The END has been shown' 
oand yN where Mj

is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio.

a nuclear spin transition (W ) or

to be dependent on Mj 
is the nuclear spin quantum number and y^

be related to the correlation time of the methyl group
, . . . . 26about its axis.

a spin exchange correlation time equal to approximately 
0.2 x IO-6 sec. in CHgCOO- radicals in zinc acetate and 
malonic acid crystals.
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the radicals produced in the crystals. This was further
supported by the fact that deuterated a-aminoisobutyric
acid and deuterated L-alanine also resulted in the same
intensity as their normal crystals. Only the magnitude of
the ELDOR signal differed proportionately to the number of
methyl groups per radical.

Thus the ELDOR spectrum is very sensitive to the
frequency of the dynamic process and the correlation time
of the intramolecular motion is a vital factor in determin
ing whether a reduction factor will be positive or negative.
The ELDOR reduction factor vs. temperature curve shows a

is on the order of the ESR linewidth 10

that the ELDOR intensity is related to the fre
quency of the motion as shown in Fig. 1-3.

R 0

Time in sec.

Fig. 1-3. Variation of reduction factor vs. correla
tion time.

10"1110’9

In connection with these observations it was sug
gested^

IO"6

maximum at a temperature where the frequency of the motion
7 sec’1.
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(b) The Inter-J Coupling Mechanisms — Appendix B

As already noted in Section (a), an apparent rela
tionship was also observed between the ELDOR intensity and
the spin exchange correlation time for three-spin systems
(two proton spins and an electron spin) of CH„COO~ radi-

The relationship may be better understood in these cases
if the spin exchange process can be related to the relaxa
tion processes.

Calculation of reduction factors based on the
assumption of "completely equivalent nuclei" was encoun-

at least the terms

these terms always lead to greater reductions for forbidden
transitions than for allowed transitions. In addition, the
difference in calculated reduction factors between differ
ent transitions (allowed or forbidden) did not agree with
experimental results. For instance, the calculated curves
of reduction factor vs. temperature for two allowed ELDOR
lines in irradiated sine acetate crystals showed a maxi
mum at the same temperature while the experimental curves
do not.

The intensity of forbidden lines as a function of
temperature was another problem in the calculations. Ex
perimentally, the intensity of the forbidden ELDOR transi
tions becomes greater at the expense of the allowed ELDOR

\ uww yiuvuii opiua aim clil uluuuluh japxii/ ux wigwu xq.ua — 

cals in irradiated zinc acetate and malonic acid crystals.

tered with definite problems. They appeared to imply that w w
b = ^p and X = yp should not be heavi- e e

ly counted on for reproducing experimental results since

xq.ua
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lines over a certain temperature range (below -80°C) in

crystal.
Since the ESR effects arise from a nonadiabatic

change could be pictured in terms of J manifolds as indi
cated in Fig. 1-4.

ae> Paa a

J = 1

j = o

The arrows in Fig. 1-4 indicate the states which
are exchanging. This exchange, based on the assumption
that the two protons are symmetrically equivalent, would
allow coupling of the J manifolds with A J = 1, The result
ing calculation of reduction factors showed a reasonably

/?(a2 spin exchange which is really nothing more than 
the simultaneous flipping of two nuclear spins, this ex-

the case of the CH2C00- radical in irradiated zinc acetate

Fig. 1-4. Coupling of the J manifolds for the two symme
trically equivalent protons. The spin exchange 
is allowed with the selection rule of aj = 1. 
On the other hand, the assumption of the com
plete equivalence of the two protons allows 
only AJ = 0.
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good agreement with the experimental observation. On the
other hand, the assumption of the complete equivalence of
the two protons allows only the selection rule AJ = 0.

(c) The p-Orbital Anisotropy — Appendix C

fluorine-containing radicals.
radicals in irradiated monofluoroacetamide,

In this radical a rather complex ELDOR

observed. No allowed lines have been found at

influences the intensity of the ELDOR lines.

observed previously
radical,

(d) The Domination of Quadrupole Moment — Appendix D
The presence of a quadrupole interaction was a domi

nating factor in relaxation, resulting in a simple ELDOR
line pattern. Thus, ELDOR spectra of both radicals

spectrum was observed with intense forbidden lines at 
iap + Only upon decreasing the fluorine hyperfine split
ting below 253 MHz, was a weak but detectable allowed line

Even though the rotational motion appears to greatly 
influence the relaxation conditions for an ELDOR spectrum, 
the anisotropic dipolar terms are shown to be important for

at a„ observed. No allowed lines have been found at a_. n r
Thus, it is seen that the fluorine p-orbital anisotropy

CFHCONHg
for example, have been reported to have a very large fluo
rine anisotropy.33

In the case of the CFgCONHg radical, instead of the 
intense forbidden lines at Jap ± J?

for the CFHCONHg radical, a rather simple intense spectrum 
at aF was observed with smaller spectral intensity at 
iap ± PF.



This observation appears to indicate that chlorine
quadrupolar relaxation is much more effective than fluorine
dipolar relaxation. Changing the magnitude of the fluorine
splitting (p-orbital anisotropy) did not vary the appear-

Similar ELDOR spectral patterns and temperature de

radical was

might be expected from the rotational motion of the radical

from rotational motion.

Intermolecular RelaxationsC.
Intermolecular relaxation mechanisms are usually

the radical. For example, Kevan et al.
intermolecular cross saturation between two different
spin systems (free radical spin system and trapped electron

ance of the ELDOR spectrum. The intensity was decreased

observed at low temperatures or at high concentrations of
24,25

in a matrix of CCl-CONH-. This appears to suggest that 
j &

quadrupolar relaxation is stronger than the contribution

sharply as the temperature was raised to -10 C and very lit
tle ELDOR lines were observed above -10°C,

pendence were also noted for the CCl^ and CC1HC00H radicals, 
with the most intense spectra being observed at -100°C or

CClFCONHg
and -^a,

were able to see

22
and CClgCONHg consisted of two intense lines2®’2^ 

at acl and -|acl - stronger signals being observed at 
low temperatures, typically below -50°C.

lower temperatures.
Above -20°C the ELDOR line for the CCl^ 

very weak2^and no other intense line was found which
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spin system) with the ELDOR technique and showed that the

viscous solvent with low mobility, only the intramolecular

showed that intermolecular cross re

So far, a more extensive study of the possible inter
molecular relaxations present in irradiated organic crys
tals has not been reported. It is unfortunate that the
lack of these studies has prevented us from utilizing the

radiation damage processes in organic solids at low tem-

radicals are stabilized at low temperatures and the ongo
ing chemistry of the trapped radicals in the lattice is
largely unknown. In such cases the ESR spectrum consists
of a number of overlapping spectral lines, making it dif
ficult to identify the radicals present. If an attempt is

electron spin-lattice relaxation becomes competitive with 
the intermolecular cross relaxation above 70°K,

trapped electron and the radical are spatially correlated 
in Y-irradiated 2-methyltetrahydrofuran glass at 77°K.

laxation dominates completely the modes of relaxation in 
irradiated malonic acid crystal below 70°K but the

ELDOR technique in assigning the lines of the normally 
complex ESR spectra obtained during the investigation of

peratures.
A relatively large number of primary and secondary

Intermolecular relaxation processes have also been 
, 30shown-7

relaxation is dominant, This is in close agreement with an 
earlier report by Hyde et al.1?

Dalton et al.^-5

to be dominant in low viscosity media while in a
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made to identify these radical lines using the ELDOR tech
nique, the ELDOR spectrum will consist of lines from all
radicals present when intermolecular relaxation mechanisms
are dominant. Such ELDOR spectra will not be easy to
analyze and contribute little to identification of the ra
dicals unless the domination of the intermolecular relaxa
tion mechanism can be lessened relative to any intramole
cular mechanism.

Previously, several techniques have permitted some
degree of spectral identification. For example, by anneal
ing an irradiated crystal, one radical or more will be
destroyed, resulting in a simple ESR spectrum to permit a
study of the most stable radical species.

Isotopic substitution can sometimes result in an
improved resolution, enabling the identification of each
line. Power saturation has also been used to selectively
saturate some lines, leaving others for investigation.

Spectral shifts of overlapping lines can also be
obtained by studying the ESR spectrum at K- and Q-band

sonance method for obtaining higher resolution ESR spectra

better spectral resolution can be obtained to the use of
ELDOR techniques, it is necessary to investigate intra-
and inter-molecular relaxation conditions in irradiated

frequencies, providing that different g values are present 
for the radicals under study. ENDOR is a common double re-

if proper relaxation conditions exist.
In order to extend the possible methods by which
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crystals.

Plan and Outline of Current InvestigationD.

A search for conditions under which the intermole-
cular relaxations can be lessened at low temperatures was
undertaken. A suitable sample for this study appeared to be
irradiated crystals of glycine. Glycine was chosen for the
following reasons.
1. Despite the fact that ESR spectra of irradiated glycine
crystals have long been a subject of considerable contro
versy as to the radical components and their chemistry,

are well
documented.

and

relaxation properties at low temperatures.

in this laboratory that

other hand, N has a small quadrupole moment while
has not any. Therefore, it may be interesting to determine

spectral lines. The presence of the two radicals also 
makes it suitable for investigation of the intermolecular

the crystals have been vigorously studied over a wide range 
of temperature (4°K to 400°K) and the results

' 2 Ku-V C LllllCXvHv X V uu UXvIXdXi UUX X UXCX UXUH w1UJC O ex CL 

function of temperature and should display intense ELDOR

a large quadrupolar interaction played a dominant role.
resulting in very simple ELDOR spectral pattern. On the

Ik 1 r* KT V* « o 1 T 4 1 a -*■ J

3. Quadrupole moment can play a role in ELDOR relaxations.
p Q PQ It has been learned earlier ’ “

2. Two radicals, NHtcHCOO- and CH^COO”, are found in irra-
diated glycine. The two groups in these radicals, 
CH„, have different rotational correlation times as a
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14,whether N in glycine would affect the re

laxation conditions, revealing the role of the small qua-
drupolar interactions in ELDOR relaxations.
4. The exchangeable protons can easily be replaced with

resolvable ESR spectrum.
on DPPH in which the

proton has a very small coupling constant of less than 3 G,
comparable to the nitrogen splitting constant, it was shown

termine how deuteration would affect glycine ELDOR relaxa
tions.

If deuteration of glycine results in the absence of
line or other combination lines from the ELDOR

ex-

ELDOR lines.

exist, resulting in overlapped ESR lines. Thus it is possi
ble to study the ELDOR line shape distortion as a func
tion of the crystal alignment in the magnetic field.

deuterium. Deuterium has a gyromagnetic ratio less than 
1/6 that of proton and the small splitting still results in

5. . Glycine crystals are monoclinic in structure and two 
pairs of the molecules in the unit cell are related by 
inversion. Therefore, two nonequivalent radical sites can

in place of

However, in an earlier report^

the aD 
spectrum, it may be possible to investigate the H-D 
change reactions by monitoring only the resolved proton

that the proton line is absent from the ELDOR spectrum.
Only the 14-MHz line (proton Zeeman line) was observed. The 

line was also observed in other radicals.lack of the aQ

Therefore, it may be interesting and also important to de-
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irradiated glycine crystal. Typical examples for identifi
cation of radicals by estimating the hyperfine splitting
constants for intramolecular relaxation are found in

and in Sections (a) and (b), Chapter V for
Where both intra- and inter-molecular relaxations

seemed equally dominant at relatively low temperatures, the
intensity of ELDOR signals was varied with pumping power.
The intermolecular relaxations appeared more dependent on
the pump power as discussed in Part C, Chapter III. De

pendence of the intermolecular relaxations on different

orientations of the crystal in the magnetic field is also

described.

N-

This complexity, however, did not hamper assignment of
every ESR line.

Temperature is by far the most important factor
affecting the ELDOR investigation. ELDOR intensity varies
with temperature and also with relative concentrations of
radicals presnet for intermolecular relaxations. By irra
diating the crystal at different temperatures, the effect
of temperature on radical concentrations was sought.

glycine crystals, intramolecular relaxations appeared still 
dominant at -85°C although the spectrum was rather complex.

ELDOR spectra were obtained at different ESR line 
positions over the temperature range ?7°K to 35O°K for

Sections (b) and (d) of Part B, Chapter III for glycine 
i-’N-glycine.

Low temperature ELDOR spectra for deuterated gly
cine are described in Section (a), Chapter IV. In
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Section (b) of Part B, Chapter III discusses the temperature
effects for glycine crystals.

ELDOR line shape variation with temperature is
another interest in ELDOR study. The variation of the ELDOR
spectral patterns with temperature, hence with rotational
correlation time as a function of temperature, is well il-

ELDOR spectra from irradiated deuterated glycine

stant of deuterium. This investigation was spurred by the
fact that proton spin flip lines contribute to the com
plexity of ELDOR spectra. A further incentive to this was

The absence

Chapter

15,Substitution of
complicated ESR spectral pattern than

as discussed in Part B, Chapter V.
Since the ELDOR technique is relatively new, the

generally more complex ELDOR spectra resulted for 
glycine. For the simple ESR spectrum it was attempted to 
assign every ESR line and identify the responsible radicals

to study the H-D exchange reactions for two radicals, 
ND*CHCOO~ and CHgCOO”, as detailed in Section (b), 
IV.

'N in glycine results in a less
14,

crystals were carefully examined at various temperatures 
(77°K to 35O°K) for the effect of the small coupling con-

of the aD 
line from deuterated glycine ELDOR spectra made it possible

N-glycine. However,
Il

lustrated for CHgCOO- in irradiated zinc acetate crystal 
in Section (c) of Chapter VI.

that a small proton coupling constant did not give rise to 
any noticeable ELDOR signals.
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experimental portion of this work, the spectrometer system
in particular, is described somewhat in detail in Chapter
II



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENT

A. Growing Single Crystals

soluble to a varying extent in water, it was relatively
straightforward to grow appropriate sizes of single crys
tals by slowly evaporating the aqueous solutions of the
sample in a desiccator placed on the vibration-free
ground floor in the basement. In most cases, the tempera
ture of the desiccator was simply controlled by the ambi
ent air temperature. However, in some cases, the tempera
ture was controlled by a constant temperature water bath.

ones such as
of reagent grade.

The general procedures for growing crystals were the
same whether the temperature was regulated by a constant
temperature bath or by the ambient room temperature.

The most important factors for successful crystal
growing seemed to be in concentration and temperature of
the solution.

It was found that by starting crystallization with

30

Since all of the crystals used in this work are

Most chemicals used, except isotope-substituted 
i^N-enriched glycine and glycine-2,2-d2, were



the crystals could be harvested.

case of glycine the solvent was occluded easily, making the
crystal cloudy instead of transparent.

(a) Use of Water Bath
It was not imperative to have a strictly controlled

constant temperature when the water bath was used. It was
more important not to raise the temperature again during
the entire growing period once it was raised at the begin
ning a few degrees above the room temperature and then
cooled down by itself. The fluctuations in the ambient
temperature did not affect the bath temperature as much.
Typically the water bath temperature was between approxi
mately 24°C (in winter) and 27°C (in summer).

Once the solution was placed in the bath in this la
boratory, the temperature was never raised or disturbed 
for the entire growing period.

Saturated solutions in general produced crystals 
which grew more rapidly, usually in a few days, but resulted

crystals than when the growth began from a saturated solu
tion. Typically it took a few weeks to a few months before

very often in irregularly shaped and poorly faced crystals.
For these crystals it was always difficult or impossible 
to identify crystal edges and faces by inspection. In the

An appropriate amount of fresh drierite (CaSO^) and

31
a solution below saturation at room temperature, the parti
cles grew into more regularly shaped and smooth-faced
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a 50-ml beaker about

turned off so that the water cooled slowly. Usually a few
weeks later crystals grew into a proper size.

In order to prepare the starting solution, a solu
tion was saturated first, when possible, by dissolving the
chemical in water at room temperature. It was often neces
sary to stir the solution for a few hours. If heated to
facilitate dissolution, a saturated solution at room tem-

about 20 ml of solvent.
To the saturated solution, an additional amount of

water was added, about 3 to 4 ml per 20 ml solution. to
prolong the evaporation period. The diluted solution was
then filtered and a starting solution was obtained.

Whenever numerous tiny crystals were found to be
growing or scales were forming on the walls of the beaker
above the solution level, they were redissolved and a new
starting solution was prepared.

below the bath water level. The bath temperature was raised 
a few degrees (not more than 5°C) and then the heater was

filled with a sample solution were 
sealed in a 1000-ml beaker. The entire set-up was then 
immersed in the water bath so that the solution level was

perature was still obtained. As for the chemicals of high 
or infinite solubility, 4 to 5 grams was dissolved in

With this procedure, crystals of CHgClCONH.,, 
CCl^CONHg, glycine and glycine-d^, ZnfCH^COO-)2*2H20 and 
succinic acid were successfully grown. For deuteration, 
deuterium oxide (99.8% D from Stohler Isotope Chemicals)
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was used as a solvent.

(b) Use of Desiccator

without warming or cooling the solution.
The starting solutions were prepared as described

easily obtained in beakers of 30 to 50 ml volume.
Since too low levels of solution tended to grow

crystals in length or in broad flat leaves, it was neces-

or

'N-enriched glycine (96 atom % of
BIO-RAD Laboratories.

A longer evaporation period usually resulted in
better crystals. To slow down evaporation, more solvent
was added or drierite was used repeatedly rather than re-

terated glycine in addition to 'N-glycine and

Despite fluctuations in the ambient temperature, 
various crystals were grown in a desiccator over drierite

glycine-d^. A few alkali acetates and their deuterated 
acetates were also grown into crystals. Monofluoroacetamide

sary to keep the solution depth not less than 7 to 8 mm.
1-’N-glycine

using less than J gram dissolved in less

deuterate, recrystallization was repeated at least once.
rr'Hr/.iriA (Q& fl+nm nf was purchased from

Thus, it was possible to obtain crystals of
^^N-glycine-d^

than 5 nil of solvent in a 10-ml or 20-ml beaker. To fully

placing with fresh drierite for each new solution.
Crystals that were prepared in this manner included 

malonic acid, deuterated malonic acid, natural and deu-

in (a) and smooth-faced crystals of regular shapes were
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crystals were obtained from alcohol solution.

Crystal

tively rapid, usually taking a few days to a few weeks.
All hygroscopic or easily subliming crystals at

room temperature were loosely sealed in vials and kept in
a desiccator.

Irradiation and DosageB.

X-ray machine was measured in the Physics Department. The
absorption of energy by the crystal in this work was not
estimated. The crystals were less than 5x5x10 mm in dimen
sion. Unless mounted on a pyrex glass rod prior to irra
diation, each single crystal was sealed and irradiated in

use
immediately after irradiation, then the crystal was stored
at the irradiation temperature for later use.

For irradiation and ESR and ELDOR observation at 
77°K, the single crystal was mounted on a flat section of 
the pyrex glass rod with a known edge or axis of the 
crystal parallel or perpendicular to the axis of the rod.

Every single crystal used in this work was irra
diated at a dose rate of approximately 10^ R/hr. with 40kv
X-rays from a tungsten target. The radiation output of the

(c) CF,CONH9 
-z £

The solution of this compound was also prepared as 
described in (a) but the crystals were grown in a desic
cator at +2 to +3°C. The formation of crystals was rela-

a polyethlyene bag.
If the crystal was not subjected to experimental
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The crystal was then used for experiments without removing
it from the rod.

A background spectrum, i.e., an ESR spectrum caused
by a bare rod with only rubber cement which was to be used
to hold a crystal in place was also investigated in order
to determine the magnitude of errors added to a sample
spectrum.

To determine the background radicals from the bare

resulting noisy ESR spectrum without aging was compared
crystal which was also

hyperfine range was about 55 G at all temperatures.
Both a-aminoisobutyric acid and dimethylmalonic

room temperature or at 77 K. Both irradiations resulted in
the same binomial distribution ESR line pattern at room
temperature. When irradiated for a much shorter time ( 5
min,), however, a lower concentration of radicals was
noted as evidenced by a lower intensity of the ESR lines.
Malonic acid and dimethylmalonic acid crystals turned pink
when irradiated.

Single crystals of natural and deuterated malonic

acid single crystals were irradiated for about one hour at
u. j. -  - - - -

the bare rod was found to be approximately 15% of the 
sample spectrum and at 20°C it was less than 10%. The

rod, a pyrex glass rod with the usual amount of rubber 
cement on it was irradiated for 2.4 hours at ?7°K and the

with ESR spectra from a glycine-d^ 
subjected to the same irradiation conditions as the bare 
rod. At -100°C the maximum intensity of the spectrum from
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The ESR patterns, however, were generally the same for both
cases at high temperatures.

were irradiated at dry ice tem-

immediately to prevent their sublimation. Other halogen
substituted acetamide crystals were also irradiated at dry
ice temperature and sometimes at room temperature.

Glycine and substituted glycine crystals were sub
jected to irradiation for various periods of time (5 min.
to 4 hours) at several different temperatures to investi
gate the effect of different irradiation conditions on the
ESR and ELDOR spectra. The crystals were intensely colored
on irradiation at low temperatures. Further details on the

sunshine in order to prevent any possible effect.

Crystal MountingsC.
Structures of most crystals used in this laboratory

amides. However, no attempt has been made to determine the

experiments for glycine will be given in Chapter III.
All irradiated crystals were shielded from direct

acid were irradiated for 10 to 20 min. at room temperature 
and subsequently aged for a few days to eliminate any un
stable radicals initially present at room temperature. On 
the other hand, zinc acetate crystals were irradiated for 
nearly two hours at room temperature or one hour at 77°K.

are known except for a few of halogen-substituted acet-

Fluorine-substituted acetamide single crystals such 
as CFH2C0NH2 and CF-jCONHg 
perature and stored at the same temperature unless used
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structures of these few crystals as this work was to con
centrate more on understanding the general patterns of
ELDOR spectra from small systems through collecting and
analyzing of data.

For the crystals of known structure, the irradiated
single crystal was mounted at room temperature on the rod
and it was possible to vary the known direction within a
few degrees since the flat section of the rod was ground
parallel to the rod axis. The crystal was held in position
by using rubber cement (Kleerite Rubber Cement Type 1 from
American Writing Ink Co., Inc.).

in dimension could be easily used when mounted in length
parallel to the rod. For more feasibility of mounting and
rotation of the crystal, the size was limited to a dimen
sion of 3^3x5 mm.

When the crystal edges or faces were not well recog

nized by inspection, the crystal was mounted in various

directions and the resulting coupling constants were com-

within

pared with the known literature values. It was then always 
possible to determine the appropriate orientation of the 
crystal in the magnetic field.

One particular orientation of an irradiated mono
fluoroacetamide single crystal, for instance, resulted in 
the large fluorine coupling of 536 MHz and the intermediate 
hyperfine coupling of 63 MHz. These couplings are the same 
as those observed by Cook, Rowlands and Whiffen^

With a rod of 2 mm in diameter, a crystal of 3x4x7 mm
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had very poorly developed faces, this
orientation was taken as the magnetic field being nearly

In the case of natural and deuterated glycine for

faces developed so clearly that identifying them was easy.
Both crystals are assumed to have the same structure,
monoclinic.

A great deal of data was collected from irradiated
normal and deuterated glycine crystals in the b*c plane
with the a axis perpendicular to the magnetic field and
with the c* axis parallel or nearly parallel to the mag-

and "nearly parallel"
resulted in quite different ESR line patterns and entirely
different ELDOR spectra. Details are discussed in Chapter
III.

Temperature ControlD.

the lowest temperature obtainable with this apparatus.

A variable temperature dewar with carefully con
trolled wall thickness (Varian C929163 ELDOR dewar) and

netic field. The cases of "parallel”

tremely anisotropic as discussed in Appendix C. Since the 
triclinic crystal^?

perpendicular to the (012) plane in accordance with the 
observation by.Cook et al.33

a steady stream of nitrogen gas were used to obtain a 
desired temperature at the sample above -125°C which was

which only amine protons and the acidic proton were re
placed, the crystal structure is known.3^’39 The e<jge3 and

the experimental error and the fluorine coupling is ex-
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The temperature at the sample is controlled by pass

ing a regulated current through an electric heater in a
nitrogen gas stream that is directed to the sample in the
cavity, A resistance-type temperature sensor near the
sample monitors the gas stream temperature. The gas stream
is cooled by liquid nitrogen before entering the heater

rod was simply immersed into a low temperature dewar filled
with liquid nitrogen. The disturbing gas bubbles near the

helium gas through a capillary tube into the liquid nitro
gen about 2 cm above the crystal.

For intermediate temperatures, the temperatures were
only approximately estimated for particular radical forma
tion by comparing the ESR spectra with those reported in
the literature. Low-temperature work on natural and deu
terated glycine crystals is an example of this crude
approximation.

ELDOR SpectrometerE.
An ELDOR spectrometer is a conventional ESR spectro

meter coupled to an additional pump microwave bridge whose 
frequency is tunable and the ESR cavity is replaced with a 
bimodal cavity, an appropriate arrangement of two cavities,

crystal caused troublesome noises in ESR and ELDOR spectra.
This was easily suppressed by keeping a steady flow of

sensor assembly. Calibration of the assembly permitted tem
perature readings within t2°C at the cavity center.

For the experiment at 77°K, the crystal held on the
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one for a fixed frequency mode and the other for a variable
frequency mode.

tion unit, the detection system, the variable magnet and
the frequency counter. The pump bridge is coupled to the
observing spectrometer through the bimodal cavity.

Fig. 2-1 is a block diagram showing the essential
component systems of the E-800 ELDOR spectrometer assem
bly. The heavily ruled lines outline the additional com
ponents to the standard ESR spectrometer to complete the
ELDOR spectrometer system.

A pump klystron and a servo motor driven by an AFC
system to adjust and lock the pump klystron frequency
comprise the pump microwave bridge. The difference fre
quencies between the observing and pumping frequencies are
transmitted to the ELDOR bridge (pump bridge) and even
tually the digital output drives the X-axis of the X-Y

recorder.
The bimodal cavity with field modulation coils is

placed between the magnet pole caps. The coils can modu
late the magnetic field at 100, 10, 1 kHz and 270 or
35 Hz.

Two wave guides, one each, from the observing and
pumping microwave resonators of the bimodal cavity are

conventional X-band Varian E-101 ESR bridge (observing 
bridge), an E-801 bridge (pump bridge) along with E-802 
bimodal cavity and various components such as the modula-

In this work, the ELDOR spectrometer consists of a
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Fig. 2-1, A block diagram of the E-800 ELDOR spectrometer

assembly, The heavily ruled lines outline the 

components added to the ESR spectrometer. They 

are the pump microwave bridge, 

driven by an AFC system to control the pump 

klystron frequency, and the digital output sys

tem for the difference frequency. Two wave 

guides are shown extended from the bimodal 

cavity to the observing and pumping microwave 

bridges, (Courtesy of Mr. R. Sneed, Varian 

Instrument Division)

a servo motor
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*3
extended to the observing and pumping microwave bridges,
respectively.

Construction and function of the component systems

(a) The Cavity System
The cavity system of the ELDOR spectrometer consists

of the bimodal cavity with isolation and coupling screws,
two wave guides, a servo motor for the variable frequency
and two slip clutches. The special ELDOR dewar for variable
temperature work is also considered an integral part of the
cavity system. Fig, 2-2 shows the setup of the cavity
system.

(b) Structure of the Bimodal Cavity
Since the heart of the entire ELDOR spectrometer is

in the bimodal cavity which is basically different from
that of a conventional ESR spectrometer, the cavity system
will be described somewhat in detail.

cal cruciform arrangement and are enclosed by the metallic
walls of the cavity.

modes are, however, disturbed when a sample is placed in 
the active region of the cavity. The isolation is then

Fig. 2-3 illustrates the prevailing microwave modes 
(Y and Z) in the bimodal cavity. The ideally isolated

of the X-band ESR spectrometer are well discussed in books
•1 40-42available.

In the E-800 bimodal cavity, two rectangular TE102 
resonators are crossed at 90° to each other in a symmetri-
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a variable temperature dewar (A) and pumping

and observing wave guides (L and M). Others

Fig. 2-2, The ELDOR cavity system. The system consists 

largely of a bimodal cavity body (C), tuning

paddle shaft (E), observing and pumping cavity 

coupling screws (F and 0), isolation screws (P),

shown are N2 gas inlet (B), twinex field modula

tion connector (D), tuning probe slip clutch (G), 

pump cavity manual tuning knob (H), servo motor 

slip clutch (I), servo motor (J), barb for dry 

nitrogen gas purge (K) and sample access port (N). 

(Courtesy of Mr. R. Sneed, Varian Instrument 

Division)
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TE.

serving cavity coupling screw (F), isolation probes

(Q) and pump cavity coupling screw (0). (Courtesy 

of Mr. R. Sneed, Varian Instrument Division)

Fig. 2-3. Intersection of two ideally isolated microwave modes 

:102> observing (Y) and pumping (Z), in the bimodal 

cavity. Also shown are tuning paddle shaft (E), ob-
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... Z

Fig. 2-3
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restored by use of the isolation screws and pumping is

capable of supporting the two microwave modes. The struc
ture of the cavity is shown in detail in Fig. 2-4.

The cavity is placed in the gap of the 12” pole-cap
electromagnet of the E-12 ESR spectrometer in such a way
that the magnetic field is orthogonal to both the observing
and pump microwave magnetic fields. The chemical sample is
located in a vertical stack at the center of the cross and
is at the points of microwave magnetic field maxima of both
resonators.

The conditions for ESR are therefore fulfilled in
each of the two cavities, while the orthogonality of the
two cavities to each other minimizes microwave leakage

tuned by tuning the paddle shaft (E), as will be described 
in detail in connection with Fig. 2-4.

The cavity is partially degenerate in space and the 
principal degenerate space at the center of the cross is

from the pump to the observer. Details of interior of the 
bimodal cavity are described using Fig. 2-4.

The observing cavity in Fig. 2-4 is the assembly 
that encloses the observing resonator (X), field modulation 
coils (V), and the observing iris (T) within the observ
ing cavity walls which also hold conducting rods (U).

The pump cavity is shown to include the pump 
resonator (R), tuning paddle (S) and conducting rods (W). 
As seen in Fig. 2-4, the 100 kHz magnetic field modula
tion coils (V) are placed on both walls of the observing
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and other conducting rods (W) form the pump cavity

walls. Field modulation coils (V) are on the observ-

Fig, 2-4. The structural details of the E-802 ELDOR cavity.

Conducting rods (U) form the observing cavity walls

ing cavity walls and are perpendicular to the mag

netic field. Isolation probes (Q) and tuning 

paddle (S) as well as the rods and the coils are

inside the resonators (R and X). Other parts shown 

are external, such as cavity coupling screws (F and 

0), eight isolation screws (P) and observing cavity 

iris (T). (Courtesy of Mr. R. Sneed, Varian 

Instrument Division. U. S. Patent No. 3,609,520)
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Fig. 2-
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cavity, perpendicular to the magnetic field.

DC tachometer for constant speed control.

As the shafts are moved inside the pump cavity for

frequency sweeping, the AFC system in the ELDOR bridge

drives another servo motor in the bridge to continuously

adjust and lock the pump klystron frequency to the cavity

frequency.
The pump coupling mechanism (not shown in Fig. 2-4)

is a sliding short, a piece of metal which moves back and
forth in the wave guide as the pump coupling screw is
turned, and which is located beyond the pump cavity iris
a fraction of a half-wave length. Its purpose is to couple

(P, Fig.
maximize
from the

and vice versa.

by a servo motor and also can be tuned manually by turning 
the tuning knob (H, Fig. 2-2). The motor also includes a

pump microwave power, thereby minimizing the 
leakage of pump microwave power into the observing cavity

Pump tuning is accomplished by two movable shafts 
(E, Fig. 2-2) which move axially in and out inside the pump 
cavity but which do not perturb the resonant frequency or 
coupling of the observing cavity. The two shafts are driven

all of the pump microwave energy into the pump cavity so as 
to prevent the energy from reflecting toward the source.

Eight screws are located at the front of the bimodal 
cavity, four at the top and the other four at the bottom 

2-4) . They are for fine tuning adjustment to 
the microwave isolation of the observing cavity
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The vertical stack for the sample is seen at the

center of the cross. A special ELDOR dewar can be inserted

into the stack. As an integral part of the cavity, the

wall thickness of the dewar also controls the microwave

isolation of the cavity. The dewar is adjusted for variable

temperature experiments but is intended to be useful at

room temperature as well.

The quality factor Q of the pump cavity is lower

than that of the observing cavity because of the greater

taken with a Hewlett-Packard 432A temperature-compensated

power meter. Full microwave power of the pump klystron was

complexity of the wall surfaces of the pump cavity. It 

changes about 15% over the entire tuning range. The Q of

the observing cavity in turn is lower than the Q of the 

standard Varian E-101 ESR cavity, again due to the greater

last and most delicate adjustment can sometimes be made by 

moving the dewar and the sample slightly. Details of the

The isolation is fulfilled by introducing counter

perturbations to the disturbed symmetry of the microwave

electromagnetic fields inside the cavity when each of the 

isolation screws is adjusted by rotating in and out. The

interior complexity of the former. In this work the loaded 

Q's of the pumping and observing cavities of the bimodal 

cavity were approximately 1000 and 2500, respectively.

For the ELDOR bridge, microwave power readings were

delicate manipulations for the cavity isolation are des

cribed in a technical manual.
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equal to 336

(c) The Wave Guides

pump wave guide of the inverted question mark type.
originating from the pump bridge transmitter, is coupled
to the pump cavity. Fig. 2-5 illustrates the upper portion
of both wave guides.

The microwave filter, mounted on the right side of
the E-101 bridge, is to isolate the pumping microwave power
from damaging the observing crystal detector. However, when

at least 3 dB, while attenuating the pumping microwave
power to 45 dB.

(d) The Frequency Counter
A frequency counter (ELDORADO Model 1650) was used 

as an integral part of the ELDOR system. A difference fre
quency between the observing and pumping frequencies is 
continuously read on this counter. The digits appearing 
in the counter windows are converted to binary coded deci
mal format in the counter and transmitted on 16 lines to

the spectrometer is tuned to the observing cavity frequency, 
the filter reduces the sensitivity of the spectrometer by

The observing cavity is coupled to the straight 
vertical wave guide and has a fixed resonant frequency of 
approximately 9.14 GHz when the ELDOR dewar is used. The

mw at the input flange to the cavity.

the ELDOR bridge where the information is converted to a 
train of pulses which drives the X-axis of the recorder.

The difference frequency as low as 3 MHz could be
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Fig, 2-5, Installation of ELDOR cavity system showing the 
upper waveguide sections connected to the bridges. 
The upper bridge is the ELDOR bridge (pump bridge) 
and the microwave filter is mounted on the side 
of the E-101 observing bridge. (Taken from Varian 
technical manual, Publication No. 8?-141-002 Rev. 
B971 for E-800/E-Line ELDOR Spectrometer)
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read and the maximum difference frequency, i.e., the sweep
ing range with the ELDOR spectrometer was about 330 MHz.

(e) ESR and ELDOR Spectra
With or without the pump klystron on, a single ESR

spectrum can be obtained with the bimodal cavity.

39 dB in order to obtain the ESR spectrum. When the micro
wave filter is tuned to the observing frequency, the sensi-

duced by approximately 3 dB. However, the ESR spectrometer
restores its full sensitivity simply by removing the filter

It is also possible to run the ESR spectrum of the

observing klystron set to less than one fourth the power 
required for maximum ESR signal. This was, for example, 
typically 1 to 5 mw for a-aminoisobutyric acid and 0.5 to 
2 mw for the radicals of malonic acid crystal. A similar

and replacing the bimodal cavity with the straight wave 
guide/adaptor assembly and the standard ESR cavity.

When the pump klystron is on and the pump bridge is 
in ’operation stage’, the pump power is fully attenuated to

sample in the pump cavity by connecting the detector 
crystal and preamplifier of the ELDOR bridge to the 100 kHz 
receiver and phase detector of the ESR system console.

Throughout this work the magnetic field was conti
nuously monitored by a tracking NMR probe and the observing 
klystron frequency was checked frequently.

All ELDOR spectra were taken with the power of the

tivity of the observing spectrometer in this case is re-
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dependence of the ELDOR reduction on the observing micro

power was noted. Typically reduction increased bywave
0.01 or 0.02 as the observing microwave power was increased
from 0.3 mw to 15 mw, for instance, in the case of a-amino-
isobutyric acid. Since the reproducibility of the reduction
factor was of the same magnitude, this increase with power
was ignored.

The pump power was varied and the dependence of re
duction factor on the pump power was easily demonstrated.

ELDOR signal intensity was checked against the field-swept
ELDOR intensity, in particular for enhanced ELDOR lines.

Each ELDOR spectrum was obtained by setting the ob
serving microwave power at the cross-over point, lower
peak, higher peak or at any other selected position of
each first-derivative ESR line while the neighbouring line

a reduced ELDOR line.

However, unless stated otherwise, a maximum pump power of 
336 mw was always used. The pump power dependence of the

Similarly, observing the lower peak results in an
ELDOR signal with the same line shape as the lower half of

ESR line, 
served ESR line but the opposite line shape is obtained for

or lines were pumped through the pump microwave frequency.
In general, enhanced and reduced ELDOR signals have 

line shapes opposite in phase to each other if the observed 
ESR line is homogeneous. An enhanced ELDOR signal observed 
at a cross-over point of a homogeneous first-derivative 

for instance, has the same line shape as the ob-
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the observed ESR line in enhancement and the reverse is
true with reduction.

In most of the ELDOR spectra taken in this work,
and the lower-field ESR lines were pumped. However,

higher-field lines when a low-field ESR line was observed.
Background ELDOR spectra with a sample were run to

examine the genuineness of any ELDOR signal. When a posi
tion on the ESR base line is taken for observation, suf
ficiently away from an ESR signal, no ELDOR signal is ex
pected and only a straight ELDOR base line is obtained as
a background spectrum.

The ELDOR signal intensity at the cross-over point
was, in general, greater than that observed by sitting at
the lower or higher peak of an ESR line. But the difference

less than 10% while a-aminoisobutyric acid radicalwas

stant of 0.1 sec. and a sweeping time of 2 minutes with a
of 40 G. The ESR signal was taken immediately

with a time constant of 0.3 sec; The same observing power

The ESR intensity was then used to estimate the

scan range
before and after the ELDOR spectrum which had been obtained

in height was not of the same magnitude for all radicals 
examined. For dimethylmalonic acid radical, the difference

showed nearly 15% to 20% difference.
The ESR signal that was used for calculating the 

reduction factors was obtained typically with a time con-

fp>fo
the same ELDOR spectra were also obtained by pumping

was used for both the ESR and ELDOR spectra.
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reduction factor. When the ESR intensity varied with time,

the average intensity of the two ESR lines was taken for

use in calculating the ELDOR reduction factor.



CHAPTER III

GLYCINE

A. Introduction

Glycine is the simplest of all amino acids, yet it
has been one of the most controversial compounds in ESR
studies and probably the most thoroughly investigated
material to date.

to identify

tion mechanisms involving the radicals over a wide range

of temperatures. Thus, the interpretation of the ESR spectra

of radiation-damaged glycine has been the subject of con-

The room-temperature absorption pattern of X-irra-

diated glycine is complicated by the presence of more than

one kind of free radicals. For almost all crystal orienta

tions the overlapping of lines is such that no individual

tions of the spectra have been made. The absorption
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spectral lines are directly observed. Several interprets-
49,50

Glycine which crystallizes as a zwitterion, 
NH^CHgCOO", has defied numerous attempts^--’0 

the different radicals formed and to establish the reac-

siderable conjecture since the first experiments were car
ried out in 1954.^6

has been alternately assigned to free radicals such as
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from the investi
gation of glycine and other related amino acids irradiated

temperature. Radicals I and II, are not initially formed
at low temperatures and consequently are the end products

occurring in irradiated glycine has been difficult, Re-
lativley detailed studies of the reactions in glycine or

the unit cell are related by inversion, only two distinct

at low temperatures that the two radicals observed at room

Study of reactions or reaction sequences-’^' • -53»62

The unit cell of glycine crystal is monoclinic? ’ 
0 n •with a=5.102, b=11.971. c=5.457 A and /?=111 42 , contain

ing four molecules of NHgCHgCOOH, The space group is P2^/n.
The crystals are frequently prismatic in shape, develop
ing the faces (Oil) and (210) and tend to be elongated 
along the a axis. They exhibit a definite cleavage perpen
dicular to the b axis. Since two pairs of the molecules in

of reactions involving thermally unstable intermediate 
radicals.^3-^3

CH2NH*, CH2C00~, NH2, NH4 and NH^CHCOO"./t4-5°
Morton^ showed conclusively that the room-tempera

ture radicals were NH^CHCOO" and CH2C00". He also reported 
that irradiation at 77°K produces only the NH*CHCOO“ radi
cal (Radical I) at room temperature and not the radical 
CH2C00“ (Radical II).

It is now generally accepted-^’^3

related amino acids were carried out as a function of tem
perature and reaction mechanisms have been proposed.
62,64-66
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sites may be distinguished by ESR measurements.

The a axis can be identified precisely from the in-

at the ends of the crystal. The b axis is perpendicular to
the ac plane and to the c axis as well.

When the magnetic field of the spectrometer is paral
lel to the b axis, the spectral lines coalesce into the
spectrum of a single site.

are assumed to have the

several crystal orientations, especially in the be* plane.
In the be* plane two magnetically different sites occur and

are observed as a.

a few seconds) during the transfer. The crystal was subse
quently investigated at several different temperatures.
Part C of this chapter shows the results of this

liquid nitrogen dewar inside the ELDOR cavity, exposing 
the crystal to the air for a minimum period (not more than

tersection of the faces (Oil) and (Oil) and the c axis from 
the intersection of the (210) and (210) faces which develop

aH(N)

Isotope-substituted glycine crystals such as glycine- 
d^, '''-’N-glycine and ^^N-glycine-d^ 
same crystal structure as the natural glycine.

when the e axis is parallel to the magnetic field, the dis- 
tinctive hyperfine splittings^ are observed as aH(c)=8Z4,«9.

=51.5 and aN=8.96 MHz for the NH^CHCOO- radical.
To investigate earlier phases of the radiation damage 

processes at low temperatures, glycine crystals were irra
diated at 77°K for nearly 5 hours and transferred into a

l^N-glycine and

A large number of ESR and ELDOR spectra were taken 
over a wide range of temperature (77°K to 4-00°K) along
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investigation.

ESR and ELDOR SpectraB.

(a) Intramolecular Transitions and ELDOR Spectra

oWhen the b axis was nearly 50 to the magnetic field
in the be* plane, the ESR spectrum with the overall range

The two radical
lines are overlapped with each other making the spectrum
complex.

At least two different ELDOR spectra are expected

tween the radicals as a result of having different hyper
fine splitting constants and possibly different reduction

from the overlapped ESR spectrum, assuming only intramole
cular relaxations, making it possible to distinguish be-

axis in the be* plane the ESR spectrum was fairly isotro
pic. The ESR and the corresponding ELDOR spectra after 
irradiation at 77°K changed with temperature from 77°K to 
150°K.

When an irradiated crystal was rotated about the a

factors and line shapes.
Assuming that lines bb*, ee’, and gg', (Fig. 3-1) are 

largely due to Radical II, two ELDOR peaks should appear 
when the observing magnetic field is

of 90 G consisted of at least two distinct line patterns in 
the temperature range -30°C to 50°C as shown in Fig. 3-1 
for a room-temperature irradiated crystal. The two line 
patterns are due to Radicals I and II.

at aH(C) and 2aH(C)
set at position b. If the observing position is set at e
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79.4 G

Fig. 3-1. An ESR spectrum of a glycine crystal at 32°C.
The a axis is perpendicular to the magnetic

from the magnetic field direction.
The line pattern indicates an overlapping of

was
day at room temperature. In this work an observ
ing position bb' , for example, indicates the
cross-over point of line bb’ and position b
means the bottom of the line bb',

J

e*

! e i

lines from at least two radicals. The crystal 
irradiated for 40 min. and aged for half a

field in the be* plane and the b axis is approxi
mately 50°
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should be obtained because

pected to result in any ELDOR signal. However, the latter
position could result in a signal at a different splitting
constant if an intermolecular ‘transition occurs. Therefore,
it is possible to assign lines of Radical II among the ESR
spectral lines through intramolecular transitions.

For example, the ELDOR spectra in Fig, 3-2 were ob
tained by sitting at the cross-over point of each of the
ESR lines of Radicals I and II.

Observation at the high-field line bb’ yielded two
=59.2 MHz and 2a.

for

is not a precise multiple of

pendicular to the a axis which was perpendicular to the
magnetic field for Fig. 3-1. Aa the temperature was raised

peak was found at 2aH^cj=122.3 MHz, which was the precise 
separation between the outer ESR lines of Radical II. The

—a. uan LC JUUUipCU. Hl III ip'!©'

The observing position g, on the other hand, is not ex-

The signal at 112.8 MHz (Fig. 3-2a) is not a satel
lite line but appears to be a main ELDOR signal at 2apj(gj 
for another site of the radical II. The c axis is not per

fect that the observed 2a^^j 
is due to second-order shifts.

Radical II and the signal at 2aH^cj 
• “ 26as expected for a CHgCOO” radical.

=60 MHz thus obtained corresponds to the separation of

aH(C)
only one low-field ESR line can be pumped with f >f

aH(C)
the two intense high-field ESR lines and the second ELDOR

aH(C)

a single ELDOR peak at

ELDOR peaks at aH(c)=59.2 MHz and 2a^^j=122.3 MHz as shown 
in Fig. 3-2a. These signals give 60.5 MHz as the

is weaker than at a^^^
The splitting constant
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Fig. 3-2. ELDOR spectra obtained at positions indicated in 
Fig. 3-1. The reduced ELDOR spectrum (a) consists 
of two main signals at 59.2 and 122.3 MHz due to 
pumping of ee' and gg' lines, respectively, to 
the observing ESR line bb*. The two signals give 
60,5 MHz as the a^^ for the CHgCOO- radical. 
The signal at 112,8 MHz is not a satellite line 
but appears to be a main ELDOR line at 2aH^c^ for 
another site of the radical, (b) is another re
duced spectrum consisting of a single ELDOR line 
at 59.2 MHz due to the pumping of gg’ line at 
the observing position ee*. The single enhanced 
lines in (c) and (d) are observed at af{(M)=^® 
MHz for the NH^CHCOO- radical at the observing 
positions gg' and aa’, respectively. Each en
hanced signal corresponds to pumping of a single 
low-field ESR line of the radical. Observation of 
an enhanced line at gg’ indicates that the line 
gg' is an overlapping of the two radicals, 
CH2C00" and NH^CHCOO-.
The number in % above each ELDOR signal is the 
reduction factor for the signal and the numbers 
below each spectrum are the ELDOR frequencies in 
MHz, the difference between the pumping and ob
serving frequencies with f > f .p o
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to a reduction factor of 0.110,

by

values should clearly rule out the possi-

tween the two known radicals I and II,

located at ±14 MHz from the main lines. For the reduced

and did not vary much over the temperature

Small peaks flanking the main ELDOR signals at
, in Fig. 3-2 are satellite lines (known as spin flip lines)

to be aH(N)

at any other aH
bility that there might be intermolecular transitions be-

Only a single ELDOR signal was obtained at ajj(c) 
observing position ee’ as predicted. Lack of ELDOR peaks

spectra, each proton Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz was also ac
companied by a single satellite line near 14 MHz apart.

When the cross-over point of the low-field ESR line 
(gg’) was observed both the hyperfine splitting constant 
and the line shape (Fig. 3-2c) drastically differed from 
the other two ELDOR lines. While the first two ESR lines

67
to 50°C, the intensity of the ELDOR signal at bb* decreased

(bb’ and ee*) were reduced in intensity by pumping the 

lower-field lines, the low-field line (gg’) of Radical II 

was enhanced at the hyperfine splitting of 47.6 MHz. The 

different position of the signal is expected, however, 

because the relaxation process which is responsible for the 

ELDOR signals is not an intramolecular transition with 

Radical II, as the pumped ESR line is now that of Radical I. 

Then the ELDOR signal may be another intramolecular transi

tion within Radical I or an intermolecular transition be

tween the two radicals. However, since 48.7 MHz appeared
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o,to 70 C, the ELDOR signal observed at the

lowest-field line of Radical II seemed to be an intramole
cular transition within Radical I. Clearly, the same argu
ments can be applied to another enhanced ELDOR line at
position aa*.

The single enhanced line at 4-7.8 MHz for the observ
ing position aa* had the identical line shape and line
width (6 MHz) as that at position gg*, This observation
further suggests that the ELDOR signals are caused by in
tramolecular transitions in Radical I because intermole-
cular transitions are expected to give more than one ELDOR
signals. Therefore, the line gg* in Fig. 3-1 is an overlap
ping of two radicals I and II.

Thus, it has just been seen that the overlapped ESR

lines of the other radical.
The two ELDOR signals at aa’ and gg* give approxi-

divisor which is the observed ESR line intensity with pump

positions of the ESR spectrum such as Fig. 3-1 will be

mately equal intensity at the same temperature but the 
large difference in the estimated magnitude of the reduc
tion factor between the two was due to the magnitude of the

power off.
Each of the dominant ELDOR signals from different

lines can be separated and assigned between the two known 
radical lines by means of ELDOR spectroscopy. In particular,
the ELDOR technique has reassured that at least the two 
intense outer ESR lines of Radical II are overlapped with

range of -65°
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chapter.
The dependence of the ELDOR signal intensity on tern-

,o,

creased to nearly -0.35. When observed at 32 C with the b

axis nearly parallel to the magnetic field, the reduction

The intensity variation with temperature of the

at 77 K and warmed to room temperature.

ELDOR signal at position aa’ is shown in Fig. 3-3. The 

variation indicates the inversion temperature of reduction 

to be near -5°C, A similar variation with the nearly same

factor obtained at aa* was further increased drastically 

to -0.460.

inversion temperature was also observed for irradiated 
^N-glycine crystals. Only the intensity was weaker.

In general, the NH^CHCOO- and CH„COO” radicals 

formed at temperatures as low as dry ice temperature gave 

ELDOR spectra dominated by intramolecular relaxations. The 

same domination was also seen for the crystals irradiated
1 m J + A — A ATW Am — A V'O ' V" A

further examined in detail as a function of temperature for 
a few crystal orientations in appropriate sections of this

perature at position aa* contrasts to that observed at po
sition bb*. At 50°C, the reduction factor at aa* was in- 

oA W*oo e* el + a a o o nr  A Q d n +• ...1 -I-la a V.

(b) The Effect of Temperature on the ELDOR Spectral 
Intensity along the b Axis

Fig. 3-4 shows the ELDOR spectra at position ee* 

for the crystal nearly along the b axis and indicates that 

the maximum intensity occurred at about 30°C for aH(c)=^® 

MHz. As the temperature was increased, the radical
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16.0

8.0

-16.0

-24.0

-32.0

-40.0

6o-60 300-90

crystals, but the intensity of the ELDOR signal

was weaker.

0
R, %
-8.0

Fig. 3-3. Variation of reduction factor as a function of 
temperature for the ELDOR signal near 49 - 50 
MHz for the amine protons. The inversion tempera
ture is near -5°C. The observed ESR line conti-

-30
T°C

nues to be enhanced due to the rapid rotation of 
the amine group of the NH^CHCOO" radical as the 

temperature is increased. A similar variation 
was also observed for irradiated 1^N-glycine
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Fig. 3-4, (a) An ESR spectrum at -32°C of a glycine crystal

irradiated for 40 min. at room temperature and

not aged. The crystal is in the be* plane with
field.
observed at

the b axis parallel to the magnetic 

(b), (c), (d) and (e) ELDOR spectra 

position ee‘ are shown at various temperatures. 

The intensity of the ELDOR line at an(c)S^° 

for the CHgCOO” radical increases with tempera

ture but begins to decrease at 50°C, indicating 

that the radical decays at 50°C. Another ELDOR 

spectrum (not shown) obtained at position aa' at 

50°C showed an increasing enhancement with tempera

ture, suggesting that NH^CHCOO" increased or at 

least remained unchanged in concentration. Each 

spectrum consists of an intense ELDOR signal near 

60 MHz flanked by spin flip lines at + 14 MHz and 

a proton Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz.
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strong ELDOR signals reappeared. Thus, reduction factors

o,As the temperature was further increased to 50 C,

reduction factor at ee’ decreased while the observedthe

line intensity at aa' increased at the same temperature.ESR

observed behaviour of the ELDOR line intensity seemedThe

to indicate that Radical II decayed while Radical I was

increased in concentration or at least remained unchanged.

This was supported by the rapidly decreasing inten-

o

remained unchanged.

All the main ELDOR lines were flanked by satellite

lines near + 14 MHz while the proton Zeeman line was fol-

irradiated at dry ice temperature was identical to that of

lowed by a single satellite line near 14 MHz from the 

Zeeman line as in Fig. 3-2.

molecular transitions were depressed at low temperatures.

However, when the temperature was raised again to 32°C,

presumably decayed. A very sharp decrease in reduction 

factor was observed at -32°C, suggesting that the intra

seemed to be reversible with respect to temperature at 

least below 32°C as was the ESR spectrum.

sity of Radical II ESR lines. The intensity of the central 

ESR line taken at 32°C after warming the crystal at 50°C 

for nearly two hours showed a large decrease (nearly 40%) 

compared to that before warming. Thus, the reduction was 

irreversible with respect to temperature above 30°C. On the 

other hand, the intensity of the amine proton ESR lines

The ESR line pattern at 32°C of a glycine crystal
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another crystal irradiated at room temperature along the b

axis in the be* plane. This appears to suggest that tem

perature of irradiation, as low as dry ice temperature.

does not cause any noticeable variation in composition of

the room temperature radicals compared to those of radicals

formed by room temperature irradiation (the principal com

ponents are the two well-known radicals I and II). A dif-

is Radical I.
The similarity of the ESR patterns for the two differ

ent irradiation temperatures, dry ice temperature and room

Both showed enhancement near 0°C and higher temperatures

netic field while reduced ESR lines were obtained near ~30°C

is still much weaker than that (R=-0.460) observed earlier
at the same temperature in the nearly same orientation for

sec-

ture and dry ice temperature, do not cause any variation
in radical components at room temperature, the difference

or lower temperatures, A typical temperature dependence of 
the ELDOR spectral line shape at aa‘ is illustrated in

when aa' was observed with the b axis parallel to the mag-
------ .... _.o,

the crystal irradiated at room temperature and aged for 
half a day also at room temperature (See the previous 
tion). Since the two irradiation temperatures, room tempera

temperature, was also reflected in the ELDOR line shape,
- - - -o,- .....................

Fig. 3-5.
The enhanced line, though intense at 32°C (Fig. 3-5e),

ferent pattern is produced when irradiation is carried out 

at 77°K and the crystal raised to room temperature. In this
53case, the main component
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aH(N) ’

Fig* 3-5. (a) An ESR spectrum at -32°C of a glycine crystal 

with its b axis nearly parallel to the magnetic 

field in the be* plane. The crystal was irradiated 

for 4.5 hours at dry ice temperature and aged for 

a week below -50°C, 

(b), (c), (d) and (e) ELDOR spectra taken at posi

tions a and aa’ as indicated for each. The intense 

signal near 48 MHz at the observing position aa’ 

is the amine proton line and 48 MHz is the hyper

fine splitting constant Each spectrum be

gins with a proton Zeeman line at 14-.5 MHz. The 

signal due to the amine proton reverses the line 

shape as the temperature is increased, indicating 

that an inversion temperature is between -32°C 

and 3°C. The enhancement of the observed ESR line 

is increasing with temperature. A similar line 

shape variation was also observed for a glycine 

crystal irradiated at room temperature.
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in enhancement should have been due to a much longer aging
period (a week for the lower intensity) for the crystal used

for Fig. 3-5.
Despite

between the two temperatures, -32 C and 3 0, the proton

maining always positive in reduction factors. All the ob
served ELDOR peaks, except the proton Zeeman lines, whether
positioned at a or aa', were flanked by very weak satellite
lines at 114 MHz to each ELDOR peak with the same sign of
reduction as the main ELDOR signal.

all the ELDOR lines observed at aa’to Radical I, or a
should be ascribed to intra- or inter-molecular transitions

be located at 58, 86 and 143 MHz when positioned at aa* as

for
Radical I.

The intensity of all the ELDOR signals including the
proton Zeeman line decreased with decreasing pump power.

line appeared toThe reduction factor of the proton Zeeman

4 MHz between positions a and aa', the latter giving the

be most power-dependent, decreasing by a factor of nearly 
two for every 4 dB, The coupling constants that could be 
estimated from the ELDOR peaks showed a difference of 3 to

involving Radical I.
At -102°C, three principal ELDOR lines were found to

the reversal of the ELDOR line shapes at aa'
-- -------- --4 4-U «

and aH(N)
indicated in Fig. 3-6b. The signals appeared to correspond 

aH(C) and aH(N) + aH(C)

Since the highest-field ESR line is known to be due 
51

Zeeman lines at 14,5 MHz have never reversed themselves, re-

to allowed lines at an(N)’
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Fig, 3-6, (a) An ESR spectrum at -102°C of a glycine crystal

with the b axis parallel to the magnetic field in

the be* plane. Irradiated for 4.5 hours at dry ice

en-

H(N)
=144 MHz for the

temperature and not aged. The overall hyperfine 

range is approximately 94 G.

(b) The ELDOR spectrum observed at position aa' 

=58 MHz,consists of three allowed lines at a- 

aH(C)=86 MHz and aH(N) + aH(C) 
NH^CHCOO” radical at -102°C,

(c) and (d) The amine proton ELDOR lines become 

very weak at -64°C before they reappear as 

hanced lines near -10°C or higher temperatures. 

No signal was observed in the regions of dotted 

lines in (c) and (d).
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at position a occurs at

other hand, the a-proton does not contribute to the ELDOR 
relaxation near -64°C in the crystal orientation.

at 29.3 MHz might be simply a forbidden line.
The amine proton ELDOR lines near 58 MHz which were 

strong at -102°C become weak at -64°C before they reappear 
as enhanced lines near -10°C or higher temperatures. On the

A similar ELDOR spectrum was also obtained by sit
ting at position a as in Fig. 3-6d but the proton Zeeman 
line disappeared completely for the spectrum. Thus the be
haviour of the proton Zeeman line at position a was quite 
contrary to that for the observing position aa* where it 
persisted both at -102°C and -64°C as seen in Figs. 3-6b 
and 3-6c.

When the magnetic field was perpendicular to the b 
axis near the be* plane of the crystal at -64°C, the ESR

smaller values. The difference, however, was always less 
than the the value a - aa’ in the ESR spectrum. This dif
ference is due to the fact1^ that an ELDOR signal observed 

a^ + where ah is the peak-to- 
peak line width of the observed ESR line.

When the temperature was raised to -64°C, the result
ing ELDOR spectrum was left with only one distinct peak at 
143.7 MHz in addition to the proton Zeeman line as shown 
in Fig. 3-6c. The two weak lines at 29.3 and 43.9 MHz, p 
and 2L^ from the proton Zeeman line, respectively, also 
occurred at -102°C (Fig. 3“6b). The weak signal at 43.9 MHz 
at -64°C was in fact a satellite line at -102°C and the one
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two ELDOR signals were seen: a strong reduced ESR
line at 157 MHz (R=13.5%) and a weak line at 45 MHz (R=

detected.

(c) ESR and ELDOR Spectra along the c Axis in the be Plane

A well resolved ESR spectrum with the c axis parallel

to the magnetic field in the be plane consisted of more

no
detected.

The two enhanced signals at 57 and 109 MHz give 55
value. The proton Zeeman line is

3.1%) other than the usual proton Zeeman line (R=2.8%).
However, at position a, a single reduced line appeared at 
161 MHz and the extremely weak proton Zeeman line was also

at two different positions gave distinct peaks. At posi
tion aa’

at 77 K.
Fig. 3-8a is the second-derivative pattern at 40°C 

and the ELDOR spectrum observed at the cross-over point of 
the highest-field ESR line (or the bottom of the correspond
ing first-derivative line) is reproduced in Fig. 3-8b. The 
enhancement is expected from the amine protons at room tem
perature or higher due to the rapid rotation of the amine 
group. Since only intramolecular transitions are dominating, 

signals due to pumping of other radical lines are

spectrum underwent a pronounced change as reproduced in
Fig. 3-7a. Both ELDOR spectra (Figs. 3-7b and c) obtained

than 20 lines near room temperature for a crystal irradiated
. __o„

MHz as the estimated ajj(N) 
rather intense, its reduction factor being nearly 21%. A
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-64°C

(a)

5.9%

(b)

aa' (c)
45.1 100.0

157.1 MHz

Fig.

14.5
2.8%

14.5

5o.o
3.1

160.8 MHz 
13.5%

3-7. (a) An ESR spectrum at -64°C of a glycine 
crystal with the b axis nearly perpendicular to 
the magnetic field in the be* plane. The crys
tal was irradiated for 4.5 hours at dry ice 
temperature and aged for 1 day at the same 
temperature.
(b) and (c) ELD0R spectra observed at positions 
a and aa’ indicated in (a). The orientation of 
the crystal is approximately 90° from that of 
Fig. 3-6 and the frequencies for the intense 
signals in the two figures differ by 13 to 14 
MHz. However, the ELDOR line patterns, Figs. 
3-6c and 3-7c, are very similar to each other. 
The frequency of the intense signal, 157.1 MHz, 
is believed to be 3aN of NH^CHCOO”. No signal 
is observed in the regions of dotted lines.
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(b)

a
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(c)

150.0 MHz
14.5

- (a)

14.5 109

39.1

frc
Vi 27.9 54.2 79.6 106-

40°C

Fig. 3-8. (a) A second-derivative ESR spectrum of a glycine 
crystal at 40°C near the e axis in the be plane. Irradiated 
at 77°K for 2 hours and aged for 3 days at room temperature, 
(b) An ELDOR spectrum at position a indicated in (a). Two 
enhanced signals are seen at 57 and 109 MHz due to the 
amine protons, (c) An ELDOR spectrum as observed at posi
tion b of the ESR spectrum. The main features are two en
hanced lines at 54.2 and 106 MHz due to the amine protons 
and a reduced line at 79.6 MHz due to the a-proton of the 
NH^CHCOO- radical. A forbidden line is also observed at 
^•aH(Nj=28 MHz.
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the top of the intense ESR line b indicated in Fig. 3-8a

displayed a very unusual pattern of signals* reduced and

bidden line is also found at |a.

ticipated near 160 MHz but it was not certain in the spec-

showed a large reductiontion. At

trum because of noises present.
Below 10°C, all the enhancements reversed to reduc- 

-65°C the signal at
of nearly 40% due to the much weakened observing ESR line.

from the amine group had reduc-

(Fig. 3-6b). In this case, all the signals were reduced 
ELDOR lines due to the low temperature.

The single ELDOR spectrum, Fig. 3-8c, demonstrates

enhanced lines in the single spectrum. The enhancements at 
54.2 and 106,0 MHz are due to the rotating NH* group, giv- 

of 53 MHz and the reduced line at

had been
■ ---.o,

weak forbidden line is also detected at
On the other hand, the ELDOR spectrum observed at

The other signal at 2aH^Nj 
tion factor of 5 to 6% while the line from the a-proton 
increased to nearly 20% reduction at -65°C.

In the meantime, the proton Zeeman line intensity 
at 14.5 MHz decreased steadily from nearly 48% reduction 
at 60°C to about 5% at -65°C.

A similar ELDOR spectrum consisting of the three 
allowed lines at aH(M), a°(c) and aH(N) + a®(c) 
observed earlier near the b axis in the be* plane at -102°C

ing the estimated ajj(N)
79.6 MHz is from the single a-proton of Radical I. A for- 

lH(N)=28 MHz. The spectrum 
is shown in Fig. 3-8c, Another enhanced line should be an-
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that enough information can be obtained to distinguish be
tween two different protons and to characterize their ELDOR
signals from a single molecular radical provided that an
irradiated crystal is properly oriented in the magnetic
field.

as shown in Fig. 3-4. Likewise, ob-

This is shown in
o, .9.

nearly parallel to the magnetic field in the be* plane.

The spectral region between the two intense signals

When position b^ 

sweeping through the entire ESR spectrum range, an unusual 

form of ELDOR spectrum was obtained at 32°C as seen in Fig. 

3-10b. Since the crystal was mounted with the b axis paral

lel to the magnetic field, there could not be intermole- 

cular transitions between two radical sites. A careful

in Fig. 3-9a became better resolved as the temperature was 

raised to 32°C (Fig. 3-9b). This is an indication of the 

two protons in the radical becoming more equivalent as a 

result of rapid rotation of the methylene group.

(Fig, 3-10a) was observed while

(d) ELDOR Spectra at the Cl^COO- Radical Lines

and 2aH(c).two intense signals at
Fig. 3-9 at 3°C and 32®C and the corresponding ESR spectrum 
is Fig. 3-5a. The aH<C) from both Figs. 3-4 and 3-9 is 
identical as it should be. In both figures, the b axis is

The ELDOR spectrum observed at the central line of 
the CH2C00” radical is expected to consist of a single in
tense signal at 
serving the high-field line of the radical gives rise to
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59.2 118.4

Lib) 
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117.414.5 58.7
150.0
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18 31,6

16.1 16.7%

14.5 ; I MHz

Fig. 3-9. ELDOR spectra obtained at position bb’ in Fig. 
3-5a with the b axis nearly parallel to the 
magnetic field in the be* plane. The intense 
signals at and 2aH(C) due t0 the CH2C00”
radical give aH(c)=59 MHz. The same value was 
also estimated earlier from Fig. 3-4 which was 
for observing the central ESR line of the 
radical.
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45.829.714.5 100.0

fl 
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I I I 
I

150.0MHz

Fig. 3-10. (a) An ESR spectrum at 32°C of a glycine crystal 
with the b axis parallel to the magnetic field 
in the be* plane. The crystal was irradiated at 
dry ice temperature for 4.5 hours and aged for 
10 days. The line pattern is only slightly dif
ferent from Fig. 3-5 for the temperature range 
(-32°C to 32°C). (b) An ELDOR spectrum observed 
at position b^ which is located on the hill of 
an overlapped ESR line of CHgCOO-. The signals 
near 46 and 100 MHz are satellite lines of the 
major ELDOR lines for the CH2C00“ radical in 
Fig. 3-9 and the signal near 30 MHz is a for
bidden line.

32°C

bl

c*

•l I•/ I /I \
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examination of the spectrum revealed that the dominant

ELDOR lines were actually the satellite lines in Fig. 3-9b,

in the ESR spectrum was off the cross-

. neighboring lines of Radical II, one could not expect to

get a well-resolved ELDOR spectrum.

was approximately 20 MHz from the

satellite line of the otherwise expected ELDOR signal at

dominated the ELDOR spectrum at 45.8 MHz. Similarly,

was obtained near 100.0 MHz. It may be

over point of the lower-field line while still located be

tween the two neighboring ESR lines, then only the high-

field satellite lines can be obtained as dominating ELDOR

signals, in addition to the proton Zeeman line.

C.

it would be worth looking into earlier phases of the radia
tion damage processes.

For this purpose, glycine crystals irradiated at 
77°K for nearly 5 hours were investigated without anneal
ing to any higher temperature approximately in the be*

signal at 2aH(Cj
said that if the observed position is closer to the cross-

aH(C)
only the low-field satellite line of the expected ELDOR

The position b^

nearest ESR line cross-over point and the low-frequency

ESR and ELDOR Spectra at Low Temperatures, 77°K to 
150°K (Intermolecular Relaxations)

Since position b^ 

over point of the intense line and located between the two

Since the radicals observed at room temperature 
after irradiation at 77°K are not initial products,^3-63
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plane with the a axis parallel to the rod axis. However, it
was not attempted to define accurately the orientation of
the crystals in the plane.

The crystal gave rise to very complex ELDOR spectra

crystal was gradually wanned also gave very complex spectra

to each other in the

any

that of the same radicals observed at higher temperatures.
The resulting ESR spectrum at 77°K was very anisotro-

vcxj-o w < iij aim

temperatures. However, Radicals I and II observed as the

Fig. 3-llb, has an approximate splitting of 23 G to 25 G 

and the peak-to-peak line width is nearly 13 G. The dou- 

to an anion radical, NH*CHgCOO(H) “ 

(Radical III), for which the observed coupling of about

<53 
blet has been assigned-,-.

consisting of inter- and intra-molecular transitions at 

-130°C. The behaviour of these two radicals differ from

pic with rotation about the a axis, contrary to nearly iso

tropic lines obtained earlier by Sinclair.

Two typical ESR spectra (90°

be* plane) are shown in Fig. 3-11 • Fig. 3-Ha is more com

plex and appears to be a doublet of teiplets in which case 

the two coupling constants are approximately 28 G and 6.5 G. 

None of the three positions indicated in Fig. 3-Ha gave

ELDOR signals at 77°K other than the familiar proton 

Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz with a positive reduction factor

of nearly 15%.
The other ESR spectrum, a broad doublet as seen in

due to inter- and intra-molecular relaxations between radi
cals such as NH_CH9C00(H)” and NH,CH,COO~ stable at low
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>_ A

w~ (a)

(b)

39.?

5.2%

(c)
65.0 MHz14.5 46.133.4

Fig. 3-11. ESR and ELDOR spectra at 77°K of a glycine crys
tal irradiated at 77°K for 4.6 hours. The spec
tra were taken immediately in the be* plane 
without annealing to any higher temperature, 
(a) and (b) are ESR spectra for two different 
orientations of the crystal, 90° to each other, 
and have the same overall hyperfine range, 
about 68 G. (c) An ELDOR spectrum taken at 
either position indicated in (b). None of the 
three.positions indicated in (a) gave any ELDOR 
signals at 77°K.
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due to the
restricted rotation of the methylene group.

Two observed positions as indicated in Fig. 3-1lb
resulted in the same ELDOR line patterns with different re
duction factors. Each spectrum had a large intensity for
the proton Zeeman line and consisted of three successively
weaker signals, including the proton Zeeman line, with an

wave length close to the proton NMR frequency. The signals
appeared to be forbidden lines. Fig. 3-llc illustrates the
spectrum observed at the cross-over point of the highest-
field line.

When the crystal was exposed to room temperature for

is known
doublet splitting from Radical III is now nearly isotropic

equal separation between the succeeding lines. Thus, the en
tire ELDOR spectrum was a tapering wave with a constant

The other fi-proton has the splitting of about 22 MHz 
(7.9 G) buried under the doublet. This value was easily

6? MHz (24 G) arises from interaction of the unpaired elec
tron density with one of the 0-protons^»

about 20 to 30 seconds to raise the temperature, the crys
tal was quickly discolored and a complicated ESR spectrum 
resulted at 77°K (Fig. 3-12a). The spectrum, attributed to 
a superposition of spectra from anion radical III and a 
new radical, NHgCHgCOO" (Radical IV),had an overall 
hyperfine range between 180 and 260 G. The latter radical 

to be stable for about two hours at 110°K. The

estimated from an ESR spectrum of irradiated glycine-d^ 
crystals (Chapter IV).
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irradiated at

of spectra
and has the

as

near 208 MHz due to the intermolecular transi-

(b) An ELDOR spectrum obtained at position 

indicated in (a) consists of

tion between the two radicals. Other lines except 

the proton Zeeman line are not accounted for

Fig, 3-12, (a) An ESR spectrum of a glycine crystal at 77°K 

in the be* plane. The crystal was 

77°K for 4,6 hours and exposed to

because of the complexities of both ESR and 

ELDOR spectra.

an enhanced signal

the room tern- 

back to 77°K.perature about 30 sec. and cooled 
The spectrum is a superposition^ 

from NH*CH2C00(H)“ and NH^CHgCOO- 

overall hyperfine range of approximately 190 G. 
The latter radical known^ to form at 110°K.
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with fl-proton aplitting of .26 to 28 G. The complicated

lower field, both intra- and inter-molecular transitions
were obtained at 78 and 208 MHz, respectively, as shown in
Fig, 3-12b. The intennolecular relaxation between Radicals
III and IV gave rise to an enhanced line at 208 MHz. The

few additional signals which could not be accounted for
because of the complexities of both ESR and ELDOR spectra.

When an observing position was chosen closer to the
broad doublet so that the entire ESR range of Radical III
could be pumped within the limited sweeping range of the
spectrometer (Fig. 3-13a), two enhanced ESR signals were
seen at 113 and 200 MHz corresponding to intermolecular
transitions. These are shown in Fig. 3-138. The values
could also be estimated from the corresponding ESR lines.
The enhanced lines with nearly equal intensity had a re

positioning at the higher field. It seemed clear that in
termolecular transitions between Radicals III and IV gave
rise to enhanced ESR lines in any direction of the crystal
in the magnetic field. This indicates the presence of
intermolecular relaxations at the low temperatures.

When the cross-over point of a high-field line of 
Radical IV was observed at 77°K while pumping through the

duction factor of 18 to 19%, approximately twice that of 
the other enhanced line (Fig. 3-12b) obtained earlier by

spectrum was irreversible and could be examined for days 
by keeping the crystal at 77°K.

ELDOR spectrum which also had a proton Zeeman line showed a
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by dotted lines in (a).

Fig. 3-13, (a) An ESR spectrum at 77°K of the same glycine 

crystal as that of Fig. 3-12. The crystal is 

about 45° in the be* plane from the direction 

in Fig. 3-12a.

(b) The ELDOR spectrum resulted from sweeping 
the entire range of the NH^CH2C00(H) “ radical 

lines, Two enhanced signals are seen at 113 

and 200 MHz corresponding to intermolecular 

transitions between the ESR lines as indicated
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and the ESR spectrum, hence the radical species

cal II. For the latter radical two coupling constants are

estimated by crude approximation to be 22 G and 7.2 G due

and c).

In the spectrum the two outer lines were 

assigned to Radical I and the three central lines to Radi-

to the two nonequivalent protons.

The ELDOR spectrum, Fig. 3-14b, was obtained by sit

ting at the cross-over point of the highest-field ESR line 

and appears very complicated. It seemed to indicate the 

presence of every possible intra- and inter-molecular tran

sition and a few forbidden transitions, all involving

97
As the temperature was raised to -130°C, the compli

cated ESR spectrum changed drastically to a far simpler

3-14 a

were still undergoing a slow change at least in intensity 

at -130°C.

A similar but better resolved ESR spectrum was ob

tained earlier.

form, yet consisting of at least two distinct line patterns 

shown in Fig. 3-l^a. The change occurred during the tempera

ture rise of more than 30°C above 110°K at which Radical IV 
53 occurs,

Radical I. It is difficult to distinguish, however, between 

intra- and inter-molecular transitions due to the rather 

poorly resolved ESR line pattern (Fig. 3-14a), Added to 

the difficulty was a continuous change occurring in the ESR 

spectrum during the ELDOR observation as evidenced by the 

two quite different ESR line patterns obtained immediately 

before and after the ELDOR spectrum was obtained (Figs.
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trum.

Fig, 3-14, (a) An ESR spectrum of a glycine crystal at 

-130°C in the be* plane. The crystal was irra

diated at ?7°K for 4.6 hours and aged for 5

(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the position 

indicated in (a). The interpretation of the spec

trum is made difficult by the change occurring 

in the radical species during a run of the spec-

(c) An ESR spectrum of the same glycine crystal 

immediately after the ELDOR spectrum (b) was 

taken, Note the growing intensity of the central 

line. The variation from (a) to (c) is for 

approximately 30 minutes.

days at the same temperature. The spectrum 

appears to consist of the NHtcHCOO- and CH-COO 

radicals, 3
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The difficulty in estimating the splitting constants

tation about 20

Radical II. Radical I produced still complicated hyperfine
structure, alternating in weak and very weak lines. The
separation between the neighbouring weak and very weak
lines was not the same for the outer lines and the inner

that Radical II is formed at the

seem-

plane. The four intense lines give estimated splittings of

18.3 G and 23.5 G for the two nonequivalent protons of

from the ESR spectrum and in determining intramolecular and 

intermolecular transition signals was somewhat relieved,

lines. These weak and very weak lines would have a signifi

cant difference in their ability of being pumped to produce 

ELDOR lines as will be seen later (Figs, 3-15b and c).

however, by recording better resolved ESR and ELDOR spectra 

in a different orientation of the crystal.

expense of Radical III.

The ELDOR spectrum from Fig. 3-15a is generally very 

complex. The ELDOR spectrum observed at the cross-over 

point of the highest-field ESR line (Fig. 3-15&) also 

ed to consist of every possible intra- and inter-molecular 

in Fig. 3-lUb, when the maximum available 

pump power (336 mw) was employed. Fig. 3-15b covers the

transition, as

The ESR line intensity of Radical II in Fig. 3-15a 
was increasing by at least 12% in about one hour but the 
lines of Radical I remained unchanged. This appears to sup
port a suggestion-^»55

Fig. 3-15& is the ESR spectrum obtained in an orien- 
0 from that of Fig. 3-l^a in the same be*
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from Fig,

(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at position aa’ 

indicated in (a). Both intra- and inter-mole

power is decreased, five main signals remain 

strong at 38.3, 51.9, 94.0, 112.5 and 154.7 MHZ1 

The x and 0 under the signals indicate inter- 

and intra-molecular transitions, respectively.

3-14a in the be* plane. The four intense lines 

are due to the CHgCOO" radical. The estimated 
1 2splittings are aH(c)=23«5 G and aH(c)=18.3 G 

for the radical.

Fig. 3-15. (a) An ESR spectrum of the same glycine crystal 

under the same conditions as for Fig. 3-i^a but 

for a different orientation, about 20°

cular transitions result in a complex spectrum. 

The intense signals at 44.0, 93.6 and 155.3 MHz 

are intermolecular transitions between CHgCOO 
and Nh+cHCOO".

(c) An ELDOR spectrum observed at position bb* 

indicated in (a) also consists of both intra- 

and inter-molecular transitions. As the pump
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entire sweeping ESR range.

It seems from comparison of the ELDOR frequencies
with the ESR line separations that the signals with a con
siderable intensity at 44.0, 93.6 and 155.3 MHz in Fig.
3-15b are intermolecular. It was sometimes difficult to
determine whether a signal was really a satellite line of
the nearby intermolecular transition line.

The weak intermolecular transition at 106.6 MHz with
a reduction of 0.17 in Fig. 3- 15b was in fact due to the

Radical II which would become degenerate at -120 C or
higher temperatures.

However, the complexity was somwwhat eased as the

the reduction factor.

power variation would enable one to determine between

On the other hand, the intramolecular transitions 
from the very weak ESR lines (Fig. 3~15a) diminished to 
very small or nearly zero intensity with 8 dB pump power.

cular transitions corresponding to pumping of the weak 
lines still remained relatively strong with 13 to 45% for

The intensity of the satellite lines was also decreased 
very rapidly to a very small or nearly zero intensity with 
decreasing pump power. Fig. 3~16a is a plot of reduction 
factor vs. pump power for Fig. 3-15& and shows only strong 
lines. The behaviour of the ELDOR line intensity with pump

pumping of one of the two closely spaced central lines of
--  . . . __o„ __

pump power was gradually lowered. With the lowered pump 
power all the intermolecular transitions and the intramole-
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decreasing

Fig. 3-16. Variation at -130°C of reduction factors with 
pump power, (a) Reduction factors for observing 
the Nh+chCOO’ radical line (Fig. 3-15b). C and N 
refer to Radicals II and I lines pumped, respec
tively. The most extensive variation is displayed 
by the intermolecular transition at 44 MHz be 
tween the observing line and the nearby CH^COO" 
radical line. The maximum reduction is near 4 dB, 
When the separation between the observing and 
pumping lines becomes wide (large energy gap), 
the transfer of excited spins becomes increas
ingly difficult with decreasing pump power for 
both inter- and intra-molecular transitions as 
shown at 155 and 19? MHz (Fig. 3-15b). Therefore, 
the reduction factor is always in a 
trend with decreasing pump power.
(b) The reduction factors for observing the 
CH^COO” radical line, Fig. 3-15c. The most ex
tensive variation of reduction factors is for 
the intermolecular transition (not shown) be
tween the observing CHgCOO” line and the nearby 
line of NH^CHCOO” and also for the first intra
molecular transition at 52 MHz. The maximum 
reduction for both is near 8 dB. The pumping 
lines themselves are saturated with the full 
pump power.
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satellite lines and ELDOR transition lines. The variation
of the pump power also revealed saturation of a few ELDOR

full power as can he seen in Loth Figs. 3-16a and b.
The large values of the reduction factors for the

intermolecular transitions seemed to be explainable in

appeared to hold for another ELDOR spectrum which was ob-

ELDOR spectrum, consisting of many signals possibly due to
occurrence of all possible intra- and inter-molecular tran
sitions.

When the pump power was lowered to 12 dB, a few of

both intra- and inter-molecular transitions still remained

reductions were about those observed at the cross-to

strong line of Radical II was observed to obtain the ELDOR

signals, these much lower reduction factors should be anti

cipated in view of the ELDOR line intensity in Fig, 3-15b.

Radical II line.

A possible qualitative explanation for the variation

lines with maximum available pump power, resulting in 

greater reduction factors with 4 dB and 8 dB than with the

terms of the much greater intensity of the pumped CHgCOO- 

lines than that of Radical I. The similar explanation

tained by sitting at the cross-over point of a Radical II 

line (Fig. 3~15c). Fig. 3-15c is also a relatively complex

Fig, 3-16b shows the variation of the reduction factors 

with decreasing pump power at -130°C when observing the

strong. But at all levels of the pump power employed, the
1 +a 1 to -

over point of the Radical I line (Fig. 3—15t>). Since a
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of reduction factors with pump power is as follows. The re-

the least. Hence, the spins can be easily pumped into the
observing line. However, with the maximum pump power, the
relaxation ‘paths* may be clogged with excited spins, caus
ing inefficient transfer of spins to the observing line.

(Fig.

Therefore, a pump power less than the

to a maximum reduction in the observing ESR line, with 4 dB

the transfer of spins to the observing line becomes increas-

transition (not shown) between the Radical II line and the

ing Radical I line and the nearby Radical II line (Fig.

3-16a). The energy difference between these two lines is

and pumping lines.

The same general pattern is also seen in Fig. 3-16b 

when observing the Radical II line. The most extensive 

variation of reduction factors was for the intermolecular

when observing the Radical I line. However, as the energy 

gap between the observing and pumping lines becomes wider,

Thus, the pumping line itself is oversaturated, resulting 

in less reduction of the observing line. This may be the

duction factor that varies most extensively with pump power 

is an intermolecular transition at M MHz between the observ-

ingly difficult with decreasing power. Therefore, the re

duction factor is always in a decreasing trend with decreas

ing pump power for wider separation between the observing

relaxation time T^, 

maximum results in the most efficient transfer, giving rise

case even when the nuclear spin relaxation time TN

1-1) is considerably shorter than the electron spin-lattice
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nearby Radical I line and also for the first intramolecular
transition. Both reduction factors had the maximum with
approximately 8 dB.



CHAPTER IV

DEUTERATED GLYCINE

A. Introduction

Irradiated deuterated glycine crystals display the
same general pattern of ESR spectrum, a broad singlet,
regardless of irradiation temperature with the overall
hyperfine range 50 to 73 G in the be* plane at room tem-

gardless of irradiation temperature, 77 K or room tem
perature, the principal radical species are the same at

observed at
room temperature between the room temperature irradiated
glycine and the low temperature irradiated glycine
crystals.

though both were irradiated at 77 K.

The overlapped broad singlet spectrum was nearly

109

warmed to room temperature had different ESR spectral pat

tern below about -30°C from those of the crystals not 

warmed after irradiation at 77°K. This difference seemed

to indicate the presence of different radical species even
■ - - —

However, deuterated crystals irradiated at 77°K and

room temperature or higher for the deuterated glycine.
This is contrary to the difference^1

perature or higher temperatures. This suggests that re-
-..................................... —Oa-____________
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isotropic with temperature below about -40°C in the be*
plane but anisotropic with rotation about the a axis.

B. ESR and ELDOR Spectra

(a) ESR and ELDOR Spectra at Low Temperatures

(referred to as Radical III) when observed
at 77 K without annealing the crystal. The ESR spectrum of
the radical showed largely a doublet, Fig. 3-llb, for an

in analogy with Fig. 3-llb, the major radical appears to

electron density with one of the two B-protons due to the 
restricted rotation of the methylene group. The splitting

It was shown in Part C, Chapter III that a glycine 
crystal irradiated at 77°K produced an anion radical, 
nh*ch2coo(h)_ 
O + nn°r- ■ • ■

of the other /3-proton was not resolved due to the line
width resulting from the NH* proton splittings. It was very 
difficult or nearly impossible to estimate the splitting 
constant. In fact, the a/?2 could only be easily measured n
from the four-line spectrum of the deuterated glycine where 
the hyperfine splitting was equal to 8 G.

The deuterated glycine crystal, grown from D20 
solution of natural glycine and irradiated at 77°K, was 
mounted approximately in the be* plane with its a axis 
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The resulting ESR spectrum is shown in Fig. 4-1 and

orientation where the a axis is perpendicular to the mag
netic field and approximately in the be* plane. The a^1 
was about 24 G arising from interaction of the unpaired
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■14-0.0 G *i
1W

Fig. 4-1. An ESR spectrum of glycine-d_ irradiated and 
o recorded at 77 K without warming to any higher 

temperature. The a axis is perpendicular to the 
magnetic field in the be* plane. Both coupling 
constants 26 and 8 G for ^-protons of the radi
cal ND^CH2C00(D)~ can be easily estimated 
unlike in an ESR spectrum of the corresponsing 
radical in a natural glycine crystal under the 
same conditions. See Figs. J-lla and b for 
comparison.



of the highest-field line of deuterated glycine, however.

presents a striking constrast to that of natural glycine.

proton Zeeman line with a reduction factor of nearly 40%

It is believed that the temperature reached in the air was

to decay and a new complicated ESR spectrum emerged, the 

overall hyperfine range being 72 G as shown in Fig. 4-2a.

(See Fig. 3-llc). The contrast appears to indicate an ef

ficient quenching of intramolecular transition by deuterium 

nuclei attached to the nitrogen even though they are sepa-

to be wiped out completely. Only a samll signal of first- 

derivative line shape with a very samll line width (0.9 

MHz) appeared near 10.8 MHz and this seemed to be a combi-

Deuterated glycine did not give rise to any ELDOR signals 

at 77°K and even the proton Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz seemed

rated from the unpaired electron site by methylene group.

As the temperature was raised by exposing the 

crystal to the room air for about 10 seconds (without re

moving from the pyrex glass rod), the anion radical appeared

nation line arising from deuterium at the a^.

On the other hand, natural glycine showed at least 

two forbidden ELDOR lines at 77°K in addition to the huge

112 
be ND*CH2COO(D)“ (referred to as Radical III(D20) . The es

timated splitting constants are 26 G and 8 G for the two

^-protons. A similar but heavily overlapped ESR spectrum 
was obtained earlier by Sinclair^ and it was assigned to 

be the ND*CH„ and ND*CH,C00(D)- radicals.
j C. J C.

The ELDOR spectrum observed at the cross-over point
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(a)
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7.8% aa'  (b)

60.0 MHz
10,8 28.4

Fig.

c'

4-2. (a) An ESR spectrum of glycine-d^ crystal irra
diated at 7?°K, warmed to approximately 110°K 
and recorded at 77°K. The overall hyperfine 
range is about 72 G. The a axis is perpendi
cular to the magnetic field direction. The 
radicals responsible for the spectrum are be
lieved to be mainly ND^CHCOO” and CHgCOO-.
(b) An ELDOR spectrum as obtained at position aa* 
indicated in the ESR spectrum by an arrow at 
77°K. A reduced ESR line is seen at 28.4 MHz 
corresponding to the transition cc'-^aa* with 
reduction factor of 7.8%,



The3

“H(C)

to
at least 180 G in view of Fig. 3-12a, Thus, formation and
decay scheme of radicals themselves was altered considera
bly from the corresponding natural glycine crystal under

proton Zeeman line in spite of a possible intramolecular
bb' near the same frequency which wouldtransition aa*

only add to increase the intensity of the proton Zeeman line.

cou-

nal. However, comparison of the ELDOR signal positions

A broadened line near 28 MHz appears to be an intermolecular 
transition (aa'<—cc‘) between Radical I(D.,0) and II, 
pled with an intramolecular transition causing the signal
broadening.

The observing position bb* and cc* (Fig. 4-2a) re
sulted in very complicated ELDOR spectra at 77°K. The over
lapping of the ESR lines for the two major radicals, I(D20) 
and II, made it very difficult to identify each ELDOR sig-

cals, I(D„0) and II, i.e., ™,,vul(vv v,.,.
three equally spaced intense lines are due to Radical II

114 
not higher than 110°K in view of Figs. 3-12a and 3-13a for 
which the crystal was exposed even much longer. '

The radicals appeared to be a mixture of two radi- 
ND*CHCOO“ and CH„COO“.

the similar conditions by the substitution of deuterium 
for NH* protons.

Position aa* on the high-field line of Radical I(D,,0) 

gave an ELDOR spectrum (Fig, 4-2b) with an extremely weak

with its aH(c) approximately equal to 55.5 MHz. Radical 

IV(D20), NDgCHgCOO-, did not seem to exist since this radi
cal would broaden considerably the ESR spectrum range-^
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nals between the two radicals.

(b) The Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Reactions
It has been seen in (a) that deuteration of glycine

the magnetic field was warmed to -50 0, the ESR spectrum
changed drastically as shown in Fig. 4-3a, The ESR spectrum

Only the intensity of each ESR line was decreased.

ac’ because of the complexity and overlapping of the ESR
spectral lines. The ESR height was corrected based on the
plot of the ESR line height vs. time. Therefore, the esti
mated reduction factors are only relative with respect to

with the ESR line separations seemed to suggest that the ob
serving position bb’ gave rise to intramolecular transi-

When position a was observed for ELDOR spectrum at 
-50°C, it showed two distinct ELDOR signals at 56 and 107

crystals wiped out all intramolecular relaxations and the 
proton Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz at 77°K for the crystals 
irradiated at 77°K and warmed to nearly 110°K.

tions in Radical I(DgO), Similarly, the observing position 
cc' appeared to give reduced intermolecular transition sig-

MHz but no proton Zeeman line. The two ELDOR signals, Fig. 
4-3b, correspond to intramolecular transitions for Radical 

=55 MHz, The ESR signal height used for

of nearly 72 G for the hyperfine range could still be ob
tained at -15°C with nearly the same general line pattern.

II with its 
reduction factor calculation was taken to be the height

As the crystal with the c* axis nearly parallel to 
------ - ■ --O- . . —
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I
120 MHz

i
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c

-5o°c

b

Fig. 4-3. (a) An ESR spectrum of a deuterated glycine 
crystal along the c* axis in the be* plane. 
Irradiated at 77°K and recorded at -50°C. 
(b) An ELDOR spectrum as obtained at position 
a in (a). The two dominant signals at 56 and 
107 MHz are due to CHgCOO” and no visible H-D 
exchange has occurred yet. (c) An ELDOR spec
trum observed at position b. The signal due to 
the a-H of ND^CHCOO- can be seen with nearly 
6% reduction, indicating that the a-H was not 
still exchanged with deuterium.
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the height ac' at the corresponding temperature.

signal heights shortened visibly and the reduction factors
showed a steadily decreasing trend with

stant over at least 6 hours at the same temperature. Fig.

minutes at

The

5 hours at

could be detected.

MHz. The ESR line height be* at the same temperature was

taken for estimating the reduction factors for the broad

temperature. The traces of the proton Zeeman line could be

However, the observing position b gave rise to a 

broad signal near 55 MHz (Fig. 4-5) after about 15 minutes 

at -15°C. In nearly 5 hours at the temperature the broad 

signal moved closer toward the amine proton frequency 52

On the other hand, the ELDOR spectrum observed at 

position b at -50°C consisted of a broad reduced signal near 

83 MHz with a reduction of less than 6% (Fig. 4-3c). This

two reduction factors were negligible after about 

-15°C and only traces of the proton Zeeman lines

ELDOR signals.

The reduction factor for the amine protons reached a 
maximum of approximately 17% in about two hours at -15°C and 
then decreased slowly to about 6% in about 8 hours at the

4-4- shows the ESR and ELDOR spectra, the latter after 35 
-15°C.

at aH(C) and 2aH(C)

time even though the ESR height ac’ remained relatively con-

is due to the a-proton of Radical I(D20) and indicates that 

the a-proton was not still replaced with deuterium.

When the position a was observed at -15°C, the ELDOR
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(a)

(b)a

54.0 106,0 MHz

crystal irra-
■2,

10.0

Fig. 4-4. (a) An ESR spectrum of a glycine-d. 
diated at 7?°K and recorded at -15^0 after 45 min. 
at the temperature with the c axis parallel to 
the magnetic field.
(b) An ELDOR spectrum obtained at position a in
dicated in the ESR spectrum after 35 min. at -15°C. 
The two dominant signals at 54 and 106 MHz are 
due to the CHgCOO* radical and very weak spin 
flip lines are also seen. Note that the two ELDOR 
signals decrease in intensity compared to those 
in Fig. 4-3b.

c'

* a
b

35 min. a5 -15°C
4.9%
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7.3%
b

(a)10.0
100 140 MHz55

9.5% b
(b)

10.0
100 MHz53

indicated in Fig. 4-4a at -15 C, The po

sition of the broad signal moves toward

the amine proton frequency 52 MHz of the 

NHtcHCOO- radical with time at the tempera

ture. This is indicative of the presence 

of the ND2H+CDC00" radical.

-15°C

Fig. 4-5. The ELDOR spectra observed at position b
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neglected.

signal intensity at position a and the initially increas
ing but eventually decreasing intensity at position b, both
with time, in spite of the relatively constant intensities
of the chosen ESR lines over the long time scale, seem to
be explainable in terms of the hydrogen-deuterium exchange
reactions,

(I)
Matrix

(II)

The contrasting behaviours of the two ELDOR spectra 
at positions a and b, i.e., a steadily decreasing ELDOR

at room temperature with the available ESR spectrometer. The 
ESR spectrum obtained with the crystal (initially irradiated 
at 77°K) immediately after warming to room temperature indi
cated that there had already been some H-D exchange, form
ing the ND2H+CDC00“ radical. Hence, it was the second H-D 
exchange reaction (II) that could be followed with the ESR
spectrometer as it proceeded

Four days of aging at room temperature showed a fur
ther visible change in the ESR spectrum and heating the 
crystal at 337°K for 12 hours completed the H-D exchange, 

i * 68leaving only the ND^CDCOO” radical.
It is believed that Exchange I is slow enough to be

nd2h+cdcoo"
ND^CDCOO"

nd+chcoo- - 

nd2h+cdcoo~
68 originally proposed by Gautney and Miyagawa.

According to the proposal, the first H-D exchange
reaction (I) is intramolecular and too rapid to be detected
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following the maximum reduction factor for Exchange (I)

manifested itself in the decreasing ELDOR signal intensity

reduction factor vs. time at -15 C for the signals observed

at position b.

a

at the same position b and also in the slowly increasing 

line width of the signal. Fig. 4-6 shows the plot of the
- - - - - - -o,- -

not gone to completion before the ELDOR spectra were taken.

The maximum itself should indicate the completion of the 

initial intramolecular exchange, giving the maximum con

centration of the radical ND2H+CDC00-.

The progressive intermolecular exchange reaction (II)

The intermolecular exchange was assumed to be irrever
sible68 and proceeds at a slower rate than the initial intra

molecular exchange (I) due to the slow hydrogen diffusion 

from the amine group to the neighbouring molecules in the 

matrix. Thus the completion of deuteration of Radical I (D2O) 

takes place over a long period of time unless heated to a 

higher temperature.

The other ELDOR signals observed at position a show 

decreasing trend in reduction factors. The gradual decrease 

in reduction appears to indicate clearly a progressive H-D 

exchange with time for the CH2C00” radical, 
. Matrix •
CH-COO- --------------------------- ► CD-COO-.

detected at -15°C by the ELDOR technique. The fact that the 

maximum reduction was obtained at position b (Fig. 4-4a) in 

about two hours at -15°C should imply that Exchange I had
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6.0

Fig. 4-6. Variation of reduction factor at MHz
with time in min. at -15°C. The increasing por-

R, %

10.0

tion of the plot represents one exchange mecha

nism (I) and the decreasing portion another me

chanism (II), both for the overall exchange 
reaction, ND*CHCOO“------ ► ND*CDCOO". The initial

exchange (I) is too rapid to be detected with an 

ESR spectrometer at room temperature.
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pletion of the remaining exchange is slowed because deuter
iums must diffuse farther to the host radicals.

MHz, corresponding to the splitting of the a-proton of the 
radical (Fig. 4-3c). This clearly appears to indicate that 
the proton was still not replaced with deuterium at this low 
temperature. The signal for the a-proton has never been ob
served at -15°C or higher temperatures for deuterated gly
cine crystals.

For natural glycine crystals, on the other hand, it 
has been shown in Section (c) of Part B, Chapter III that

by a relatively sudden change in the decreasing rate of 
reduction near 2 to 3% reduction as shown in Fig. 4-7. Com-

The initial exchange in Radical II seems to be essen
tially completed within 2 to 3 hours at -15°C as indicated

As a further evidence of the H-D exchange in Radical 
I(D20), the observing position b (Fig, 4-4b) did not give 
rise to any ELDOR signal near 60 MHz at -50°C. Instead, a 
broad signal with reduction of nearly 6% appeared near 83

the reduced line from the a-proton is easily observed at 
4o°C or higher temperatures.

It has been seen that the H-D exchange in Radical II 
seems essentially completed in 2 to 3 hours at -15°C, On 
the other hand, the overall exchange in Radical I(D2O) 
takes a long period of time, possibly even a few weeks, at 
the same temperature.

Since increasing temperature will facilitate the ex
change process, no sizable ELDOR effect should be expected
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0

at aH(C) 
factors at 2aH(c)’ 
exchange, CH2C00”

Fig. 4-7. Variation of reduction factor with time in 
minutes. The dots represent reduction factors 

=55.9 MHz and the circles reduction 
=107.0 MHz, both for the 
’--- ► CD2C00" at -15°C.
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26

a

That this may be the case appears to be supported by 
another experimental observation at 40°C and 6o°C. At these

to be dependent on the square of the gyromagnetic ratio of 
the nucleus. The gyromagnetic ratio of deuterium is only 
about 15% that of hydrogen nucleus.

temperatures, the ESR spectrum has undergone a change from 
Fig. 4-4a to that shown in Fig. 4-8a and the ELDOR spectra 
gave only a single signal at 48 to 50 MHz. The usual proton 
Zeeman line is not observed. The frequency difference 48 to 

for the radical

from Radical II at a reasonably higher temperature if the 
END mechanism is the responsible relaxation for ELDOR ob
servation in the radical. The END mechanism has been shown

50 MHz is the splitting constant
ND2H+CDC00” when the crystal is along the c axis. Only the 
intensity decreased with time at 60°C, indicating that the 
radical was still decaying to ND*CDCOO“,

At 4o°C, the ELDOR signal intensity remained rela
tively unchanged with about 20% reduction. This may be in
terpreted that the completion of the H-D exchange to the 

radical is slow at this temperature. However, the 
.............. ■ --°r -4 —1..

because of the higher temperature.
Instead of an enhanced ELDOR line at 4O°C as in na-

ND*CDCOO“

reduction factors are greater than those at -15UC simply

tural glycine crystal as in Section (c), Chapter III, 

reduced ELDOR line is observed. The explanation for this 

may be that the ND2H+ group is not symmetric and has a 

greater mass than the symmetric NH* group in natural
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(a)

18.0%

I

(b)
49

glycine crystal irradiated at 77 K along the
c axis, (b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the
position indicated in the ESR spectrum. The
single signal is due to the amine protons and
the nearly identical spectrum is obtained 
also at 60°C. Only the intensity is lower.

I
100 MHz

Fig. 4-8. (a) An ESR spectrum at 40°C of a deuterated
ft. 1 — — ft. — —ft —. * ft -A- ft "1 4 «A^*ft 1 A ft + "*
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glycine.

Yet, the rotation is believed to be fast enough to

at 0 C or higher temperatures

The same ELDOR signal was obtained near 48 to 50 MHz

is nearly isotropic in the be* plane at

pletely below 0 C.

radical

not.

dence that Radical II had undergone the H-D exchange com-
- . - - - -,on

Another interesting observation of the ELDOR spectrum 

from deuterated glycine is that the ND£H CDCOO 

does not give any ELDOR signals below -30°C as it should

result in generally the same ELDOR line shape with relative-

because the

room temperature or higher. This seems to be a strong evi-

ly precise value of the a^^) 

regardless of the observing position in the ESR spectrum.



CHAPTER V

A. Introduction

In analogy with a glycine crystal which forms two

tion of a

dicalsi I( ’N) refers to

formed in a

1*,N caused only a small broadening in the nitrogen triplet

hyperfine splitting. As a result, the triplet appeared with

an intensity ratio 1 i 0.7 i 1 instead of the typically

15iOn the other hand, substitution of 'N results in a

perfine structure is better resolved in

line patterns are more complex due to the
those from normal glycine as illustrated in Figs. 5-3 and
5-8.

The intensity variation with temperature of the ELDOR
128

it may be assumed that room temperature irradia-
15,

15n-glycine

in natural glycine. However, at low temperatures the ELDOR 
l^N doublet than

well-resolved doublet for nitrogen and the overall ESR hy- 
l^N-glycine than

expected 1 i 1 i 1 ratio.

major radicals I and II upon irradiation at room tempera

ture,

'N-glycine crystal also produces two major ra- 
15N) and II. Radical I(15N) refers to 15NH*CHCOO“

15NH*CH2COO“ crystal.

The relatively small quadrupole moment (0.07Q) of
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signals observed at the amine proton lines is similar to

B. ESR and ELDOR Spectra
(a) Assignment of Radical I(^N) Lines

tern undergoes a change as the temperature is varied, it is
sometimes difficult to assign each line to any specific
radical.

when any glycine,

isotopically substituted by

and triplets with

quantum number of the nitrogen atom. Hence it is certain

I(

Radical II,

for

ture (less than 5%). The overall hyperfine range also re

given orientation. Only the

produced in Fig. 5-1 for a particular orientation of a 
glycine crystal irradiated at 77°K. Because the line pat-

that shown for normal glycine (Fig. 3-3). The inversion 
temperature of the reduction factor is near -5°C.

However, there is no ambiguity as to which radical 
,45,^9

mains practically constant over the experimental tempera
tures (-90 to 40°C) in a

Two relatively well resolved ESR spectra are re-
^N-

The nitrogen hyperfine splittings are 13 to 14 MHz

1^N in this particular direction of the crystal. There 

is very little variation in these splittings with temper

causes the outermost ESR components 

or not, is used to obtain
15n

that one of the radicals hidden in the spectrum is Radical 
^N) and the other major radical will be proved to be

the spectrum. The outermost lines are doublets with

in accordance with nuclear spin
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Fig, 5-1, First-derivative ESR spectra of a ^^N-glycine 

crystal in the be* plane for a given orientation 

of the crystal. The crystal was irradiated at 

77°K for 2 hours. The intensity of individual 

lines and the overlapping pattern vary with 

temperature for the same orientation.
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c

The signal at room temperature is the enhanced ESR
line, as expected, with reduction of nearly -17% and is

It has also been shown in Chapter III that only the
amine group, not a-H, of Radical I gives rise to enhance
ment.

At -85°C the reduction is positive with nearly zero,

of the amine group at the low tempera

ture.
It is not certain at first whether the satellite

intensity of individual lines and the overlapping pattern 
change as a function of temperature.

aH(15N) amine protons and the other two are approxi
mate multiples of the aH(15^j • The spectra are shown in 
Fig. 5-2.

flanked on both sides by weak satellite lines at nearly 
*14 MHz. The enhancement of an observed ESR line intensity

Several ELDOR spectra were obtained at position a 
indicated in Fig. 5-la. Only a single ELDOR signal was ob
served with frequency difference 54 MHz corresponding to 

a transition at room temperature and three signals at 
54, 101 and 160 MHz at -85°C. The frequency 54 MHz is the

lines are spin flip lines or allowed ELDOR lines (intra- 
or inter-molecular) because of the similarity in magnitude 
between the proton NMR frequency (14 MHz) and aj^t the

12 and 14% at 54, 101 and 160 MHz, respectively. The posi
tive reductions are also expected due to the slower rota
tional motion26,2^

has also been found earlier in other cases in this labora
tory.26
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RT
1 (a)

a

14.0 68.0

-85°C

a
28.0 50.0

Fig.

as indicated in Fig. 5-la. A single enhanced

line and its flanking satellite lines are seen.

Position c gives the same spectrum with com

parable reduction factor.

(b) An ELDOR spectrum taken at position a as

indicated in Fig. 5-lb. A very weak reduced

signal at 54 MHz and two rather intense sig

nals with extremely weak satellite lines are 

observed at -85°C.

160.0 MHz

-16.9%

101.U

100.0 MHz
12.3

• !
40.0

54.1
13.1% 

A (to)

5-2. (a) An ELDOR spectrum observed at position a



extremely weak satellite lines.

The ELDOR spectra at room temperature clearly sug-

a and k—►a might

be interpreted as intermolecular. But the possibility of

intermolecular transitions at this temperature also appears

The same result was

be of the same radical I(

f and

o

only a single signal at the a^ 15^) •

It is seen in Fig. 5-Ja that the relative positions

differed for different positions. Thus it seems that posi

tions c, g and k in Fig. 5-lb belong to Radical I(

rise to only enhanced lines at ajj( 15n) * 

obtained at position c. Only the intensity of the signal

to be ruled out by other ELDOR spectra taken at positions g 

and k at 15°C and 32°C since these observing positions gave

the satellite lines are really spin flip lines, not radical 

transition lines at least at room temperature or higher. 

Apparently, the ELDOR signals at -85°C are also flanked by

gested that only intramolecular transitions are dominat

ing. At -85°C the two transitions g

Similarly, positions f, h, j and 0 are all shown to 

i^N). These assignments of the ESR

15N).

lines are based on the assumption that the individual lines 
at -85°C are all reproduced in the ESR spectrum at the 
higher temperatures with only the intensity varied. This 
indeed seems to be the case. Fig. 5-3 shows a typical ELDOR 
spectrum at 32°C observed at a Radical IC^N) line. Only 
the position f gives two signals eorresponsing to j

f transitions while all other lines of the radical give

134 
splitting constant. However, it will be shown shortly that
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-68.5

4-0.0 111.455.2 69.1 97.4 150.0 MHz

obtained at 55.2 and 111.4 MHz. The latterare

appears as a

V 
k

V
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d
-61.0% (b) 

I

I

I

(b) An ELDOR spectrum at 32 C observed at posi

tion f indicated in (a). Only negative reductions

32°C

32°C

h s

by the a15N

Fig. 5-3. (a) A first-derivative ESR spectrum at 32°C of a 

-glycine irradiated at 7?°K. The relative line

positions are nearly the same as in Fig. 5-la.
* • ...

signal appears to lack in one more satellite line. 

Hence the two signals (n—►f and o—*-f) separated 

doublet.

II
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These ELDOR observations appeared to indicate beyond
doubt that only intramolecular transitions are strong

or

line (near 40 MHz) in Fig. 5-2a is a spin flip line.

'N-glyclne at a given terapera-The ESR spectrum of

,51 that in gly-

ropm temperature Radical I is the only major radical.

appears reasonable to assign the ESR line to Radical I(
regardless of the ESR line pattern whenever an enhanced

On the other hand, it has been known 
cine crystals irradiated at 77°K and subsequently heated to

room temperature (Fig, 5-2a) might be intermolecular transi
tions between the two radicals. The low-frequency satellite

of the ESR lines at 32°C did not shift much compared to 
Fig. 5-lb at -85°C.

(b) Assignment of Radical II Lines
15,

enough to result in ELDOR signals near room temperature 

higher as is the case in natural glycine. This should eli

minate the possibility that satellite lines observed at

ture is very anisotropic with rotation of the crystal about 

its axis in the be* plane. However, at a particular orienta

tion the ESR line pattern gave rise to an approximate

1 i 2 • 1 intensity ratio of Radical II, heavily overlapped 

with Radical I(1^N) at -85°C as shown in Fig. 5-4. This is

From the observed enhancement of the ESR line it
^N)

a clue, if not a compelling evidence, that Radical II 
exsisted in the crystal irradiated at 77°K with a considera
ble concentration.
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nimum hyperfine range. The three intense lines

-85°C

warmed to room temperature. The crystal is in 
the be* plane and the spectrum is for the mi-

the CH2G00“ radical exists overlapped with 
other radical(s) in the crystal irradiated at 
77°K.

are in the 1 > 2 i 1 ratio, indicating that

Fig. 5-^. A first-derivative ESR spectrum at -85°C of a 
i-^N-glycine crystal irradiated at 77°K and
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and II, Radical II lines were assigned by taking several

A difficulty arising from overlapping lines is in

measuring the line height which is used for calculating the

reduction factors. It is not unusual for a reduction factor

to be estimated as nearly 100% or even greater for heavily

overlapped ESR spectra. Therefore, in this case, the esti-

1 and 2 of Radical II in the overlapped ESR spectrum. The

is estimated to be 56.9 MHz from the two difference

that e is

line.

On the other hand, position d appears to be closer

to the bottom of the hidden ESR line since the ELDOR line

line is observed at an appropriate splitting constant upon 

pumping the ESR line.

rise to two large signals at 

that they are on

shape is considerably of absorption type. This is demon

strated more vividly in Fig. 5-6 which was observed at 15°C

and 2aH(c)
the highest-field ESR lines of two sites

Since it has been assumed and shown that irradiated
l-^N-glycine crystals form only two major radicals I(

at the same positions of the corresponding ESR spectrum

mated values of reduction factors are only approximate.
Observing positions d and e at 32°C (Fig. 5-3a) gave 

, indicating

ELDOR spetra at a few different temperatures. Only positive 
reduction is expected for the radical.2?

aH(C)
frequencies. They are reproduced in Fig. 5-5. The first- 

derivative type of ELDOR line shape from position e suggests 

on or near the cross-over point of the radical
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5-5. ELDOR spectra at 32°C observed at positions 
d and e indicated in Fig. 5-3a. The signals 
at aH(Q)=57 MHz and 2aH(C)=11^ MHz identify 
lines of the CHgCOO" radical. Compare (a) 
with Fig. 5-6b at 15°C for the signal line

■ (b)
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98.2Zi
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140 MHz20.0 56.0
113.3

Fig. 5-6. a
15,

I 15°C

i ■ 20 G .
c

(a) First-derivative ESR spectrum at 15°C of 
'N-glycine crystal in the be* plane. The crystal

was irradiated at 7?°K for 2 hours.
(b) and (c) ELDOR spectra at 15°C observed at 
positions d and e indicated in (a). The signals 
identify lines of the CH^COO* radical.
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(hence magnetically different positions due to different

overlapping pattern at different temperatures). Thus, the

ESR lines were apparently less overlapped at the lower

agrees well with the earlier estimate in

certainty in estimating reduction factors for an overlap

ping ESR spectrum. Nevertheless, the reduction seemed to

increase with increasing temperature over this temperature

range. Fig. 5-7 reproduces the ELDOR spectrum observed at

position i.

and n at 15

e,

I(

The reduction factor of 0.980 at 15 C and the even 
greater value (over 100%) at 32°C are an example of un-

Only a single large ELDOR signal was observed for 
observing position i at 15°C and 32°C. The estimated 57.8

are not expected to give any signals in intramolecular 
transition-dominating ELDOR spectrum. This is also sup
ported by the major ELDOR signals observed at positions d, 

and i which are the results of pumping m and n.

of Radical II and the line shape seems to confirm that it 
is on the corss-over point at these temperatures.

m a —* n . X- 4 * X* * — * X1 CX Q fX m -Lt, « zx w*

temperature (See Section e in Part E, Chapter II for ELDOR 
line shapes).

Since no ELDOR lines were detected at positions m 
° and 32°C, these may be taken for belonging to 

the lowest-field ESR lines of the radical

^N)

MHz for the aH(Cj
Fig. 5-5. Therefore, the position i is on the central line

A possibility that position n may be of Radical 
seems to be ruled out definitely since at least one

Radical II as
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o

Fig. 5-7. ESR and.ELDOR spectra at 32°C. (a) is the same 
as Fig. 5-3a reproduced here for convenience, 
(b) is the ELDOR spectrum observed at position 
i. The large signal with more than 100% reduc- 

of the CH-COO- radical is an

V 
j

I

150.0
MHz

q p

32°C

tion at of the CH2C00 radical is an

example of uncertainty in estimating the reduc

tion factors for heavily overlapped ESR spectrum.

n V
m

166%- « „
1 h °
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ELDOR signal should have been observed in that radical. No
such signal was detected.

Every ELDOR signal observed from Radical II lines
was flanked by spin flip lines at +14 MHz regardless of the
ELDOR line shape.

Radical I(

to 35 C.
This demonstrates that an ELDOR technique can identi

fy and assign overlapped ESR lines when the END mechanism

is predominant in ELDOR relaxations. This technique is also

promising in that when the ESR lines are reasonably resolved

radical.

(i)

cals or forbidden transitions are dominating in ELDOR

mental temperature range.

If intermolecular transitions between the two radi-

yet overlapped enough to make it difficult to assign each 

single ELDOR spectrum at an appropriate position

may well assign most of the principal ESR lines of a

II mainly because of two reasons i

No apparent intermolecular transitions and

(ii) A good resolution of the ESR spectrum over the experi-

With the lowest-field doublet p and q assigned to 

l-’N) as the end components, every ESR line of

the two radicals seems properly assigned at least over the 

experimental temperatures -90° to 35°C.

line, a

(c) Problems with Line Assignments

In Sections (a) and (b) it has been possible to 
assign every ESR line specifically to Radicals I(^^N) and
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15,A unique problem with N-glycine is that the nitro

gen hyperfine splitting constant 13 to 14 MHz is nearly the

same

the signals and the spin flip lines appear suc-

mated from the. ESR line separations unless the spectrum is

very complicated due to very heavy overlapping. Observation

of more than one signal at an appropriate splitting con-

transitions .

Since intermolecular transitions usually occur at

low temperatures (Section b, Part B of Chapter I), the 

ELDOR spectrum will generally be more complicated at low 

temperatures.

stant and its multiples is a reasonably helpful clue toward 

identifying a radical for both intra- and inter-molecular

Determining which line has been pumped is relatively 

simple because the difference frequency can always be esti-

as the proton NMR frequency with which the spin flip 

lines occur. This similarity makes it difficult to dis

tinguish between the spin flip lines and ELDOR signals at

Fig. 5-8 shows a very complex ELDOR spectrum at 

-85°C observed at position d of Fig. 5-lb. The position 

previously resulted in very simple easy to identify signals 

at higher temperatures (Figs. 5-5 and 5-6).

relaxations, problems arise immediately with simultaneously 

identifying the spectral lines of the two radicals. An

example of this difficulty has been seen in Part C, 

Chapter III.

a15N when

cessivley with comparable intensity as will be seen later.
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■

-85°Cd

22.0

5-8. An ESR spectrum at -85°C observed atFig.

position d as indicated in Fig. 5-16.
The spectrum is complicated compared
to the ELDOR spectra at higher tempera
tures (Figs. 5-5 and 5-6). The signals
correspond to intramolecular transitions
from various positions to the observing
position d as indicated for each signal.
The signal for m—*-d at 127 MHz appears

150.0
MHz

5o.o 
h—d

63,6 
i—»-d

I

78.5 
j—d

I

12’7.0
m—>d

9^.9
k-»d

and aH(15ri).

to be the sum of two allowed signals at
aaaH(C)
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However, by using information obtained at the higher

enee frequencies.

Since no enhanced signals are expected from the two

both

the ESR lines. Therefore, the likely signal at present

seems in the form o

The choice of this line shape seems to fit the differ-

agreement between the two frequencies is only within 1,5 MHz.

The assignment of these ELDOR lines are given in Fig. 5-8.

ence frequencies at the cross-over points of the ELDOR 

signals with those estimated from the ESR spectrum. The dis-

nals. Furthermore, the difference frequencies at top of 

each ELDOR signal appears to be outside the experimental 

error ranges from the difference frequencies estimated in

known radicals at the low temperature, one can eliminate 

and forms of line shape from Fig. 5-8 as

unlikely ELDOR signals. The overall ELDOR line pattern also 

seems to force one to eliminate theform as unlikely sig

temperatures and by estimating the difference frequencies 

in the low temperature ESR spectrum, it still seemed pos

sible to account for most ELDOR signals in terms of differ-

Comparison of the two corresponding ESR spectra at 

-85°C and 32°C (Figs. 5-lb and 5-3a) reveals different 

overlapping patterns, especially in the regions of c, d 

and e. This is related to the complication of the ELDOR 

spectra at the lower temperature. The change in the hyper

fine splittings of the amine protons with temperature below 

room temperature was reported earlier.
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ting. Presumably, no ELDOR lines were observed from

The 127.0 MHz forand
with

the spin flip satellite lines.

minated or suppressed

believed that deuteration of amine protons in

will also simplify the resulting ELDOR spectra for easier

analysis. This will further clarify between intra- and

inter-molecular transitions at low temperatures.

absent. Note that the four lines at 50, 63.6,78.5 and 92.9 

MHz correspond to ESR line positions h, i, j and k (Fig. 

5-lb) and that an ELDOR line is observed for the

It is seen that the observed ELDOR lines for the posi

tion d are predominantly intramolecular transitions of

Fig. 5-9a is unique in that the ESR spectral lines 

are more heavily overlapped at -50°C than at any other 

temperature, higher or lower, for the same crystal orienta

tion in the be* plane (Figs. 5-lb and 5-3a)• However, the 

ELDOR spectrum obtained for position d consists of intense 

allowed lines at aH(15N)=/t7,2 MHz’ aH(C)=77,7 MHz and near 
for Radical I(l^N). The aS

and aH(15N)

Since deuteration of organic crystals largely eli- 
satellite lines (Chapter IV), it is 

-glycine

15N split- 
14N.

aH(15f() + aH(C) i’or Radical The aH(C)=77,7 MHz is
nearly identical to that estimated earlier in a glycine 
ELDOR spectrum at 40°C along the c axis in the be plane 
(Fig. 3-8), A similar ELDOR spectrum was also observed with

The spin flip lines are observed as satellite lines of the
ELDOR lines at a°(c), aH(15N) and a15N« 
the transition m—»-d is the sum of a^(cj

Radical I. Intermolecular ELDOR lines from Radical II were
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(a)

c

d

22.8%
17.. 3

(b)20,0 122.1 MHz77.747.2

16.5

-50°c

Fig. 5-9. (a) A first-derivative ESR spectrum at -50°C of a 
l-’N-glycine crystal in the be* plane. Irradiated 
at 77°K for 2 hours. Note the unique pattern of 
the lines, especially in the neighbourhood of x, 
compared to Figs. 5-la and 5-3a for the same 
crystal orientation, (b) An ELDOR spectrum ob
served at position d indicated in (a). All 
intense lines are allowed lines at aH( 15N)=2,,7.2, 
aH(C)=77« ? and aH( 15N)+aH(C)=123 MHz’ each flaw
ed by satellite lines. A similar ELDOR line pat
tern was obtained earlier for glycine (Fig. 3-6b) 
and the a°(c)=77.7 MHz is nearly the same as that 
in another glycine ELDOR spectrum (Fig. 3-8c).
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natural glycine (Fig. 3-6) in the be* plane.



CHAPTER VI

LINE SHAPE ANALYSIS OF A THREE-SPIN SYSTEM

UNDERGOING INTRAMOLECULAR MOTION

A. Introduction

Earlier studies of radiation damage of zinc acetate

The CH-COO” radical displays a wide range of line

is monoclinic, two magnetically different sites can be

group is quenched at low

causing the line shape

variation over the temperature range.

were

able to show the temperature dependence of the ESR spect
rum by their nonadiabatic spin exchange model. The dynamic

150

Single crystals of the zinc acetate produce CHgCOO- 

upon irradiation at room temperature while at 77°K the

me 12'“'xcxuxuax uxoyxuj o a wx xxne

shape variation in various orientations. Since the crystal

methyl radical is generated upon irradiation. However, the 

methyl radical decays to give CH2C00“ in the temperature 

range 120° to 140°K.

It was in this radical that Hayes et al, 73

dihydrate crystals, Zn(0Ac)2*2H20, revealed the presence of 

two major radical species and one or more unidentified 
minor species.^9-72

observed. The motion of the CH2 

temperatures but undergoes rapid reorientation about the 
71 C-C bond above room temperature,'
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acetate and malonic acid crystals.

Therefore, it seemed very interesting to further

investigate the line shapes of ELDOR signals and possibly

learn the effect of spin exchange on ELDOR line shapes at

transitions corresponding to the ESR line separation and

one or more forbidden transitions. The proton Zeeman line

always showed a large intensity at low temperatures but

its intensity decreased rapidly with temperature as was the

forbidden lines.

only as a
ing the
radical concentration.

Zinc Acetate Dihydrate CrystalB.

2

The splitting constant determination by means of 

relatively accurate to ±2% compared

from the magnetic field direction a homogeneous ESR tri

plet of the CH„COO" radical was obtained with 1 « 2 i 1

accuracy to be within 1%.

The effect of aging the irradiated crystal appeared 

decreased intensity at all ELDOR signals includ- 

proton Zeeman line due to an overall decrease in

(a) Homogeneous Triplets and Simple ELDOR Pattern

At an orientation in the ac* plane with the a* axis

various temperatures for ZnCOAcJg’SHgO crystals.

The ELDOR spectrum in general consisted of allowed

ELDOR spectroscopy was

with the ESR line separations. It was not unusual for the

plain the ELDOR observation of the CHgCOO” radical in zinc

21°

spin exchange mechanism has been extended2? further to ex-
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about -30 C the forbidden lines and proton Zeeman line be

come weak and eventually disappear. The result of this in

near

bidden lines is shown in Appendix B.

The ELDOR spectra also reveal that the hyperfine 

is a function of temperature, varying from

A few typical ELDOR spectra are reproduced at 

various temperatures in Fig. 6-1,

ELDOR spectra from these triplets are also relatively 

simple in line pattern with the forbidden lines rather

strong at low temperatures. At temperatures higher than
. --o- .. -

intensity ratio at all experimental temperatures. The peak- 

to-peak line width of each first-derivative line was nearly 

equal.

For the 1 1 2 1 1 intensity ratio, the overall hyper

fine range of the ESR spectrum narrowed slightly (less 

than 2.6%) with temperatures from -90° to 30°C. Only the 

ELDOR spectra observed at the cross-over point of the high- 

field line displayed the effect of temperature. The for

bidden lines at 23 and 49 MHz and the proton Zeeman line 

are stronger than the two allowed lines at -102°C. But the 

intensity decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. 

They are no longer detected or extremely weak near -10°C. 

The variation of the intensity for both allowed and for-

splitting aH(Cj
71.5 MHz to 69 MHz, consistent with the ESR line separa
tion. The allowed line intensity reached a maximum2?
-70°C.

vestigation for homogeneous triplets has been reported 
earlier.2?
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Fig. 6-1, (a) An ESR spectrum at -102°C of an irradiated

from the magnetic field

direction. The intensity ratio of 1 i 2 i 1 for

and 2a

only allowed lines remain.

(b), (c), (d) and (e) ELDOR spectra observed at 

the position indicated in (a) as a function of

forbidden lines and proton Zeeman line, very 

intense at low temperatures, decrease rapidly in 

intensity with temperature. At -30°C or higher

temperature. Allowed lines at aH(c) ana zaH(C) 
dominate the spectrum at all temperatures. The

the homogeneous triplet did not vary with tem

perature up to 50°C.

zinc acetate dihydrate crystal in the a*c plane. 

The a* axis is about 21°
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(»)

42%

28%
21?

(b)

48.9 ?r.5 100.0

14.5 22.6

71.'6

15°c <_(«)

136.9 KHz68.9

Fig. 6-1

1 
50.0

14.5

25%

if
22%

!/>

-102°C 
4%

141.0MHz

loo'.o

89?
24% 20% ;A 1,0:‘

14.0 49.1 V; 142.8 KHz

71^5
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accurate determination of the hyperfine constant.
Although the length of aging, period for the irradiat-

of aging.

a

at room temperature for less than a few weeks did not show 

its effect on the ELDOR intensity. For example, an irradi

ated crystal had practically the same reduction factors for 

both allowed and forbidden lines after 4 days and 3 weeks

ed crystal at room temperature did not seem to affect the 

triplet line intensity ratio, the ELDOR signals did show 

its effect as the crystal displayed considerably lower 

signal intensity after 3 months of aging. However, aging

The accuracy of determining the splitting constants 

by means of the ELDOR spectroscopy seemed to be well

appears to be 1 i 2 i 1. Thus, the central line is really 

closely spaced doublet. This is reflected in the ELDOR

signal shown in Fig. 6-2b. The cross-over point of the 

large signal with an apparent doublet line shape still

(b) The Resolving Ability of ELDOR Spectrum

Fig. 6-2a is an apparently homogeneous ESR triplet. 

However, the line height ratio is only approximately 1 i 

1.6 i 0.8 and the line width is different for each line.

assured at all temperatures for the homogeneous triplets. 

Detection of the single allowed line by observing the cen

tral ESR line was equally predictable and gave rise to an

The central line has the largest line width and the low- 

field line the narrowest. The overall intensity ratio still
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(a)

17.3^

26%
6.W

(b)
14.5

46.8

144.0 MHz100.072.0

Fig. 6-2. (a) An ESR spectrum at -J0°C of an irradiated

zinc acetate dihydrate crystal. The central

line is a closely spaced doublet.

(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the position

indicated in the ESR spectrum. The closeness

of the central doublet to a single line is re-

as a doublet.fleeted in the signal at the

-30°C

aH(C)

28.3% 
-30 °c :

aH=71 MHz
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spectrum.

instead of a doublet

raised.

was not spread as widely but

to-peak line width of the corresponding signal in Fig. 6-2.

has a much greater peak-to-peak line width. This indicates 

incomplete alignment of the low-field nonequivalent radical 

lines and it is reflected very clearly as a doublet in the

same crystal orientation. The central doublet began to col

lapse into a broad line near -70°C as the temperature was

The signal at 2aH^cj

the line width of 14 MHz was still nearly twice the peak-

On the other hand, an apparently coalesced triplet 

near 0°C had, in fact, nearly the same peak-to-peak line 

width (Fig. 6-3a) and the hyperfine splitting was only 54 

MHz. The line height ratio was about 1,0 i 1.3 t 1.0 with 

a broadened central line, making up for the overall inten

sity ratio 1 i 2 i 1, The broadening of the central line

Another example of an apparently homogeneous ESR 

triplet which results in a doublet ELDOR signal is shown 

in Fig. 6-4. The line height ratio at -15°C is 1.0 i 3.0 i 

1.5, far from the binomial ratio and the low-field line

gives an accurate estimate of a,h(c)=72-0 'the ELDOR

resulted in a very broad absorption-like ELDOR signal with 

a line width of nearly 40 MHz at

signal as observed in Fig. 6-2b. The two spectra are shown 

in Fig. 6-3. A quartet was obtained near -110°C for the

ELDOR spectrum.

Thus, the observation of ELDOR doublet or broad
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Fig. 6-3. (a) An ESR spectrum at 3°C. The peak-to-peak line 

width of each line of the triplet is nearly the 

same but the central line is broadened, indicating 

the incomplete coalescence of two lines. At -110°C

it is a quartet for the same crystal orientation.

(b) and (c) ELDOR spectra observed at the position 

indicated in (a). The coalescence of the central

line appears as a broad signal at the
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(a)

45.6%

(b)

81.0 MHz38.0

(c)

100.0

Fig. 6-3

120.0 MHz
113.0

57.5
32.1%

3°C

ih=54 MHz
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(a)

15.8??22.49?

(b)

50.015.0 100.0

70.6

Fig.

j

138.5 NHz

6-4. (a) An ESR spectrum at -15°C of an irradiated 
zinc acetate dihydrate crystal. The apparent 
triplet is in fact an overlapped ESR spectrum 
as the wider line width of the low-field line 
indicates.
(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the field 
indicated in (a) showing the resolution of the 
overlapping in the signal at 2aH(c).
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It can be seen, therefore, that alignment of the
crystal is critical in connection with the resolution of
the ELDOR lines. Only if the a or b axis is parallel to the

are

signal at

equal, resulting in accurate measurement of 
splitting constant of the triplet with athe hyperfine 

singlet ELDOR

magnetic field when the crystal is in the ab plane, 

the two sites

and 2aH(c).

(c) Overlapped Quartets to Overlapped Triplets and Their 
ELDOR Spectra

In certain orientations of an irradiated zinc
acetate dihydrate crystal, only poorly resolved ESR quartet 
or triplet was displayed over the experimental temperature 
range (-85° to 20°0).

The ESR line pattern was extremely anisotropic with 
respect to temperature, being a heavily overlapped (i.e., 
incompletely coalesced) quartet at low temperatures and an 
overlapped triplet at higher temperatures. However, the 
overall hyperfine range of about 55 G remained relatively 
constant. It narrowed only by a couple of gauss at 0°C and 
15°C where the overlapped triplet was obtained.

singlet seems to suggest that the ELDOR line shapes may be 
predicted by inspecting the pumping ESR line. If the pump
ing ESR line has a noticeably large peak-to-peak linewidth, 
hence lower line height than expected from the 1*2*1 
intensity ratio, the line gives rise to a doublet or a 
broad singlet as an ELDOR signal when pumped.
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three groups

a

1. Quartets and ELDOR Spectra with Aa=a^

Figs. 6-6 to 6-10 show the effect of temperature on 

both the ESR and ELDOR spectra when the two protons change 

from symmetrically equivalent to non-equivalent protons as 

the temperature is gradually increased.

All ELDOR spectra were taken at the cross-over 

point of the first-derivative ESR line. Both the location 

and intensity of the ELDOR signals are unpredictable from 

the corresponding ESR spectrum as exemplified in Figs, 

6-6 to 6-9.
The inhomogeneous triplet at 15°C (Fig. 6-10) has

The overlapped triplet, resulting from rotational 

motion of the methylene group of the CH2C00" radical as 

well as the overlapped quartet gave rise to complicated 

ELDOR lines compared to those from homogeneous triplets or 

apparently homogeneous triplets discussed in the previous 

two sections.

With rotation of an irradiated crystal about an 

axis, various quartet patterns were obtained. For conven

ience of discussion, the ESR line separations are defined 

as illustrated in Fig. 6-5 and the various patterns are 

divided into three groupsi one group with Aa=a^, another 

group with Aa<aj and still another group with Aa^a^, In all 

=a2« All quartets eventually transform into 

triplet at higher temperatures due to the rapid rotation

al motion of the methylene group.

1

al
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-5. Designations of line separations in triplets (a) 

and quartets (b) for convenience in discussion.

1...............'

: *
*------a„ ------><-a2 al
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Fig. 6-6, (a) A poorly resolved ESR quartet at -85°C of an 

irradiated zinc acetate dihydrate crystal. The 

line pattern undergoes a change continuously as 

the temperature is raised.

(b) An ELDOR spectrum as observed at the position 

indicated in (a). The ELDOR line pattern is very 

complex and unpredictable from the ESR spectrum. 

However, signals at 39.5, 77.0 and 114.1 MHz are 

allowed lines. For definition of a., Aa and a, 

in this work, see Fig. 6-5.
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,=39 "

39.3%'

(b)
I

J

14.5
140.0 MHz

Fig. 6-6

29%
I

38.4%

-85°C
- (a)

77.0 
a^+aa

i

39.5 
al

a2

114.1 
a1+Aa+a2

at=40 MHz

Aa=36 "
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(a)

10.2
8.5

;(b)
i !

!

10.0

Fig. 6-7, (a) An ESR spectrum at -30°C for the same orien

tation as in Fig. 6-6.

114.J MHz are allowed lines corresponding to the
ESR line separations.

(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the position 
indicated in (a). The signals at 42.7, 76.7 and

150.0
MHz

76*7 
a^+Aa

-30°C

I

42.7 
al

114.3 
a^+Aa+ag

1/ hr
. v ag=41 "

• 25.3%
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•»
(a)

-64 MHz

30.3%

! 7.5

(b)!

124.0 MHz50.0 75.2 100.016.0

9.5

-15°C

al

Fig. 6-8. An ESR spectrum (a) at -15°C for the same crystal 
orientation as in Fig. 6-6. The central lines in 
the earlier quartets at the lower temperatures 
begin to coalesce into a singlet. However, the 
ELDOR signals (b) still clearly indicate the 
presence of the four-line ESR pattern in the 
overlapped triplet.
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corres-

Fig. 6-9. An ESR spectrum (a) at 0°C for the same crystal 
orientation as in Fig. 6-6. The line heights are 
about equal for the triplet. Despite the high- 
field observing position, only a singlet strong 
ELDOR signal (b) is obtained at 2ajj(C) * 
ponding to the outer line separation.
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66 MHZ

(a)

(b)16,o 50.0
106

122.7 MHz

Fig. 6-9

0°C
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(a)

30% r

t (b)

10.0

123'.4 MHz

for the same

I
61.2

13%
1

1 
1

1I,
1

30.0

15°C

15°C

a„= 62 MHz n

Fig. 6-10. (a) A complex triplet at 15°C 
orientation as in Fig. 6-6. 
(b) An ELDOR spectrum observed at the posi
tion indicated in (a). Two intense signals 
are seen at aj£(Q) and 2aH(c)‘
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the line height ratio 1.0 i 1.5 i 1.1 and the two smaller

nant from the earlier quartet.

triplet. The pattern of the ELDOR spectrum was closely re

ration.
The two relatively strong forbidden lines are near

21.2 MHz and ia1+Uf and the proton Zeeman line has a very

lated to the ESR line pattern. The variation of the ELDOR 
spectrum with temperature is shown in Figs. 6-11 to 6-13

and a^+Aa+ag

pond to each ESR line separation within 11%. Each signal 

in Fig. 6-11 is labelled with the corresponding line sepa-

for the case in which Aa<a^.

At -85°C the homogeneous quartet gave rise to re

latively complex ELDOR spectrum when observed at the 

highest-field ESR line. The intense signals at a^Aa 

are considered allowed lines as they corres-

lines are not an indication of another radical but a rem-

large intensity of over 60% reduction. However, the for

bidden lines and the proton Zeeman line decrease rapidly 

in intensity, faster than the allowed lines, as the tem

perature is raised. When the quartet takes the pattern of 

triplet, only allowed ELDOR signals appear with a

2. Quartets and ELDOR Spectra with Aa<a^

The quartet case in which Aa<a^ was converted into 

a triplet near 15°C with the line height ratio 1 i 1.3 i 1. 

On the other hand, 'the case ofAa>a^ required a much higher 

temperature (nearly 50°C) before it could convert into a
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-85 °C

Fig. 6-11. A homogeneous quartet (a) at -85°C with Aa < ; 
The highest-field observing position results 
in a very complicated ELDOR line pattem(b). 
However, the allowed lines can be located by 
checking the difference frequency against the 
ESR line separations.

al*

68.2 
a^+Aa

37.7 49.6 
a.
2^ al

117.3 
a^+da+ag

61
j 31 38 41 44 43%

; • I i ■ I MHz
: 21:. 2 :

14.0

(a) 
a1=49.6 MHz 
Aa=17.8 •• 
ag=48,8 ••

150MHz
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o,

:(t)

I

I
150.0

KHz

j0.*4 80.2%

;\ 39.3 42.6 ifb#. /
49.8 67.6 90.0 y:
a^ a^+aa >

116.8 
a^+aa+ag

Fig. 6-12. A quartet (a) at -50°C for the same crystal ori
entation as in Fig. 6-11. The increase in tem
perature results in strong allowed lines (b) with 
forbidden lines becoming very weak. The proton 
Zeeman line is also considerably weakened.

.b
V v ag=49.0 ••
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(a)

31%1.010.0

(b)

5°'. 0 67.5
114.1 140.0 MHz

Fig. 6-13, (a) An ESR spectrum at -15°C for the same orienta
tion as in Fig. 6-11. The overlapped triplet was 
transformed from a quartet at the lower tempera
tures (Figs. 6-11 and 6-12).
(b) An ELDOR spectrum as observed at the position, 
indicated in (a). The incompletely overlapped cen
tral line is apparently not well pumped. Only a 
single strong signal is obtained at the frequency 
difference corresponding to the overall hyperfine 
splitting. The others are very weak.

-15°c

-15°C
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recognizable intensity as shown in Fig. 6-I3.

with

fine

tire

near a

3. Quartets and ELDOR Spectra with Aa>a1

For the quartets withAa>ap the ELDOR spectra ob

served at the highest-field ESR line consisted of only 

allowed lines at difference frequencies corresponding to 

the ESR line separations. As in the previous section, the 

intensity of the proton Zeeman line decreased steadily 

temperature while the signal at the overall hyper

separation (aj+Aa+a2) increased, dominating the en- 

spectrum by the time the temperature reached -15°C. 

Several ESR.and ELDOR spectra are shown as a function of 

temperature in Figs. 6-14 to 6-16.

At -15°C, the ESR line pattern is in effect a doub

let with the two central lines practically disappearing 

into traces of lines (Fig. 6-16a). It was very difficult 

or impossible to estimate a^, Aa and a^ from the ESR lines, 

assuming that the apparent doublet was merely a poorly re

solved quartet.

However, the presence of weak but distinct signals 

and a^+Aa (Fig. 6-16) as in Fig. 6-15b for the low- 

temperature quartet indicates that the apparent doublet 

was indeed still a poorly resolved quartet at the elevated 

temperature. From the apparent doublet, this is a remark

able resolution of the ESR spectrum, revealing the approxi

mate splitting constants for the poorly resolved quartet 

since these can not be estimated from the doublet alone
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(a)

2
5^

-85°C (b)

14.5

-85°c

11

29.5 
al

#

85.9 
a^+Aa

114.7 I<Mz 
a^+da+ag

ax=29.9 MHz 

aa=55.3 
a„=29.4 "

Fig, 6-14. A quartet (a) at -85°C with Aa>a1 and the ELDOR 
spectrum (b) observed at the position indicated 
in (a). Only allowed lines and a proton Zeeman 
line are obtained. Note the very strong proton 
Zeeman line and the very weak ELDOR line at 
a^ + Aa + a2» The intensity is reversed as the 
temperature is increased. See Fig. 6-16.
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(a)

34 24%

(b)

Fig. 6-15. (a) An ESR spectrum at -50°C for the same 
crystal orientation as in Fig, 6-14, The 
inner lines of the quartet begin to collapse. 
(b) The ELDOR spectrum observed at the posi
tion indicated in (a). The first two allowed 
lines and the proton Zeeman line become weak 
as the inner lines in (a) diminish. But, the 
signal corresponding to the outer separation 
increases in intensity.

-50°C

85.6 
aj+aa

15 37

14.8 30.5 

al
115.2 MHz 
a^+da+az

_____________

\j a =30.6 MHz \J 

aa=53«6 " 
a2=30.5
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(a)

(b)
I

I15.1

and a

10
I

31.6 
al

/ / a1£30 MHz

85.3 
a^+Aa

116,2 MHz 
a^+^a+a2

Fig. 6-16. (a) The nearly complete collapsing of the 
central lines in the quartet as the tempera
ture is raised for the same crystal orienta
tion as in Fig. 6-14, 
(b) The very weak signals at a1 and a^ + Aa 
indicate that the quartet is still buried in 
the ESR spectrum but very weak. A strong 
ELDOR signal is the result of the lowest- 
field line being pumped.
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except the overall hyperfine splitting.

the quartet with Aa>a^ 

transition at ia^+k^.

In contrast with the previous cases in which Aa^, 

never gave rise to any forbidden



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

A, Purpose of the Research

present for a given radical in irradiated organic single

crystals. Each relaxation mechanism in turn has been uti

lized to assign the ESR spectral lines to the appropriate

radical. In addition, the complex ESR spectrum of irradi

ated glycine crystals has been examined and the spectral

assignments made previously by ESR measurements have been

verified.

As a result of a significant difference between the

relaxation properties of deuterons and protons, new hydro

crystals.

B. Relaxation Mechanisms

Relaxation mechanisms leading to observation of

cur-

mechanisms necessary for the observation of ELDOR spectra.

180

It has been the purpose of this work to experimen

tally determine the dominant ELDOR relaxation mechanisms

gen-deuterium exchange reactions have been detected in 

irradiated glycine-d^

ELDOR spectra are in general very complex. However, ■ 

rent investigations have unearthed several important
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re

quires relaxation routes by which spins exchange energy

values.

mechanisms for identification of radicals.

(a) Intramolecular Relaxations

Intramolecular relaxation mechanisms involve only

one radical and the spin energies are not exchanged between

magnetically different radicals.

Rotation or spin exchange can become a dominating 

intramolecular relaxation as exemplified by rotational 

symmetry in irradiated dimethylmalonic

It has been observed that END mechanism, cross re

laxation, quadrupole interaction, or dipolar anisotropy is 

in competition with spin lattice relaxation. When any of 

these prevails, ELDOR relaxation occurs. If spin lattice 

relaxation time is the shortest among the relaxation times, 

there will be no ELDOR effect since ELDOR observation

methyl groups of C^v 

acid and a-aminoisobutyric acid crystals.

The methyl groups display +R values above room tem

perature due to the spin exchange of the two methyl groups 

with a long correlation time but -R values at lower tem

peratures with a short correlation time. The intensity of 

an ELDOR spectrum consisting of reduced ESR lines at a^, 

2aH’ 3aH’ etc«» wil1 dePend on Mj values and the spectral 
pattern mimics the ESR line pattern.

Below room temperature, an enhanced line appears

between levels of different Mj

Thus, it is possible to exploit these relaxation
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Another example of intramolecular relaxation occurs

lines and weak allowed lines, both reduced. As the protons
become symmetrically equivalent above room temperature,
allowed reduced lines are obtained with the intensity de

relaxation.
Usually no ELDOR spectrum is observed at room tem

perature but reduced lines are obtained at low temperatures, 

notably below -100°C. When rotational motion exists in the

perature while below room temperature weak reduced lines 

or no ELDOR lines are obtained. The small proton split

tings result in weak ELDOR lines due to the longer relaxa

tion times.

’Cl) for CC1FCONH2
is the maximum. The fluorine p-orbital

for the CHgCOO” radical. However, the nonequivalence of 

the two protons in the radical gives intense forbidden

at aH

pending on Mj, The forbidden lines become very weak.
Chlorinated acetamide radicals such as CC1FCONH2, 

CC12CONH2, etc., generally show ELDOR spectra dominated by 
quadrupole interaction. A typical example is a spectrum 

35 consisting of only two intense signals at a(JJCl) and 
|a(35ci) for CC1FCONH, radicals in the z direction along 
which the a„, U JL 
anisotropy does not contribute significantly to the ELDOR

while very weak reduced lines occur at 2a„, 3a„, etc. n M
Thus, it is relatively easy to identify the radical by the
ELDOR spectra.

On the other hand, the NH* protons in irradiated

glycine crystals give rise to enhancement above room tern-
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allowed lines
allowed lines is dependent on the p-orbital anisotropy and

the forbidden lines are very weak.

However, the presence of a single fluorine in the

radical changes drastically the ELDOR spectral

lines with a very few weak allowed lines. The intensity of

the lines is angularly dependent but rather independent of

is relatively isotropic compared to

moment of

combination lines are absent from the ELDOR spectrum. For

radical, it is quadrupole interaction that is dominating 

in the relaxation.

deuterated malonic acid crystals grown from D.,0 solution, 

both proton and deuteron lines are observable in ESR spec

trum. But the ELDOR spectrum consists of proton lines only

Rapid rotation of CD.,

In the CF2C0NH2 

group dominates the influence of the fluorine p-orbital 

anisotropy. The result is a simple intense ELDOR spectrum 

of reduced allowed lines at room temperature and enhanced 

at -100°C or lower. The intensity of both

radical, the rapid motion of the C?2

a_, the ELDOR relaxations are r
largely dominated by the fluorine p-orbital anisotropy.

Deuteration of a radical results in a significant

cfhconh2
pattern. The spectrum consists of a number of forbidden

modification of ELDOR spectrum due to the smaller nuclear 
deuterium. The NDgH CDCOO radical in deu

terated glycine does not display enhancement and the proton

and the deuterium lines are very weak at best.
group of CDgCOO” radical in

temperature. Since a„ n
the large anisotropy of
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frequency.

ESR spectral pattern. The two magnetically different pro

tons can be distinguished by ELDOR spectrum. The methyl

group protons can give both reduction and enhancement while

(b) Intermolecular Relaxations

Intermolecular relaxation mechanisms as defined in

this work involve two or more radicals trapped in a lattice

or two crystal sites of the same radical. These relaxations

are usually observed at relatively low temperatures

temperature does appear as forbidden lines below 15 MHz.

Very weak or no ELDOR lines are observed at the allowed

For the CH^CHCOOH radical in irradiated L-alanine 

crystals, the a-proton interferes in the otherwise simple

completely deuterated malonic acid crystals gives rise to 

cross relaxation at room temperature, resulting in an ELDOR 

spectrum. Nonequivalence of the two deuteriums below room

gives a relatively simple ELDOR spectral pattern. On the 
other hand, 1Z|NH^CHCOO" gives rise to an ELDOR spectrum in 

which the main signals are flanked by weak combination 

lines.

the a-proton causes only reduction in ELDOR spectrum.
15NH*CHCOO“ and 1/tNH*CHCOO" can be distinguished in

ELDOR spectra. Fewer overlapped ESR lines can be obtained 
from ^^NH^GHCOO" by rotation of the crystal and the observ

ing ESR position set to a non-overlapped line. The decrease 

in the transfer of saturation through the radical lines
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spectrum.

tion of the radicals. Intramolecular relaxations occurring 

simultaneously contribute further to the complexity of the

at which rotation or vibration of a radical will not be 

freely executed.

However, it is sometimes possible to exploit the 

intermolecular relaxations for identifying the two radicals 
involved. For instance, two radicals, ND*CHCOO“ and CH-COO”, 

J &

trapped in the same glycine-d^ crystal can be easily iden

tified below -60°C before any hydrogen-deuterium exchange 

takes place in the radicals. By appropriately setting the 

observing ESR position, a characteristic ELDOR spectrum at 

only the d-proton frequency will be observed for ND^CHCOO 

radical. No combination lines appear due to CH2C00 . It 

may be that the presence of a deuterated lattice reduces 

the effect of intermolecular relaxation. Similarly, ELDOR

lines from only CH2C00” can be observed if the observing 

ESR field is positioned on a CH2C00” radical line.

As the H-D exchange proceeds above -60°C, a mixture 

of ND-H+CDCOO” and NDtcDCOO” is formed in addition to the 

CHgCOO” radical. ND2H+CDC00” can be identified by the 

appearance of the amine proton lines. On the other hand,

Since the ELDOR spectrum consists of spectral lines 

from more than one radical, for example, NH*CH2C00H“ and 

NHgCHgCOO at 77°K in irradiated glycine, the line pattern 

is generally complex and it is rarely possible to obtain 

useful information from these relaxations for identifies-
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C. Suggestions for Further Research

of the lattice crystals.

perature is really a function of correlation time of the 

motion. Therefore, ELDOR technique provides a useful means 

of studying the variation of motion over a wide range of 

temperature.

deuterium ELDOR lines appear to be very weak for these radi

cals. Deuterium ELDOR lines were absent for CD-COO" in
"2”

matrix.

ELDOR spectral investigation has revealed that a 

motional group in a radical plays a significant role in 

relaxations. Reduction or enhancement as a function of tem-

(a) Substitution for Glycine Amine Proton

In NH^CHCOO-, rapid rotation of the amine group

However, a large quadrupole interaction or p-orbital 

anisotropy can also be important in ELDOR relaxations. Thus 

ELDOR technique can be used for investigation of relaxation 

modes as affected by various motional groups, different 

elements substituted in radicals and different environment

another H-D exchange in the same glycine-d^

Another useful technique to separate two radicals 

involved in intermolecular relaxations appears to be by 

saturation differences. As discussed in Chapter III, the 
ELDOR lines for NHtcHCOO” and CH-COO" radicals seemed to

J £

saturate differently. This leads to possible identifica

tion of the two radicals.
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quadrupole interaction of chlorine. In the chlorine
substituted radical, direct comparison between the chlorine
quadrupole interaction and the rotation rapid enough for

radical

itself never displays enhancement.

a

crys-3

moment.

enhancement can not be made since the CHgCONH,,

approaching 10^

cal CH2C0NH2.
When chlorine is substituted for one of the CH2 

protons, the mode of relaxation is dominated by the large

results in enhanced ESR line inten

sity in intramolecular relaxations below room temperature. 

Rotation of CHgCOO radical also undergoes intra

molecular relaxation in ELDOR spectroscopy, However, this 

radical displays only a reduction in the observing ESR 

lines. A similar reduction is also obtained with the radi-

It appears possible to see, however, the effect of 

large quadrupole interaction on the enhancement by incor

porating sodium or chlorine into the rotating amine group 

itself. In view of the ELDOR spectra from glycine-d 

tals where only reduced ESR lines were obtained for the 

rotating group, sodium or chlorine may also be expected to 

cause only reduced lines due to the greater mass and asym

metry of the substituted group. Nevertheless, substitution 

of chlorine for a single proton appears to be worth inves

tigation. It may be possible that rapid rotation of the 

substituted amine group still prevails at reasonably high 

temperatures, overcoming the effect of the large quadrupole

sec,



influence the rotation of the amine group. A conclusion

may be drawn as to how the p-orbital anisotropy or

The effect of a bulkier group substituted in the 

amine group will be informative as to whether the substi-

group attached to nitrogen, for example, 

should severely restrict the rotation of the amine group

188

For the similar reasons, it may be possible to inves- 

tiage the effect of the large fluorine p-orbital anisotro

py in the amine group as a function of rotational correla

tional time.

tuted amine group can still play a role in relaxation 

mechanisms.

Since CH^

even at relatively high temperatures, no enhancement should 

be anticipated in the NHg lines of the radical CH^NH^CHCOO”. 

However, the methyl group can still rotate rapidly and it 

is still possible to expect enhancement in the methyl group 

lines. Upon irradiation at ?7°K, it may also be possible to 

see whether the CH_NH+CH„COO” radical is formed.
J £

(b) The Effect of a-Substitution in NH^CHCOO”

Since the radical displays reduction and enhancement 

over the convenient temperature range, it may be possible to 

study the influence of various nuclei substituted for the 

a-proton. For example, deuterium substituted for the proton 

will eliminate the proton spin flip line and other combina

tion lines.

Chlorine or fluorine substituted for the proton will
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(c) Rotation in Organic Inclusion Compound Crystals

A number of radicals trapped in inclusion compounds

observing ESR line. ELDOR spectra from the 

trapped radical may also be informative as to the orienta

tion of the radical and the angle of tilt in the host.

An interesting example in this regard is the radi

cal, di-tert-butylnitroxide in the thiourea host. It has

Since the guest radicals in the host crystals are 

not chemically bound to the host compound, the ELDOR re

laxation conditions may generally be different from those 

operative in irradiated single crystals. However, when a 

guest radical undergoes a rapid rotation, ELDOR techniques 

should be able to detect the motion as reduction or en-

have been investigated by ESR technique recently to under

stand anisotropic molecular motion, orientation of the 

trapped molecular radicals and other characteristics.

quadrupole interaction affects the ELDOR spectral pattern. 

These nuclei will also determine the extent of intermole- 

cular relaxations in the presence of another radical such 

as CHgCOO-. The latter radical can still be formed if the 

chlorination or fluorination of the methylene group is 

not complete.

hanceraent of an

Inclusion compounds play a biological function in 

the living cell and their use is also found in industry. 

Thus, their structure and chemistry have been of increasing 

interest.
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sec. Other nitroxide

may be investigated by means of ELDOR

techniques.

rotational motion since the amine crystals can not be ob-

diation of the inclusion compound. However, the rapid mo-

tained at room temperature. The ESR spectrum can consist 

of lines from several different radicals due to the irra-

pound and subsequently irradiated to generate trimethyl 

radical may also prove to be a good example for studying

and its multiples as

acid and dimethylmalonic acid crystals.

7Z1 
been shown that this radical is undergoing rapid, large 

amplitude motion about the molecular y axis with the ro
tational correlation time of 10”® 

free radicals?'’

tion of trimethyl radical may distinguish itself from other 

radicals by characteristically intense ELDOR signals at a^ 

demonstrated in a-aminoisobutyric

Low-melting trimethylamine trapped in a host com-

(d) The Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Reactions

The hydrogen-deuterium exchange processes have been « 
observed in ND^CHCOO”, the radical being converted to the 

ND3CDCOO- radical. It was also seen by means of ELDOR spec

tral changes that CH2C00" in glycin-d^ matrix undergoes 

a complete deuteration to CD2C00”.

It seems of interest to examine any possible H-D 

exchange reaction in NH^CDCOO" radical. Possible exchange 

products include ND^CDCOO” and ND*CHC00”. Unlike ND^CHCOO" 

as a starting radical, the exchange, if any, is expected
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to be slow due to the less number of deuteriums originally 

contained in the radical. More intermolecular exchange will 

be involved. The fact that the rotating amine group did not 

initially contain deuteriums will be significant in 

determining the exchange rate and extent.

It is also possible to obtain completely undeuter

ated NH^CHCOO- from the a-deuterated glycine radical in 
view of the observation^ that irradiation of CH^CD(NH^)COO“ 

and subsequent heating at 420°K led to completely undeuter

ated radical CH^CHCOO", 

N-methylglycine appears to be a suitable choice for 

further investigation of the H-D exchange reactions. It is 

difficult to predict what fragments will be formed upon 

irradiation of N-methylglycine crystal grown from DgO 

solution. However, possible radicals are, among others, 

CH^NDgCHCOO-, CH^NDg at low temperatures and CHgCOO-.

The CH_NDpCHCOO- radical may provide a clue to 

whether the initially rapid H-D exchange observed in the 
ND^CHCOO- radical is mainly due to the easy breakaway of 

the acidic deuterium or rapid rotation of the amine group. 

In CH^NDgCHCOO” the NDg rotation is severely restricted by 

the attached methyl group. If the exchange is influenced 

by the rotational motion of the radical, the methyl group 

should also be easily deuterated. A conclusive investiga

tion in this regard should be with the CH^NHgCDCOO radi

cal.
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radical at low temperatures

because both methyl group and amine group can rotate. The

difficulty in the examination may be in the complexity of

the ESR spectrum and possibly dominant intermolecular re

laxations at the low temperatures.

Formation of CH^ND*

should be very important in examining the exchange process
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Investigation by Box and Freund

of the radical in a-aminoisobutyric acid showed that

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REPORTED IN J. CHEM. PHYS., 
58, 2164 (1973), "ELDOR STUDY OF IRRADIATED DIMETHYL
MALONIC ACID, a-AMINOISOBUTYRIC ACID AND L-ALANINE SINGLE 
CRYSTALS 1 THE ROLE OF METHYL SUBSTITUENTS,"

The ESR Spectrum of Irradiated a-Aminoisobutyric Acid 
and Dimethylmalonic Acid Crystals

The ESR spectrum of the (CH^)2CC00H radical at 375°K 

in either irradiated a-aminoisobutyric acid or dimethyl

malonic acid single crystals occurs as an equally spaced

Box??

seven-line spectrum with approximate ratios of signal 

heights 1 t 6 1 1J 1 20 1 15 1 6 1 1 due to the six equiva

lent protons.

the two methyl groups are equivalent as a result of rota

tion of each methyl group about its own axis coupled with 

each methyl group oscillating between two or more conforma

tions when warmed to 375°K. Upon cooling to 77°K or lower 

temperatures, the simple seven-line pattern changes re

versibly to an asymmetric pattern with the outer peak 

separation along the principal axis equal to 404.7, 278.7 

and 383.7 MHz. These splittings result from the freezing
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However, this is not generally observed in the case

motion.

,83 showed that on cooling

Heller suggested that the pronounced difference in 

rotation between the two radicals in the same matrix must

out of a conformation in which one methyl group effectively 

rotates while the other is stationary.

of irradiated methylmalonic acid single crystals, as 

showed that the methyl group in the CH^C(C00H)2 

radical is executing nearly free rotation about the C-C 

bond even at 4.2°K while another main radical CH^CHCOOH in 

the same matrix of the crystal does not undergo such a

Heller78

be caused by intramolecular conditions. Available data on 
rotational barriers in various molecules indicate7^ that

molecules with hydrogens bonded to the carbon atom adjacent 

to the rotating methyl group possess relatively high bar

riers. Thus, methyl groups undergo restricted reorienta

tion about a C-C bond in such radicals as CH^CHCOOH trapped 
in alanine80’81 and CH_C(COOH)CH,COOH.82 Their rotation is 

nearly quenched below 100°K.
On the other hand, Morton1 

the irradiated d-aminoisobutyric acid crystals to approxi

mately 40°K one of the methyl groups in the trapped radical 

(CH_)_CCOO“ was still rotating virtually freely, whereas 

the other was undergoing hindered rotation. He suggested 

that at 4°K all six protons were nonequivalent with both 

methyl groups experiencing hindered rotation.
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B.

showed

sec.

C.

a

due to the anisotropy of the 

a-proton and the presence of the two magnetically nonequi

valent radical sites.

Experimental Results

(a) General Remarks

In all of the ELDOR spectra obtained from d-amino- 

isobutyric acid and dimethylmalonic acid crystals, 

striking temperature dependence of the spectral intensity 
is observed. For both crystals at temperatures above 10°C 

a reduction in the ESR intensity is dependent on both Mj 

and temperature. The reduction factor is nearly linear with 

the reciprocal of temperature.

On the other hand, below 10°C an M -dependent 

enhancement of the ESR line is observed. The reduction of

The ESR Spectrum of Irradiated L-Alanine Crystal

The dominant free radical formed upon irradiation of

L-alanine crystals at room temperature has been well identi-
O J t O £* t

fied * to be CH^CHCOO , The ESR spectrum of this radi- 

cal is generally complex

been studied extensively.Miyagawa and Itoh 

that the reorientation of the methyl group of the radical 

is quenched below 210°K and estimated the potential barrier 

and the frequency factor to be 3.6 t 0.2 kcal/mole and 
(10+4) x 1012 sec.-1, respectively.

However, along the c axis, all four protons appear 
to be equivalent®^’8-5, resulting in a five-line ESR spec

trum with intensities 1 i 4 i 6 i 4 i 1, This radical has 
76 ...___________ J T4._u80
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a

reduction in the ESR line is found at 131 MHz and a very

(195 MHz). This same enhancement

each enhanced line is nearly invariant with temperature 

below -10°C,

Both reduction and enhancement occurred precisely 

at the aR value of the radical (CH^)2CC00H in both crystals 

when the observing magnetic field position was set to the 

cross-over point of a first-derivative ESR line. ELDOR 

enhancements have also been observed in other cases, those 
of CH(C00H)2, CF2C0NH2 and NH^CHCOO" radicals.

The ELDOR spectra from 12 to 320 MHz arising from 

positioning the observing klystron at the bottom of the 

Mj=-2 line of the first-derivative ESR spectrum of a-amino- 

isobutyric acid are given as a function of temperature in 

Fig, A-l, A reduction in the ESR intensity is observed at 

323°K, resulting in major intense ELDOR lines at 66, 131, 

195 and 260 MHz, flanked on each side by weaker ELDOR lines 

occurring at 114 MHz from the main observed ELDOR line. 

Near 283°K the ESR lines remain unchanged. Below 283°K an 

enhancement of the ESR line occurs at 66 MHz, however,

weak ELDOR signal at 3aH 

and reduction dependence on the difference frequency was 

also seen for the (CH_),,CCOOH radical in N,N-dideutero-a- 

aminoisobutyric acid and dimethylmalonic acid.

Fig. A-2 indicates the transitions responsible for 

the ELDOR lines near 66 MHz when observing Mj=-2 ESR line 

at 5O°C. The ELDOR line at 66 MHz corresponds to the pump

ing being set to an allowed transition. Forbidden lines
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crystal as a function of temperature when the

the M,=-2 first-derivative ESR line. At 50 C

a re

st 52.0 and 80.0 MHz.

aH.

H-
Ja^. The forbidden lines at 
and

in the ESR intensity is detected at a^, 
duction at 2aR, and a nearly zero enhancement at

|a„ + kL = 47.0 MHz z n n
- = 85.0 MHz are barely observable,

being partially obscured by the spin flip lines

observing position is located at the bottom of
-- - ----- ----- ---  . . . --o„
vllC Pl 1 11  b“U“l 1 Vu. bl V C AjkJxI llHCi Av w

a reduction in the ESR line (as indicated by

an absorption-like peak) is observed at

2aH' ^aH and ^aH’ No chan£e in ESR intensity is 
observed near 10°C while at -44°C an enhancement

Fig. A-l, ELDOR spectra obtained for the (CH_)9CCOOH 

radical in irradiated Q-aminoisobutyric acid
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Fig. A-2. An energy level diagram indicating the transi
tions responsible for forbidden lines (dotted 
lines) at 47.0 and 85,0 MHz and the allowed line 
at aH=66.0 MHz in Fig. A-l, When the observing 
position is corrected to the center of the first- 
derivative line, a shift to 45.9, 82.1 and 64.0 
MHz, respectively, occurs. Lines occurring at 2aH, 
3av, 4a„, 5a„ and 6a„ and the associated for- n n n n
bidden lines are also expected but are not shown 
for clarity.

(CH^CCOOH RADICAL
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and 4a,

(b) Satellite Lines and Forbidden Lines

Inspection of Fig. A-l reveals satellite lines at 

±14 MHz to the main lines with one-fourth to one-half the

intensity of the main line. These ELDOR lines are due to 

the ESR spin flip lines observed in the ESR spectra of most 

irradiated organic single crystals.

The satellite lines are also observed as a reduction

ELDOR line as

has been observed due to the experimental 

sweep limitation of the ELDOR spectrometer. The difference 

between the hyperfine splitting aH=64 MHz obtained from 

the ESR and the center of the ELDOR peak, 66 MHz, is due to 

the observing position.The hyperfine splitting aH 

increased by 0.5 MHz from 100 to -100°C.

occurring at |aH+)^ and |aH-J>H (47.0 and 85.0 MHz, respec

tively) are found to be very weak. Additional allowed lines 

that occur at 2a^, 3a^ and 4a^ are observed with decreas

ing intensity at 131, 195 and 260 MHz, respectively. No 

ELDOR line at 5a,

or enhancement of the observed ESR line and the intensity 
increases as the temperature is lowered, Thus at 150°C the 

intensity of the satellite lines is practically negligible 

compared to the main ELDOR line.

The satellite lines are quite power-dependent, de

creasing in intensity to a greater extent than the main 

the pump power is reduced. In fact, the 

satellite lines were no longer recognizable when the pump 

power was reduced to more or less 8dB while the main ELDOR
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wave powers.

A
ric acid

lines remained with only slight decrease in intensity. The 

power dependence of these spin flips is shown in Fig. A-3 

and they behave exactly as has been observed for the 

CJ^COOH radical in malonic acid crystal when the observing 
ESR power was drastically increased.1®’®® That is, the 

spin flip lines require more power for saturation than the 

main ESR line and are thus observed only at higher micro-

77.0 MHz.

careful examination of irradiated a-aminoisobuty- 

crystal reveals that forbidden lines (Fig. A-2) 

can be observed but are quite weak, being about one-tenth 

the intensity of the allowed ELDOR lines.

Proton Zeeman line at 14.5 MHz was also observed 

with a considerable intensity for both crystals and they 

were always positive in line shape with respect to the ESR 

lines. For instance, in the case of the dimethylmalonic 
acid radical, the reduction factors at -60°C were 22% and 

25% for M,=+2 and MT=+3 lines, respectviely.

In the dimethylmalonic acid crystal, these satellite 

lines were initially mistaken for the forbidden ELDOR lines 
which should occur at 4a„+pL and ^au-pL. The ELDOR spectra 

Z n n 2 rt n
of the (CH^JgCCOOH in dimethylmalonic acid were taken along 

a crystal axis where a^=60 MHz. Hence, MHz and

2aH-i4{=76 MHzi these are close to the observed frequencies, 

46,5 and
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Fig. A-3. The dependence of spin-flip line intensity as

pump power is varied from 336 row to 21 mw. A

more rapid decrease in spin-flip line intensity

than the main ELDOR line is observed for irra

diated a-aminoisobutyric acid single crystals.
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80.0 MHZ
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matrix as
the
two

conformationsone
dimethylmalonic acid is not.

However, a rather large difference in reduction 

factors was noted between dimethylmalonic acid and a-amino- 

isobutyric acid for both enhanced and reduced ESR lines.

The larger reduction and enhancement in a-aminoisobutyric 

acid is assumed to be a result of the conformational change

observed by ESR spectrum in the a-aminoisobutyric acid 

a temperature-dependent hyperfine coupling and 

difference in the anisotropy of the g value between the 

acid, a-aminoisobutyric acid is capable of more than 

over the temperature range while

(d) ELDOR Spectrum of the CH^CHCOOH Radical in L-Alanine 

In irradiated natural and deuterated L-alanine

crystals, au(CH_)=a® along the c axis. The temperature- n J n
dependent ELDOR spectrum near the a® is shown in Fig. A-6.

(c) Reduction Factor as a Function of Temperature and MT 
J

A variation of reduction factor R as a function of 

temperature for various Mj values is shown in Fig. A-4 

for a-aminoisobutyric acid and in Fig. A-5 for dimethyl

malonic acid. For both crystals above 10°C, the reduction 

factor is strongly dependent (nearly linearly) on the re

ciprocal of temperature and MT, suggesting that W (nuclear 

spin flip transition probability) is the primary contri

butor to the intense ELDOR lines. Below 10°C both crystals 

showed the similar but far less temperature dependent en

hancement.
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dependence is shown over the entire tempera

varying linearly with above 10 C and an enhance-

aH

Fig. A-4. The reduction factor (R) for the ELDOR line at
vs. | obtained for the (CH^JgCCOOH radical in 

an irradiated Q-aminoisobutyric acid crystal. An

ture range with a reduction in the ESR intensity

ment in the ESR intensity varying independent of 

temperature below -40°C. The MT=2 ESR line inten- 

sity was used to calculate R for the observation

and an increase of 0.5 MHz for a„ were noted as n
the temperature was lowered from 100°C to -100°C«

of the Mt=-2 line since the M,=-2 ESR line was 

distorted due to imperfect averaging of the two 

methyl groups. An increase in the ESR line width
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obtained for the

acid crystals.

Fig. A-5. The reduction factor (R) vs.

(CH^)2CC00H radical in Irradiated dimethyl

malonic acid crystals. A similar intensity depen

dence on Mj and temperature is also observed in 

an irradiated a-aminoisobutyric acid crystal! 

however, the magnitude in a-aminoisobutyric acid 
of the reduction in ESR line intensity above 10°C 

is nearly twice that found for dimethylmalonic
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intensity is observed with the center of the ELDOR

of the first-derivative ESR line, indicating
cancellation of the ELDOR signal by the nearly 
equal enhanced and reduced components of the ESR 
line.

peak close to 78 MHz as expected. As the tempera
ture is lowered, the line shape becomes complex 
due to the predominating enhancement of the ESR 
line intensity from the methyl protons. A weak 
ELDOR spectrum is observed at 3°C when the observ
ing position is situated at the cross-over point

tom of the first-derivative M,=-2 line. At tern- d
peratures above 32°C, a reduction in the ESR line

Fig. A-6. The ELDOR spectrum of the CH^CHCOOD radical in 
irradiated N-deuterated L-alanine single crystals 
taken along the c crystal axis where aH(CH^)=a^. 
The observing ESR field is positioned at the bot-
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on

The observing ESR field is positioned at the bottom of the 

first-derivative Mj=-2 ESR line in order to dramatize the 

complex change in the ELDOR line shape with temperature. 

The resulting ELDOR effects have been attributed to the 
greater efficiency of a methyl group in inducing^ nuclear 

transitions than an a-proton.

When the observing position was moved to the center 

of the ESR line at temperatures below 32°C, the ELDOR in

tensity decreased. The line shape is also quite dependent 

the precise observing position. This is in contrast to 

the usual first-derivative ELDOR signal which has the maxi

mum intensity when the observer is set at the cross-over

point of the ESR line.

Qualitatively, the complex ELDOR line shape appears 

to result from a competition between the reduction in the 

a-proton ESR line intensity which decreases with decreas
ing temperature^ and the enhancement of the methyl proton 

ESR line which increases with decreasing temperature. From 

an ESR measurement, a® is equal to 73 MHz for this parti

cular crystal orientation. Considering that the observing 

position is at the bottom of the ESR line, 7 a reduced line 

results at 78 MHz at 50°C, At 3°C the contributions from- 

both the positive and negative reductions are approximately 

equal, giving rise to a first-derivative type of line shape. 

At -32°C, only an enhancement in the ESR is observed at ?6 

MHz, indicating that the ELDOR intensity from a-proton is 

approximately zero.
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peratures.

from a reduction in the ESR line at high temperatures and

to 10 sec.

but only very weak

etc.

It was suggested in this report that radicals with

ELDOR spectrum resulting

an END mechansim is

methyl substituents will show an

an enhancement will be expected at a^ 

ELDOR lines will be found at 2a^, 3ajj»

an enhancement at low temperatures.

At high temperatures at which 

dominant, ELDOR spectral lines with reduction should be 

observed at multiples of aH« On the other hand, at low 

temperatures where the correlation time of the motion 

approaches 10”^^ to 10-^ sec. or near the Larmor frequency,

In dimethylmalonic acid the ELDOR intensity reaches 

a maximum around 35O°K near which the two methyl groups 

are equivalent and the observed ELDOR spectrum is expected 

to be a result of the spin exchange. In d-aminoisobutyric 

acid, the methyl groups become more equivalent when the 

radical begins to decay. A comparison of the maximum ELDOR 

spectral intensity with the coalescence of the ESR peaks 
7 -1suggests that a motion occurring at a rate of 10' sec, 

is the dominant contribution to relaxation at higher tem-
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A. Introduction

acid,

has been the subject of

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REPORTED IN J. PHYS. CHEM., 
21, 629 (1973), "ELECTRON-ELECTRON DOUBLE RESONANCE OF 
IRRADIATED SINGLE CRYSTALS OF ZINC ACETATE AND MALONIC 
ACID 1 THE INFLUENCE OF NUCLEAR SPIN EXCHANGE."

The temperature dependence of the ESR spectrum of 

the CHgCOO” radical, found in irradiated crystals of malonic 
9°, glycine,$$ sodium acetate trihydrate?^’^* 

and zinc acetate dihydrate,?*’?2 

much interest. A marked temperature dependence of the 

proton coupling constants has been reported in addition to 
the coalescence of the inner peaks?*’^2,91 high tempera

ture and the shifting of the outer peaks toward the center 

of the spectrum,?2’?-^ Despite these changes with tempera
ture, the g values remain constant^* and the direction of 

91 
the carbon p-orbital remains quenched in space.

It was recently proposed?^ that a nonadiabatic spin 

exchange is responsible for the observed temperature depen

dence of CHgCOO- and it was possible to reproduce most of 

the features of the spectrum using the model.
Kispert et al.2^ proposed that the ELDOR signals 

observed above 10°C in (CH_)-CCOOH radical were dependent 
J 

214
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on the magnitude of the correlation times of the dynamic

process which made the two methyl groups appear equiva-

2

intensity.

B. Experimental Results

in

lent in the ESR spectrum.

Because the ELDOR signals are sensitive to intra

molecular motion, the ELDOR spectra were obtained for the 

CHgCOO- radical in irradiated zinc acetate as a function of 

temperature in an attempt to learn the relationship between 

the nonadiabatic spin exchange and the ELDOR spectral

the ab plane, nearly parallel to 
ly intense four-line ESR pattern occurred at temperatures 

below 50°C.
On the other hand, the CH2C00" radical in monoclinic 

zinc acetate crystals was investigated at varying crystal 

angles. However, the temperature dependence of the ELDOR 

intensity did not depend to any large degree on the hyper

fine splitting anisotropy of the crystal position. The 

primarily those observed for the 
crystal direction 21° from

The crystals were irradiated at room temperature and 

aged for a few days to eliminate any unstable radical spe

cies initially present, The ELDOR spectra of CHgCOO 

irradiated triclinic malonic acid crystals were taken in 

the b axis where an equal

results reported here are 

magnetic field parallel to a 
the a* axis. In this direction, a 1 i 2 i 1 ESR triplet was 

observed at all temperatures between -100 and 50 C.
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sec.

Upon lowering the temperature, the R values of the 

forbidden lines increased while those of the allowed lines

of 

taken for observation, A and B are allowed 

shows a different maximum between -70°C 

forbidden lines, C and D, have nearly zero

Fig. B-l is a plot of reduction factors vs, tempera

ture for the CH2C00“ radical in irradiated zinc acetate 

dihydrate single crystals when the high-field ESR line 

the triplet is

lines and.each 

and -50°C. The 

R values at -50°C.

decreased. It is to be noted that the maximum R values of 

the allowed line A occurs at -?0°C when the correlation 
time for the spin exchange determined by Hayes et al.?3 

equalled 0.2 x IO"6

A similar temperature dependence was also observed 

for the CHgCOO” radical in irradiated malonic acid crystals. 

The variation of the reduction factors with temperature is 

shown in Fig. B-2 for the allowed ELDOR lines at 64.9 MHz 

and 48.0 MHz and for the forbidden lines at 36.5 MHz and 

19.0 MHz. The maximum R values for both allowed lines 

occurred near 0°C while the maximum R values for the for

bidden lines were observed from -30° to -50°C,

At 50°C, the two central lines of the four-line ESR 

pattern in malonic acid began noticeably to collapse to a 

single line. In fact, the change in the ESR hyperfine pat

tern from 0°C to 50°C appeared similar to the change in the 

four-line pattern shown for the CHgCOO" radical in Figs, la 

(-70°C) and lb (-31°C) of Ref. 73 where the correlation
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ELDOR linesi both the ob

serving and the pumping ESR transitions are

B are the "allowed"

Fig. B-l. ELDOR reduction factors for the CHgCOO” radical 
vs. temperature in zinc acetate crystal. A and

line (6.5 MHz) widths. The MT=-1 ESR and ELDOR 
V

line widths did not vary significantly (10%)
with temperature.

allowed withAMT=0. C and D are the "forbidden" d

linesj the observing ESR transition is allowed

but the pumped ESR line is forbidden with AMj=l.

For all curves, the M,=-l ESR line is the ob- d

serving ESR line. R ,=ELDOR line height/ESR exp v
line height. No corrections were made for the

difference in the ELDOR line (5.0 MHz) and ESR
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crystals. Only the allowed ELDOR lines observed
at 64.9 and 48.0 MHz and the forbidden ELDOR

over point of the highest-field line.

lines observed at 36.5 and 19.0 MHz were plotted.
A maximum occurs at approximately 0°C for the 
allowed ELDOR lines and from -50°C to -30°C for

Fig. B-2, ELDOR reduction factors for the CHgCOOH radical 
vs. temperature in irradiated malonic acid

was calculatedthe forbidden ELDOR lines. Rexp^ 
in the same manner as in Fig. B-l. The ELDOR 
(4.5 MHz) and ESR (8.5 MHz) line widths did not 
vary with temperature. The observing field is
set at position a of the ESR spectrum, the cross-
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mately to 0.2 x 10 sec.

C. Some Approximate Calculations

The first approach to calculate the reduction factor

wag based on the assumption that the two protons could be

oughly examined by Freed

resonance.

the END interactions are considered, only

(Fig. B-3) will be ELDOR active.

J=1

J=0

If only

J = 1 manifold

From the similarity in the two figures, it is sug

gested that an intensity maximum occurs for the ELDOR

Fig. B-3. J manifolds for two completely equivalent 
protons.

Dt=1 d

to o.3 x 10-7 

sec. The only difference between Figs, B-l and B-2 appears 

to be the temperature at which the maximum is observed.

time was calculated to change from 0.2 x 10"^

Mt=0 
d

Wn

DJ=1

'Wxl
____ i

treated as completely equivalent. This approach was thor- 

in his general theory of double

reduction factors whenever an intramolecular motion is pre

sent with a spin exchange correlation time equal approxi-
-6

\ Wx2
\X

Mt=+1 u

r~
We:

I 

i-
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= Au) =0, Freed
P

R

and D

and O' are

W,

D. Symmetrically Equivalent Protons

Au) 
o

Experimentally, the reduction factors for the allowed 

ELDOR lines begin to decrease at about the same temperature 

region where the outer peaks begin to shift toward the 

center of the ESR spectrum due to nonadiabatic spin

^2
Do

the experimentally determined temperatures. When the cross 

relaxation terms were added (with b constant) allowed line 

B decreased faster than allowed line A, Experimentally A

nP

where D P o
served ESR lines, respectively and Q'

Under the generalized non-saturation conditions with 
31

b = XI = and X2 = did not agree well with the *e we e
experimental results. The temperatures at which the maxi

mum reduction factors were calculated did not agree with

wrote the reduction factor as

I nJ=V 
v p >

are the degeneracies of the pumped and ob-
!J=1 and nj=1 op P

derived from the appropriate double cofactors of the W 

matrix,

The results of calculation for different values of
W„, W„o

falls off faster than B.

Experimentally, the intensity of the forbidden lines 
was greater than the allowed lines only below about -?0°C 

for zinc acetate crystals and below about -20°C for malonic 

acid. In calculated results the forbidden lines were always 

greater than at least one of the two allowed lines.
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previous section for the complete equivalence,

Since the assumption of two symmetrically equivalent 

protons would allow coupling of the J manifolds (Fig. 1-4), 

the nonadiabatic spin exchange may give a better agreement 

with the experimental results than the calculations of the

The inclusion of pseudotransition probabilities has 

increased the number of parameters significantly.

The trends in the results seem to indicate that the 

addition of the pseudotransition probabilities changes 

some of the qualitative aspects from those obtained when 

two completely equivalent nuclei are assumed, Three of the 

major failures of the calculation which assumed complete 

equivalence can be remedied by the addition of pseudo

transition probabilities.
The addition of PE, PN and PEE changes further the 

behaviour of curves A and B and the difference between the 

two curves, PE is a pseudoelectron spin-flip transition 

probability (X in Eq. A2 of Ref. 3D. PN is the pseudo- 

nuclear spin-flip probability (Eq, A5 of Ref, 3D and PEE 

is the pseudoelectron spin-flip probability between off- 
31 diagonal density matrix elements.

exchange effects.

When the nuclei are not completely equivalent, pseu

do transition probabilities can become important in the 

spin relaxation processes and a complete W must include 
the inter-J coupling, Freed-^ has developed a theory for W 

in connection with a dilute solution ESR saturation theory.
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lines A and B (Fig. B-2) are fairly similar over the en

tire temperature range. Both reduction factors reach a 

maximum at the same temperature (280°K), These features 

can be accounted for by varying the magnitudes of the 

pseudotransition probabilities at different temperatures.

The temperature dependence of the ELDOR spectrum of 

the CHgCOO radical in malonic acid crystals is qualita

tively the same as that of CHgCOO" in zinc acetate. However, 

the magnitudes of the reduction factor for the allowed
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REPORTED IN J. MAG. RESO
NANCE, 10, 162 (1973), "ELECTRON-ELECTRON DOUBLE RESONANCE 
OF IRRADIATED MONOFLUOROACETAMIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS 1 THE 
ROLE OF FLUORINE p-ORBITAL ANISOTROPY."

These observations have been explained in terms of 

the END mechanism and the cross relaxation mechanism. These 

two mechanisms have been discussed in Section (a), Part B 

of Chapter I and also in Appendicies A and B. The CHgCOO' 

radical produced in irradiated malonic acid and zinc 

acetate dihydrate single crystals2'’ is another example in

26
In a recent ELDOR investigation, 

sity varied significantly with temperature for (CH^)gCCOOH 

trapped in irradiated dimethylmaonic acid and a-aminoiso- 

butyric acid single crystals and for CH^CHCOOH trapped in 

irradiated L-alanine crystals. In all of the three cases, 

at least one methyl group was undergoing rapid rotation 

above room temperature in the oriented radicals.

A large variation in the ELDOR intensity has been 

observed as a function of temperature whenever the radical 

was known to undergo an intramolecular motion with a 
relation time between 10-^^ and 10”^
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me-

is varied from 530 MHz perpendi-

bond in the radical.

B,

which the ELDOR spectra can be explained with the END 

chanism.

On the other hand, the anisotropy due to the proton 

hyperfine coupling is varied from -63 MHz perpendicular to 

the radical plane to the in-plane value of -31 MHz paral

lel to the C-H bond and -96 MHz perpendicular to the C-H

a first-order

aF

In this appendix, the importance of another ELDOR 

mechanism, dipolar anisotropy, is explored by choosing the 

CFHCONHg radical in which neither intramolecular motion 

nor quadrupole interactions appear to be present. However, 
33 a large dipolar anisotropy exists as reported earlier. 

The fluorine anisotropy^ 

cular to the radical plane to -45 MHz parallel to the C-F 

bond of the radical.

and

Experimental Results

(a) The CFHC0NH2 Radical

Generally, most of the ELDOR signals from irradiated 

monofluoroacetamide crystals, grown from either HgO or D20, 

are forbidden transitions. Only a very few allowed lines 

are observed. The ELDOR transitions for the CFHC0NH2 radi

cal are given in Table C-l assuming that 

perturbation treatment is valid at each angle. The 

values are actually the hyperfine separations at a given 

angle and are not principal values of the hyperfine tensor. 

In the allowed-allowed ELDOR transitions, both the
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Table C-l,

(CFH—R)
Allowed - Forbidden Allowed - Allowed

±+ aF/2 FH

F/2 + + ^F+ a.

Assuming at a given anglei

The First-Order ELDOR Transitions 
for Two Unequal Couplings

E •m:

aF +

++ /p

aH

aH/2 ~

aF

aHaH + a.

aH/2

aF/2

+ aF/2

±aH/2

F+ ayiOginj

aH/2

T VH

LT

£,m» = ^Hms + aHmsmI
F H" ^FmI ~ ^HmI*
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= 0 and Am:

None is observed

(b) The CF2CONH2 Radical

Since fluorine p-orbital anisotropy appears to in

fluence the intensity of the ELDOR lines in the CFHC0NH2

observing and pumping ESR transitions occur simultaneously 
H F

with Anij = 0 and Arn^. = 0, On the other hand, the pumping 

frequency causes a forbidden ESR transition with 
Fand Amz / 0 in the allowed-forbidden lines.

The ELDOR spectrum is rather complex with intense 

forbidden lines at |aH + and iap + p'p. Table C-2 lists 

the observed reduction factors for the ELDOR transitions 
at Ja^ + a^ and iap + p P*^H2 as a function of 

fluorine hyperfine anisotropy. The proton anisotropy is 

considerably smaller in magnitude and is relatively con

stant over a large variation of fluorine splitting.

It should be noted that when the observing field 

position is perpendicular to the radical plane (a direction 

in which ap=53O MHz), an intense line is observed at 
laH ~ and a very weak line at ja^ + p^. 

at a^. Only upon decreasing the fluorine hyperfine split

ting below 253 MHz. a weak but detectable line is observed 

at aH and the >aH t lines remain relatively constant in 

intensity.

It appears that the ELDOR line intensity for the 

CFHC0NH2 radical increases only slowly with decreasing 

temperature and the intensity is rather independent of tem

perature as shown in Fig. C-l.

Amj / 0
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R* at

82.239.9 .09

79.2 79.2 .05 .10 0.05 0.2?

108.6 81.8 (.09) 0.220.02.09

152.9 81.8 0.190,02.07 0.07

0.04211.1 80.1 .08 0.020.07

252.8 0.08 0.0279.8 .09

.06 0.01330.0 77.8 0.09

.06 0.01399.3 0.1773-5

4-98 0.0167.5 0.19.20

0.04 0.0163.2530 .23

(0.49).05

aH 
0.05

j no corrections

a(«) 
aF 'h

Exp. hfs, 

aH

Table C-2, Fluorine Hyperfine Splittings vs. Selected 
ELDOR Frequencies for the CFHC0NH2 radical 
at -40°C.

2

*R approximated as ™\ine\eighF 

were made for the differences between the inhomogeneous 
ESR line-width of approximately 7-9 gauss and the ELDOR 
line width of 4-5 MHz. However, the rather consistent 
ELDOR line width of 4 MHz for the various fluorine 
hyperfine splittings suggests that the relative mag
nitudes are correct.
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radical,

to

resulting in a rather temperature independent 

duction factor, a

the CF2C0NH2

However, instead of the expected intense forbidden 

lines at £a? + as observed previously for the CFHC0NH2 

radical, a rather simple intense spectrum at a^ was ob

served at -20°C with little or no spectral intensity at 

iap + jJp, Fig, C-2 illustrates the ELDOR spectra from the 

two radicals for comparison. In fact, as the temperature 

was lowered to -60°C, enhanced allowed-allowed lines were 

observed for the CF2C0NH2 radical, but the lines at 

iap ± pip was either very weak or not detected at all.

A qualitative explanation for this large difference 

in spectra lies in the fact that the two fluorines in the

re

further investigation was directed to 

me vr2vunn2 radical to see how motion would affect the 

ELDOR spectrum. For the CF2C0NH2 radical, a torsional os

cillation about the C-C bond was recently reported^ 

couple to an in-phase vibration of the CF. 

below the radical plane.

CFgCONHg become symmetrically equivalent at high tempera

tures while the fluorine and proton in CFHC0NH2 remain 

nonequivalent. As the temperature is increased, the faster 

motion averages the two nonequivalent fluorine nuclei to 

an apparently symmetrical equivalence and very weak for

bidden lines are expected. Even at 77°K« the forbidden 

lines are still weaker than the allowed lines. Since the R 

values of the allowed lines for CF2C0NH2 varied considera

bly as a function of temperature, the torsional oscillation

‘2 group above and
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A

Fig, C-2. The observing position indicated by an arrow in

radical where

The forbidden lines appear with a weaker inten
sity (1%). The allowed-allowed ELDOR lines for
CFgCONHg are observed to change from a reduced 
spectrum (—10%) at -20°C to an enhanced spectrum 
(--19%) at -100°C(e).

the ESR spectrum (a) of the CFHCONHg radical at 
-40°C gives rise to a number of forbidden lines
(b) occurring at |a„ ± jZ, and +a„ ± 14, with com- n n r r
plications from an amide proton splitting. This 

is to be compared with the simpler ELDOR spec

trum (d) obtained for the CFgCONHg 

an intense allowed-allowed transition is observed.
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10%
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!
(d)
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—a,

The influence of motion can be more clearly seen 

from the variation of R with temperature for (CH,),CCOOH, 

CH^CHR and CHgCOO in Fig. C-l, all of which exhibit con

siderable motion over the temperature range reported.

and the out-of-plane wagging of the CP2 group seem to domi

nate the influence of the p-orbital anisotropy in the ELDOR 

relaxation conditions.

(c) The CC1FCONH2 Radical

The ELDOR investigation of CC1FCONH2 radical re- 
28vealed that a quadrupolar interaction by chlorine was 

dominant in the relaxation conditions over the p-orbital 

anisotropy of the fluorine, This resulted in a simple ELDOR 

pattern comprised primarily of intense lines at ac^ and 
o
2aci - Strong signals are observed at low temperatures, 

typically below -50°C, Further details for chlorinated

radicals will be available in Appendix D,

In summary, it appears that relaxation due to fluo

rine p-orbital anisotropy will be dominated by contribu

tions from intramolecular motion which in turn will be 

dominated by contributions from quadrupolar interactions.
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Recently, an 

splittings was obtained

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REPORTED IN CHEM, PHYS.
LETT.. 1£, 592 (1972), "ELECTRON-ELECTRON DOUBLE RESONANCE 
OF IRRADIATED DICHLOROFLUOROACETAMIDEi THE DOMINANT ROLE 
OF THE CHLORINE QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION."

---- 2-------

and CCl^

chloroacetamide.

time needed to carry

increase in resolution of the chlorine 

I97 (Fig. D-l) for the CC1FCOND., 

radical in irradiated single crystals of N,N-dldeutero- 

dichloroacetamide at -100°C. The large amount of computer 

out the calculation was prohibitive.

The ESR spectrum of oriented 77-radicals containing 

a-chlorine is generally complex and poorly resolved due to 

the chlorine quadrupolar interaction and a large number of 

forbidden lines. The presence of two naturally occurring 
isotopes, -^Cl(75%) and -^7C1(25%), contributes further to 

the difficulty of determining the complete anisotropic 

hyperfine tensor for the CC1HCONH2 and CC1HCOOH radicals.

On the other hand, only crude estimates of the 

anisotropic chlorine hyperfine tensor have been obtained 

radical in irradiated dichloroacet

radicals in irradiated tri-
for the CC12CONH2 
amide96 and CC1„ and CC12CONH2

34
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and
which define the a axis and 0=90 and
define the b axis. Two magnetically non

equivalent sites 1 and 2 are observed. Site 1
represents a direction nearly parallel to the
radical plane while site 2 is a direction per
pendicular to the radical plane, a direction where
the ESR spectrum is completely resolved.

Fig. D-l, A second-derivative ESR spectrum of the CClFCONHg
— —i -- u- (magnetic field)

o
radical at -100 C taken with H o
parallel to the spherical direction, 0=90

0=90°
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B. Experimental Results

of the ESR spectrum of CC1FC0ND,

equal to the

2

(b) The ELDOR Spectrum

Fig. D-2 shows the ESR and ELDOR spectra of the 

radical CC1FCONH„ obtained in the z direction for site 2.

(a) The ESR Spectrum
The analysis97 ...» oF»vvx».u u.

35-/>C1 quadrupolar interaction is nearly

AMj=o chlorine lines. This is indicated by the stick dia
gram (site 2) in Fig. D-i. The AMj=t2 lines for the 35C1 

isotope were also more intense than the AMj=0 lines for 
the 37iCl isotope.

The experimental separation between the 

chlorine hyperfine lines in the z direction was 70.9 MHz 

while that between the chlorine hyperfine lines was

175.5 MHz, This leaves only 52.3 MHz for the separation 

between the MJ=-i and lines. The unequal separa

tions were attributed to the large chlorine quadrupolar 

interaction.

However, ELDOR studies of chlorinated radicals 

suggest a means of reducing the number of calculations 

needed to obtain the complete anisotropic hyperfine tensor 

and provides a method of identifying chlorinated radicals.

indicates that the
35Cl hyperfine splitting in the z direction 

perpendicular to the radical plane, i.e., az(^Cl)=50 MHz 

and Q =-74 MHz. As a result, several amt=±2 transitions 

were observed with intensities about one-half that of the
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radical in

is obtained for site 2 at all ESR observing
positions due to the inhomogeneous broadening
caused by the amide nitrogen and proton split-

substantial reduction (R>30%) is observed.

Fig. D-2. The ELDOR spectrum of the CClFCONHg 
irradiated dichlorofluoroacetamide single 
crystals at -100°C. A first-derivative spectrum

tings. Very little or no ELDOR line is observed 
at room temperature. However, below -100°C a
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small

intense as that at 50 MHz inat MHz is nearly twice as

The shape of the first-derivative ESR lines was a result of 

the inhomogeneous broadening of the lines by the 
splittings of the amide protons.19 The ELDOR spectrum con

sisting of only two intense first-derivative peaks at 50 

and 74- MHz was observed by setting the observing position 
on the high-field 35C1 ESR line at position A, B, or C. 

Other less intense lines could be attributed to forbidden 

lines or possibly to lines from the

experimental lines at 50 and ?4 MHz can be assigned to 
a(-^^Cl) and ^a( -^^Cl) respectively. Since the ELDOR 

line at 74- MHz is about 8 MHz wide it is possible that the 
line contains the four lines at ^a(^Cl) ± (76.8 and

74.8) and ^a(35C1) ±3)/* (79.2 and 72).

It is interesting to note that all of the remaining 

first-order transition calculations (except 2a and 3a) 

contain a quadrupole term. Experimental splittings as

signable to these transitions were either not observed or 

had an intensity less than 10% that of the allowed line at 
a(^^Cl). The transitions responsible for the observed ELDOR 

peaks in Fig. D-2 are shown in Fig. D-3.

An examination of Table D-2 reveals that the line

3?C1 isotope.

The fact that the position of the ELDOR signal (50
MHz) is nearly equal to the a (^Cl)=50.5 MHz deduced from 

z
the ESR measurement appeared to suggest that a first-order 

calculation was adequate in the z direction. The possible 

first-order ELDOR transitions are listed in Table D-l. The
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Table D-l.

+ V 
— i = 50.5 MHzaCl

a ± 21Z

2a + 2)Z

* = 101.02a

= 151.53a

Assuming*

The First-Order ELDOR Transitions for
Chlorine in the CC1FR Radical,

+ - KI + 1)]

2a t 3^C1 = 79.2
= 72

= 76.8
74.8

E m

t

2a

ia
2a t ^Cl

= mgg/?H + aC1i

I + Cl “ Z

Cl ,- nij p/cl

+ 1 
Cl - Z

) + li
Cl - ?
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Fig. D-3. The energy level diagram for the high-field

line and sweeping through

the pump frequency.

group of ESR lines with Mj(F)=-i indicating 

the possible ELDOR transitions while observ
ing the Mt(C1)=-^
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Af, MHZ RdBSet at

0.14503

74 0.203

0.29500

0.36740

0.06503

74 0.123

0.06503

0.133

0.13503

0.08743

= 336 mw at 0 dB.

Illi Illi 
t

* pp

Illi Illi
H ------------ > ♦

PP’

Table D-2. The reduction factor (R) for the CClFCONHg 
radical when the observing field is posi
tioned as indicated at -80°C using an 
observing power equal to 9 mw and with 
ap = 474 MHz. r



2^6

agreement with the calculated number of transitions at

with the observing field set at the high-field line of the

quartet was also a simple two-line spectrum. The pattern

was similar to that obtained for site 2, except that a line

was observed at J8 MHz,

plane.

34,94
2

Quadrupolar nuclei have been incorporated in mole
cules to study anisotropic rotation in liquid by NMR 

and also have been incorporated

ap
proximately 75 MHz in Table D-l, This further substantiates 
the usefulness of a first-order calculation for assigning 
peaks when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
radical plane.

a shoulder at 43 MHz and an in
tense line at 56,7 MHz. It is to be noted that this fre- 

3 quency for the intense line appears at approximately 
times the frequency 38 MHz and a rather simple pattern is 
still observed. It appears that few or no ELDOR lines 
result from the amide nitrogen and proton splittings of
10.1 and 10.8 MHz, respectively (>^=0.95 and ^=12.7 MHz), 
when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the radical

98quadrupolar relaxation7

cci3
obtained at -100°C or lower.

Similar ELDOR spectral patterns and temperature de-
34 94 •pendence were also observed7 ' for the radicals CClgCONH,,, 

and CC1HC00H, with the most intense spectra being
- - - O« 1

The four main ESR lines for site 1 (Fig, D-l) arise 
from the AMj=±l transitions and are usually referred to as 
forbidden ESR lines. The ELDOR spectrum obtained for site 1
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paths responsible for ELDOR spectra as well.
It has been seen that the chlorine quadrupolar re

relaxation is so much more effective than the fluorine di
polar relaxation that only two intense ELDOR peaks are

and a,

z

dependent upon the chlorine quadrupolar splitting.

Thus az(Cl) can be obtained directly from the ELDOR spec
trum instead of resorting to the costly iterative calcula-

hyperfine splitting while observing the Mj=-- 
This appears to be characteristic of chlorinated radicals.

in radicals to examine anisotropic rotational diffusion by 
99 100ESR. ’ In these experiments, the presence of a quadru

polar chlorine nucleus is shown to dominate the relaxation

observed. When the magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
3radical plane, these peaks appear at and aci«

permitting a straightforward determination of the chlorine
- ---ESR line.

tion necessary to deduce az(Cl) from the ESR spectrum.
In contrast, the ELDOR spectrum of CFHC0NH2 was 

dominated by the fluorine dipolar anisotropy (See Appendix 
C) with only forbidden ELDOR lines at iaH±)^ and the allowed 
line at a„ being observed in a direction perpendicular to r
the radical plane.

The presence of more than one chlorine nuclei as in 
CC12CONH2 does not complicate the ELDOR spectrum and no 
combination lines are observed from the amide nitrogen or 
protons in a radical of the type CC1XCONH2 where X=C1, F 
or H. No ELDOR lines are observed at frequencies which are
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